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Abstract
Changes in access to natural resources i1npact the people and c01n1nunities reliant on those
resources for their livelihood. Australia's Regional Forest Agree1nents (RFAs), signed between
1997 and 2001, aimed to rebalance the productive use and conservation of c01nmercially
valuable public native forests. They resulted in reduced access to these forests for wood
production, along with other changes, and were acc01npanied by rnitigation strategies intended
to assist those 1nost impacted to adjust to the changes - paiiicularly forestry businesses, their
e1nployees and rural c01n1nunities. Despite the significance of the RF As to Australian forest
policy, little ex-post facto (after the fact) social i1npact assess1nent (SIA) has been conducted to
1nonitor social i1npacts and evaluate the mitigation strategies.

I conducted an ex-post facto SIA, investigating the social i1npacts experienced by 1nembers
of the native forest industry in upper north-east New South Wales and south-west Western
Australia as a consequence of RF As and associated changes. While other groups were also
affected, I focused on these groups due to the complexity of analysing social i1npacts and a
focus on in-depth, rather than broad, analysis. I interviewed owners of, and workers employed
by, forestry businesses affected by the RF As; govermnent e1nployees responsible for industry
manage1nent and regulation; and representative s from industry, c01n1nunity and environmental
groups. I used an adaptive theory approach, encouraging an iterative process of data collection
and analysis in conjunction with critical review and 1nodification of current theory.

Research findings are presented as four papers. The first two papers analyse the social
impacts experienced by participants in the two case study regions. In each case, social impacts
manifested both as a result of the policy negotiation process and the final outcomes of that
process, beginning prior to the c01npletion of the RF As and evolving over time. Social impacts
were experienced cumulatively, and included tangible (physical) and intangible (symbo lic or
psychological ) elements. These results highlighted the multiple interacting factors that
influenced how people experienced and responded to the RF As and associated changes,
including personal factors, the provision of mitigation strategies, and additional changes in the
forest industry.

The implications of the findings for SIA theory and practice are analysed in the third and
fourth papers. The third explores the complex nature of cumulative social impacts that result
fron1 multiple policy processes and the influences of external factors and individuals' responses.

It draws on results from the Western Australian case study to present a framework for the
lV
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assessment and 1nanage1nent of cu1nulative social i1npacts, adapted frmn a frainework
developed for the 1nining sector. The fomih paper evaluates the 1nitigation strategies
imple1nented in the two case study regions, and identifies i1nplications for desi gning,
implementing and 1nonitoring future 1nitigation strategies.

These four papers contribute to understanding the complexity of social i1npacts and
provide lessons for those involved in negotiating and introducing change, and assessing,
1nanaging and 1nonitoring social i1npacts. Acknowledging this complexity and the consequent
difficulty of predicting social i1npacts encourages ex-post facto SIA as a critical learning
oppmiunity, the results of which contribute to SIA theory and practice.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Social impacts and Australian forest policy change
Changes in access to natural resources can have significant impacts on the business
owners, employees and c01n1nunities who rely on these resources for their livelihood. This
thesis presents the results of an ex-post facto (after the fact) social i1npact assessment (SIA)
investigating the social impacts experienced by 1ne1nbers of the Australian native forest industry
as a result of the develop1nent and implementation of Regional Forest Agree1nents (RF A) and
associated policy changes that reduced access to public native forests for wood production and
changed the process of accessing these resources. RF As were signed by the C01n1nonwealth and
State govermnents in four Australian states between 1997 and 2001 and aimed to balance the
1nanage1nent of cmnmercially-productive native forests for environmental, econmnic, social and
cultural values (Lane 1999; Davey et al. 2002). While these forest policy changes affected 1nany
stakeholders in i1nportant ways, this thesis focuses on impacts experienced by me1nbers of the
native forest ti1nber industry in two case study regions, upper north-east New South Wales
(UNSW) and south-west Western Australia (SW A).

The thesis contributes to the theory and practice of SIA through an ex-post facto SIA that
assessed the social i1npacts exper'ienced by 1ne1nbers of the native forest timber industry in two
RF A regions. These social i1npacts resulted from the RF A and associated policy changes and
were influenced further by individuals' responses to the changes and social i1npacts they
anticipated or experienced and by the presence of exogenous factors.

This chapter introduces the study by describing key aspects of SIA and current li1nitations
in the theory and practice of ex-post facto SIA before explaining how the thesis contributes to
overcmning these li1nitations. The second part of the chapter provides an overview of the
Australian native forest industry and the RF A process, focusing on the SIAs conducted during
the development of RF As and identifying the need for ex-post facto SIA, a key issue addressed
in this thesis. The chapter concludes by presenting the research objectives and questions
explored in the thesis, building on the context and rationale presented earlier in the chapter.

1..2 Social impact assessment
It has been argued that SIA is based on principles of equity an:d sustainable develop1nent
(Vanclay 2003; Vanclay and Esteves 2011), and is commonly defined as:

1

--

- •

-
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the processes of analysing, monitoring and managing the intended and
unintended social consequences, both positive and negative, of planned
interventions (policies, programs, plans, projects) and any social change
processes invoked by those interventions (Vanclay 2003: 6).
This definition e1nphasises the processes of monitoring and managing social impacts, 1noving
beyond earlier approaches to SIA that focused more narrowly on prediction (ICGPSIA 1995). In
some circumstances, SIA has been replaced by Strategic Envirornnental Assessment, c01nmonly
used as a tool or process that supports systematic decision making and is particularly useful in
the context of policy develop1nent (Fischer 2007). However, I use the tenn SIA due to its
inclusion of policy-related social i1npacts and its focus on managing and 1nonitoring social
impacts in the post-decision phase through ex-post facto SIA.

An important distinction 1nade in SIA is that between social change processes and
social impacts (Slootweg et al. 2001; Vanclay 2002; Williams and Schirmer 2012). Social
change processes are invoked by an intervention and lead to social impacts, generally
conceptualised in SIA as being experienced in either a physical or perceptual sense and defined
to include:

the consequences to human populations of any public or private actions that alter the ways in which people live, work, play, relate to one another,
organize to 1neet their needs and generally cope as 1nembers of society. The
term also includes cultural i1npacts involving changes to the norms, values,
and beliefs that guide and rationalize their cognition of themselves and their
society (ICPGSIA 2003: 231 ).
Separating social change processes and social impacts highlights that the social impacts that
result from a social change process such as job loss will vary from person to person depending
on their individual situation. A person close to retirement and with substantial financial
resources may experience job loss as a neutral or even positive event, particularly if job loss is
accompanied by a co1npensation payment. Conversely, a person with high debts and substantial
fainily obligations may experience job loss as a significantly detrimental event that has multiple
negative financial and psychological consequences. Hence, a given social change process is not,
in and of itself, a social impact; the way it is experienced is the impact (Vanclay 2002; Williams
and Schirmer 2012).

The diversity of potential social impacts is outlined in comprehensive lists (Vanclay 2002;
Burdge 2003 ), although fully understanding and managing social impacts requires going beyond
a ' checklist approach ' (Vanclay 2002: 184). SIA theory encourages affected parties and other
stakeholders to work together, using participatory approaches to develop a comprehensive
understanding of the issues they experience (Baines et al. 2003b; Buchan 2003; Burdge 2003;
Eciwma A.M. Loxtoo

Vanclay 2003; Becker et al. 2004) including those considered symbolic or ideological (Lane
1999). The increased value placed on local knowledge and public participation in the practice of
SIA (Vanclay 2003) reflects a broader trend in enviromnental and resource 1nanage1nent that
emphasises the value of local knowledge and public participation in decision 1naking processes.
In 1nost cases this will be c01nple1nented by technical approaches to SIA that draw on
independent and quantitative analysis to provide for the comparison and aggregation of data
(Becker et al. 2004).

A relatively recent develop1nent in SIA is the increased recognition and 1nanage1nent of
cmnulative social impacts, defined as the 'successive, incre1nental and c01nbined i1npacts of
one, or 1nore, activities on society, the econ01ny and the enviromnent' (Franks et al. 201 Ob:
300). This definition highlights the co1nplex context in which social i1npacts are experienced,
and thus encourages SIA practitioners to assess the multiple factors that influence the negative
and positive experiences that result fr01n social change processes. Develop1nent of the
Cu1nulative Effects Assess1nent and Management (CEAM) framework by Franks et al. (201 Oa;
2010b; 2011), discussed in Chapter 5, helps to articulate the interaction and aggregation of
1nultiple interventions and social i1npacts.

While ong01ng developments in the field of SIA have contributed to i1nproved
understanding and management of social i1npacts, SIA continues to be li1nited by an insufficient
focus on the develop1nent of theory specific to the field (Lane et al. 2001; Slootweg et al. 2001;
Ross and McGee 2006; Howitt 2011). For exainple, Howitt (2011: 78) suggests that ' explicit
theoretical discourse is quite rare in the SIA literature' , which focuses on methods and
techniques rather than theory and concepts. Factors contributing to this include the limited use
of ex-post facto SIA (Burdge 2002; Glasson 2005), the li1nited extent to which SIAs are
conducted using an explicit theoretical base (Ross and McGee 2006; Rossouw and Malan
2007), and the lack of SIA case studies published in the accessible literature (Burdge 2003).

This thesis contributes to addressing these li1nitations by providing case study-based expost facto SIA results and exploring the i1nplications of these findings for the practice and
theory of SIA. In this context, practice refers to the methods used to conduct SIA, while theory
refers to the explanatory fraineworks used to organise evidence or data about social impacts,
and theorising thus 'engages with questions concerning how and why particular patterns of
evidence occur' (Layder 1998: 10). Ex-post facto SIA involves ' the 1nonitoring, evaluation,
management and c01nmunication, at the post-decision stage ' of social i1npacts associated with
an intervention (Lavallee and Andre 2005: 241). It is a crucial learning tool (Noble and Storey
2005) providing for the continued develop1nent of SIA by improving understanding of the
3

processes that lead to social impacts and the factors that assist people to respond to them,
including the provision of 1nitigation strategies. Mitigation strategies, also referred to as
'cmnpensa tion' or 'structural adjustmen t', contribute to the manage1nent of social i1npacts and
are used in conjunctio n with the avoidance and minimisati on of negative social i1npacts by the
proponent at the design and implement ation stages of an interventio n (ICPGSIA 2003).
Mitigation strategies can also contribute to the enhance1nent of positive social impacts,
reflecting increased acknowled gement of the responsibi lity of proponents to assist com1nunities
to benefit from interventio ns (Esteves 2008; Vanclay and Esteves 2011 ). Chapter 6 discusses
key factors required for the effective design, i1nplementation and evaluation of 1nitigation
strategies.

Despite a nmnber of potential benefits, ex-post facto SIA is rarely conducted or published
sufficiently (Burdge 2002; Lavallee and Andre 2005; Noble and Storey 2005). A nmnber of
factors contribute to the li1nited use of ex-post facto SIA. Smne factors are practical, such as a
lack of regulatory requiremen t (Storey and Noble 2005) and the perceived costs of monitoring
(Banks 1999), although smne authors argue that ex-post facto SIA provides an 'early-war ning'
system that helps to reduce future costs (Noble and Storey 2005: 173; see also Vanclay and
Esteves 2011 ). Other factors are 1nethodological, such as the difficulty of 1nonitoring
individual s' choices and behaviour over the long-tenn (Houghton 2012) and an over-e1nphasis
on quantifiabl e indicators that provide statistical data about change, but do not provide for
analysis of the more complex social issues resulting frmn that change (Lane 1999; Lavallee and
Andre 2005). Additional concerns relate to the difficulty of verifying the accuracy of earlier
assessmen t results and determinin g the causal pathways between interventio ns, social change
processes and social i1npacts. However, this limitation becomes irrelevant if the ai1n is instead
to assess outcomes against objectives rather than to verify earlier results (Noble and Storey
2005), as was the ai1n in this thesis. While these limitations have i1nplications for understand ing
the social consequen ces of interventio ns, they also prevent the evaluation and developme nt of
the theoretical materials that guide SIA, thus constrainin g the developme nt of SIA 1nore
broadly. This thesis addresses these li1nitations by applying the findings of ex-post facto SIA to
analyse the multiple dimension s of social impacts arising from forest policy and resource access
changes, and thus contributes to the developme nt of SIA theory and practice.

1.3 Manag ing Austra lia's native forests
This section describes key aspects of the developme nt and implement ation of the RF As.
The RF As and associated policy changes provide ideal case studies to conduct ex-post facto
SiAs. As significant policy processes, they represent useful case studies to demonstra te the
diversity of social impacts experience d as a result of changed access to natural resources on
4
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which people's livelihoods depend . Despite their significance, there has been a lack of ex-post
facto SIA conducted since the RF A process to 1nonitor the resulting social impacts and evaluate
the effectiveness of associated 1nitigation strategies.

The development and i1nple1nentation of the RF As occurred against a historical context of
evolving forest 1nanage1nent (Dargavel 1995). Forests were widely viewed as 'an inexhaustible
source of wood for local or exp01i needs' for the first 100 years of European settle1nent of
Australia 1 (Carron 1985: 3), and govermnent policy focussed on facilitating the expansion of
agricultural and pastoral lands through forest clearing (Dargavel et al. 1998). This began to
change in the late 1800s when initial calls were 1nade for the conservation of forest areas for
future use. However, it was not until the 1920s that all of Australia's six states and territories
had developed a fonnal approach to forest 1nanage1nent and introduced dedicated government
forest agencies (Dargavel et al. 1998). For much of their early years these agencies struggled
against the agricultural sector and sawmillers, who disagreed with the new regulations that
reduced access to native forests for harvesting and other extractive uses (Dargavel et al. 1998).

Public sentiment, a significant force in the politicisation and development of forest
1nanagement (Lane and McDonald 2002), began to change in the 1970s as Australia's
increasing urbanisation and affluence, and the expansion of clearfelling and conversion of
native forests to plantations (Routley and Routley 1973), led to a growing environmental,
'ecocentric' perspective on forest values (Dargavel et al. 1998": 10). These new senti1nents
conflicted with the more traditional views that valued native forests for their contribution to
Australia's industrial development (Dargavel et al. 1998). The resultant ongoing conflict over
the manage1nent of native forests encouraged significant changes in Australian forest policies
from the 1970s, including the transfer of substantial areas of public native forest from the
com1nercial to the conservation estate, and reductions in access to timber production from these
forests. These changes, together with developments in timber harvesting and processing
technology and changing econ01nic drivers, substantially altered the structure of the forest
industry (Dargavel 1995; Ajani 2007). Conflict over forest manage1nent was managed in an ad
hoc manner until the 1990s when Australia' s first nationally coordinated forest management

approach, the RF A process, was implemented in an effort to resolve it (Dargavel et al. 1998;
Lane 1999; McDonald 1999).

1

While not the focus of this thesis, it is important to recognise that Indigenous people ' s traditional land
management practices have left an enduring legacy on the structure of Australian forest landscapes, and
Indigenous people continue to use and value forests for a range of cultural and economic reasons (Feary
et al. 2010; Lm,.'ion et al. 2012a).
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C01n1nonwealth and State goverrunents, were first proposed by the Com1nonwealth government
in 1995 (Sharp 1998). They followed the develop1nent of the National Forest Policy Statenient
(NFPS) (Commonwealth of Australia 1995a) signed in 1992 by the Co1n1nonwealth and most
states, except Tasmania which signed it in 1995 (Dargavel et al. 1998). The NFPS envisioned an
intergoverrunental approach to forest 1nanagement, a goal that intersected with those of various
international and national negotiation and assessment processes. These included Australia's
participation in the international Montreal Process to develop enviromnental, social and
institutional criteria for sustainable forest 1nanage1nent, later incorporated into the National
State of the Forests reporting (Montreal Process Implementation Group for Australia 2008); the
e1nergence, both internationally and nationally, of tiinber certification sche1nes (Dargavel et al.,
1998); the reco1n1nendations 1nade in the Resource Assessment Com1nission's Forest and
Ti1nber Inquiry in 1992, for increased forest conservation and a more coordinated
intergoverrunental approach to forest management (Resource Assess1nent Co1n1nission 1992);
and resolutions in the 1992 Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment that sought better
intergoverrunental coordination for forest 1nanage1nent (Dargavel 1998; Lane 1999).

The Com1nonwealth and State governments developed the NFPS in consultation, but not
negotiation, with local goverrunents, the forest industry and other wood-based sectors, and
envirorunental conservation groups (Commonwealth of Australia 1995a: iii). The NFPS called
for the develop1nent of a 'comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve syste1n' (JANIS
1997: 1) to facilitate the conservation of Australian native forests while providing opportunities
for c01nmercial and other social, econo1nic and cultural values (Box 1.1 ).

Box 1.1 Topics for which goals were identified in the National Forest Policy
Statement (Commonwealth of Australia 1995a)

,,..

0

•

Conservation

•

Wood production and industry develop1nent

•

Integrated and coordinated decision making and management

•

Private native forests

•

Plantations

•

Water supply and catchment management

•

Tourism and other economic and social opportunities

•

Employment, workforce education and training

•

Public awareness, education and involvement

•

Research and develop1nent

•

International responsibilities
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The NFPS also encouraged participatory decision making processes to provide for the
'recognition of different stakeholder groups and their values ' (Musselwhite and Herath 2005:
581). Some of these goals, such as those related to plantation establishment and private native
forest management were the subject of other policy processes discussed in further detail below
(Section 1.5).

1.4 The Regional Forest Agreement process
The RF A process provided a 1nechanis1n to meet the goals outlined in the NFPS including
the expansion of the forest reserve system in order 'to protect biodiversity, old-growth forests
and wilderness ' while ensuring security for the timber industry through the provision of secure
resource access (DAFF 2012). RF As were developed on a regional basis, dividing Australia' s
commercially-productive forest areas into eleven regions based on state boundaries and forest
ecosyste1ns 2 (Figure 1.1 ).

Regions with a completed RFA

AUSTRALIA

CASE STUDY

Western Australia

'i-.. - Southern New South Wales
• ~ Eden , New South Wa les
0'

~

East Gippsland , Victoria
Gippsland, Victoria

Tasmania V

Figure 1.1 Map of the Regional Forest Agreement regions, highlighting the two case
study regions (Adapted from Commonwealth of Australia 2011 ; prepared by C. Hilliker,
ANU)

Important features of the RF A process included: (i) Comprehensive Regional Assessments
to assess a range of environmental, social, economic and heritage issues including those related
to native forest harvesting for timber production; (ii) Deferred Forest Agreements (DF A) to set
aside potential conservation areas for reservation and implement temporary forest access
changes while the RF A process was undertaken; and (iii) the negotiation of RF As, implemented

2

The

orth East New South Wales RF A was divided into two regions, the upper and lower.
Assessing and managing social impacts resulting from forest policy changes
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through Forest Manage1nent Plans (Commonwea lth of Australia and State of Western Australia
1999; Commonweal th of Australia and State of New South Wales 2000; Davey et al. 2002).
RF As were negotiated principally between the Commonweal th and State governments. ln some
regions, including UNSW but not SW A, key stakeholders were involved in early RF A
negotiations, while opportunities for stakeholder consultation (also referred to as public
participation) were provided by governments in all RF A regions (Dargavel et al 2000; Mobbs et
al. 2003). The nature of the negotiation and consultation processes are outlined further in
Appendix 1.

The RF As resulted in a range of changes to the tenure, 1nanagen1ent and use of public
native forest resources. While changes were specific to each region, they commonly involved:

•

Expansion of the conservation estate with subsequent reductions in access to
public native forests for harvesting timber and other forest products;

•

Changes to the rules regulating access to native forests by harvest and haulage
contractors;

•

Changes in the tendering processes by which contractors received work, with state
forest agencies c01nmonly assuming this role from the wood processors who had
previously directly engaged these contractors;

•

Increased encouragemen t of 'value-adding ' in timber processing, in which timber
products are processed to produce higher-value products, ideally resulting in
greater return to processors; and

•

Increases in the cost of the tiinber resource paid as a royalty by processors to the
state forest agency and the introduction of changes to timber sale and harvest
contracting processes.

RF As aimed to resolve forest manage1nent conflict by 'reconcil[ing] competing demands
on Australia' s forest resources' (Lane 1999: 143). The RFA process in each region involved
scientific assessments and other technical and participatory processes to assess social ,
economic, environmental and heritage values (Davey et al. 2002), with the aim to use the
resulting data to infonn the negotiation of RF As. Multiple stakeholder groups were involved in
the RF A assessment and consultation processes through methods such as com1nunity
workshops, meetings and pub! ic submission processes (Coakes 1998; Brueckner et al. 2006).
However these processes were frequently contentious at both the local level , where protests
were organised by community, environmental and industry groups, and the intergovernmental
level , leading to the emergence of additional conflicts (Slee 2001; Brueckner et al. 2006). Many
stakeholders, including members of the forest industry and environmental non-governme nt
organisations, raised concerns about the adequacy of the assessment and consultation processes.
8
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For example, a number of stakeholders perceived the consultation processes as inadequate and
overtly political, and variously described the new environmental and conservation measures as
either insufficient or overly restrictive (Dargavel 1998; Brueckner and Horwitz 2005;
Musselwhite and Herath 2005; Brueckner et al. 2006).

The difficulty of balancing multiple stakeholders' values and priorities regarding forest
management, and thus in reaching a RF A, was evident in many regions. In the UNSW and
SW A regions, for example, further additions were 1nade to the conservation estate shortly after
the RF As were signed, as described in subsequent chapters. The difficulty of reaching an RF A
was also de1nonstrated in south-east Queensland, where the Commonwealth government
withdrew from the RF A process and an alternate agreement, the South-east Queensland Forest
Agreement, was developed by the state government, envirorunental stakeholders and the forest
industry (Brown 2002). Together, the RF As and other forest policy and resource access changes
reduced the public native forest estate available nationally for ti1nber production from 13 .4
million hectares in 1998 to 9 .4 million hectares in 2008. They also contributed, along with other
processes, to an increase in the conservation reserve estate by 13 .6 million hectares between
1990 and 2008 (Davidson et al. 2008 : 1).

1.5 Additional drivers of forest industry change
Changes in access to native forest resources occurred in conjunction with other ongoing
changes in the forest industry. These included the growth of the plantation industry and forest
certification programs, increased regulation of the private native forest sector in some regions,
and financial pressures and shifts in the market and financial structures that underpin the
industry. These changes influenced how members of the forest industry experienced social
impacts associated with RF As because they influenced the operating environment of the
industry and the nature of the jobs generated within it.

State forest agencies first began establishing a plantation estate on a large scale in the
1960s (Carron 1985; Dargavel et al. 1998). The NFPS encouraged an expansion of the
plantation estate to provide an additional source of wood for the forest industry and meet other
environmental, economic and social objectives (Corrunonwealth of Australia 1995a). These
goals were later amalgamated into the Plantations 2020 Vision, which was launched in 1997
and established a goal of trebling the national -plantation estate to three million hectares by 2020
(Plantation 2020 Vision Imple1nentation Committee 1997). The plantation estate grew
significantly between 1997 and the late 2000s, reaching 2 million hectares by 2009 (Bureau of
Rural Sciences 2010) and providing new economic and employment opportunities (Davidson et
al. 2008). This growth was assisted by the provision of tax-based incentives for plantation
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establishment (Managed Invest1nent Schemes) fr01n the early 1990s. By 2008, plantation forests
supplied 1nore than two-thirds of Australia's solid wood consumption, with the native forest
industry supplying a di1ninishing proportion (Montreal Process Imple1nentation Group for
Australia 2008; McDennott et al. 2010).

The NFPS also recognised the envirorunental, social and econ01nic values of privately
owned native forests, and thus encouraged their sustainable management (C01nmonwealth of
Australia 1995a). Increased reliance on the private native forest estate in s01ne states since the
RF A process triggered increased regulation of the private native forest sector in those states,
including New South Wales (NSW) (Jay et al. 2007), as described in Chapter 3.

A third change in the industry, also reflected in the RF A process, is the growing
expectation of the public to be involved in forest manage1nent decisions and a corresponding
recognition by forest managers of that need. This change, together with the expectations of both
consmners and businesses for responsible forest 1nanage1nent and timber production, is reflected
in the rise of forest certification sche1nes (Chen et al. 2010). The two forest certification
sche1nes currently operating in Australia - the Australian Forest Certification Sche1ne
(Australian Forestry Standard Technical Reference C01n1nittee 2007; Australian Forestry
Standard 2011) and the Forest Stewardship Council (Forest Stewardship Council Australia
2010) - incorporate social as well as environ1nental criteria and provide for the 'independent
assess1nent of sustainable [forest] manage1nent activities and operations' (Davidson et al. 2008:
13). While forest certification adds to the cost of production, ce1iified products do not generally
enjoy a price premimn (Chen et al. 2010).

A nmnber of financial pressures reduce the c01npetitiveness of the Australian native forest
industry, although investment in the industry has 1nediated this to a degree. These pressures
include:

•

Competition from the expanding domestic softwood sawn ti1nber sector;

•

High production costs, particularly in c01nbination with competition fro1n Asian
markets, and Australia's limited market and isolation; and

•

An increased use of concrete and wood panel products in housing construction and
other applications, thus reducing the use of solid timber products (URS Australia
2007).

Many of these changes and pressures have occurred over long timefraines. While the RF As led
to significant changes in the industry, the production of sawn timber frmn Australia's native
forests had begun to decline from the mid-1980s, by approximately 2% per year (URS Australia
2007) . Assessments completed during the RFA process in SW A highlighted that structural
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changes in the forestry sector had catalysed the closure of older, inefficient mills since the
1970s (Com1nonwealth of Australia and State of Western Australia 1998: 140).

Together, these changes and pressures influenced the social impacts experienced by
me1nbers of the forest industry as a result of the RF As and associated forest policy changes. The
influence of these additional changes and pressures are discussed, where relevant, in the four
results chapters (Chapters 3 - 6). Smne of these changes, such as the growth of the plantation
industry, were often discussed by participants involved in the research, whilst others such as the
develop1nent of certification sche1nes, were rarely discussed. The extent to which participants
discussed these issues is reflected in their inclusion in Chapters 3 - 6.

1.6 Social impacts associated with the Regional Forest
Agreement process
The Australian and state governments recognised from the outset of the RF A process that
forest policy changes that restrict the forest industry 's access to wood resources have the
potential to impact adversely on those whose livelihoods rely on timber harvesting from public
native forests , and on their fainilies and cmmnunities (Com1nonwealth of Australia 1995a;
Cmnmonwealth of Australia 1995b; Coakes 1998). SIAs were included in the RF A process in
each region (Coakes 1998), and mitigation strategies called Forest Industry Structural
Adjustinent Packages (FISAPs) were developed by governments with the intent of assisting
those affected to adjust to the changes (DAFF 2007) . SIAs complemented other economic and
heritage assessments and employed a variety of technical and participatory methods to analyse
the range of forest-related values held by the general public, members of the forest industry and
other forest users, and forest dependent communities (Coakes 1998). As discussed in Chapters 3
- 6, the social impacts that eventuated from the RF As and associated policy changes were also
influenced by the presence of other opportunities and constraints, and the capacity of members
of the industry to respond successfully to change.

A subset of the SIAs focused on the social and economic values associated with the
harvesting and processing of timber. These assessments explored key forest-related issues as
perceived by a variety of stakeholders . For example, four issues in Western Australia (WA)
identified by the general public related to: (i) forest use and access, (ii) employment and
industry viability, (iii) forest management, and (iv) environmental issues (Commonwealth of
Australia and State of Western Australia 1998: 108- 111). Other assessments focused more
specifically on individuals' and communities ' dependence on the forest industry. For example,
the Forest Industry Assessment conducted in WA undertook four tasks: (i) the identification of
'the number of forest industry and related businesses (including those involved in timber
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processing, contracting, seed collection, wildflower collection and beekeeping) in the RF A
region and their town distribution', (ii) the identification of 'the town location and nmnber of
ti1nber industry en1ployees resident in the region', (iii) the development of 'a social profile of
tin1ber industry employees', and (iv) the identification of 'the local and regional expenditure
patterns of ti1nber industries and e1nployees' (Co1n1nonwealth of Australia and State of Western
Australia 1998: 117). Other studies focused on the heritage values, both Indigenous and nonIndigenous, of the forests in each RF A region (Dargavel et al. 2000).

Previous evaluations of the RF A social assessment processes have raised a nmnber of
issues associated with the conduct of the research and integration of the results into each RF A.
For exainple, Lane (1999) raised concerns that the public participation processes were
inadequate, the methods of data collection controversial, and that the social assess1nents did not
deal adequately with the symbolic dimensions of the RF A process, non-use values, or
Indigenous concerns related to native forest access . In the state of Victoria, concerns raised
included the difficulty of identifying stakeholders, of providing them with equitable access to
the negotiating process, and of incorporating the results of the 1nulti-1nethod social assessments
into the decision making process (Coakes 1998; Slee 2001).

State and Commonwealth governments developed FISAPs in each reg10n to assist
me1nbers of the native forest ti1nber industry, related communities, and others whose livelihood
depended on the native forest timber industry to adjust to the changes associated with the RF A
process. These mitigation strategies, as discussed further in Chapter 6, were also intended to
facilitate the realisation of other RF A goals such as increased value-adding and job creation
(Commonwealth of Australia and State of New South Wales 2000). At the same time that
FISAPs were being implemented, it was hoped that the growth of the plantation sector and of
opportunities in the forest conservation, tourism and recreation sectors would provide new
employment and industry development opportunities for those members of the forest industry
,, ho had been negatively impacted by the RF As (Commonwealth of Australia and State of
Western Australia 1999: Attachment 14).

Despite significant in estment in SIAs during RF A negotiations, and subsequently in
mitigation strategies) little ex-post facto SIA has been conducted to investigate the long-term
social implications of the RF s and associated policy changes, or evaluate the effectiveness of
the FI

Ps. Exi ting ex-post facto studies, identified below, are partial and do not fully assess

the social impacts experienced b members of the native forest timber industry the strategies
they u ed to respond to social impacts or the new restrictions and opportunities associated with
the RF

and related fore t polic

changes. Of the few assessments undertaken, some were

formal go ernment audit of expenditure on FI

P· these e aluated the implementation of the

FISAP measures without examining how the FISAP measures influenced the experiences of
those who received assistance, as they were not intended to be SIAs (Auditor General for
Western Australia 2005; Macdonald 2007). Other assessments focused on community or
en ironmental perspectives and the process used to develop RF As, providing useful insights
into specific dimensions of the RF As while not specifically assessing impacts. For example,
Brueckner (2006) e aluated the roles of public participation and science in the RF A process,
invol ing a broad range of stakeholders including conservationists, timber workers, politicians
and scientists, while other studies evaluated the effectiveness of the RF A process as a means to
resol e community and intergovernmental conflict (e.g. see Lane 1999; Musselwhite and
Herath 2005 ; Slee 2001 ). The only specific SIAs conducted were implemented during or
shortly after the RFA negotiation process, and aimed to assess early social impacts and evaluate
the use of PI APs (RSRA 1998a; Coakes Consulting 2002). However, due to their timing, these
as essrnents could not fully identify the long-term social impacts and responses made by
members of the industry.

The limited ex-post facto SIA conducted since the completion of the RF A negotiation
process m eans that the social impacts experienced as a result of the RF A process are not well
understood (e.g. see Houghton _Q 12). This is noteworthy given the RF A process was at the
time the 'largest inter-governmental natural resource planning process undertaken in Australia'
and resulted in significant changes in how forests were managed (McDonald 1999: 299), and
therefore pro ides an opportunity for learning about how social impacts were experienced and
mitigated. The research reported in this thesis addresses this opportunity by assessing the
positive and negative social impacts experienced by members of the UN W and SWA forest
industries as a result of the RF A and associated policy change processes. The rationale for
hoosing these two case studies is described in Chapter 2. The research methodology and case
tud results also facilitated the development of some new understandings of theory associated
ith assessing managing and monitoring social impacts, which formed a base from which to
impro e the current and future management of social impacts more broadly.

In the Australian context, the term members of the forest industry' refers principally to
those , ho wor - in the foresL - those engaged in forest management, and in timber harvesting
and haulage as either emplo ees or business owners - and those who work in, manage, or own
wood processin businesses. The majori

of participants in the research were therefore direct!

in ol ed in these roles in the forest industry. A minoriL
apa iL

represented the industry in their

as a go emm nt emplo ee, were engaged in other forest-based acti ities such as
0

ourism, or represented other stakeholder interests.

Four factors, outlined further in Section 4.2.2, contributed to the decision to focus the
research on me1nbers of the forest industry, rather than 1nore broadly on the c01nmunities and
other stakeholder groups affected by the RF As. Firstly, understanding the social i1npacts
experienced, and responses 1nade, by forest industry 1ne1nbers directly affected by policy
changes are essential to understanding the broader i1npacts on communities and other
stakeholder groups. This is because responses 1nade by forest industry 1nembers contribute to
detennining how other groups are affected. For exa1nple, workers' decisions to 1nigrate
elsewhere to seek new e1nployment will lead to different c01n1nunity-scale impacts than would
occur if workers re1nained in their original community following changes to the forest industry.
Secondly, I sought to address the knowledge gaps associated with the lack of ex-post facto SIA
conducted since the i1nple1nentation of the RF As (Houghton, 2012). This is a significant task,
and it is beyond the scope of a single PhD study to exa1nine all groups potentially i1npacted by
the RF A. Li1niting the boundaries of the study allowed the develop1nent of an in-depth
understanding of the experiences of those in the UNSW and SWA native forest industries.
Thirdly, the research aimed to evaluate the FISAPs, acknowledging that the 1nanage1nent of
social i1npacts is a critical ele1nent of SIA and that the FISAPs fonned an important ele1nent of
the RF As and thus require evaluation. FISAPs were available principally to 1ne1nbers of the
native forest industry, and a focus on this group was therefore appropriate for the study. Finally,
assessing c01n1nunity-level social i1npacts requires different data collection and analysis
techniques to that of assessing the social impacts felts by individuals, while including additional
stakeholder groups such as Indigenous com1nunities would have required more ti1ne to contact
and interview participants and analyse the resulting data. Given the ti1ne and resources available
to co1nplete this thesis, I chose to focus at the individual level focusing on me1nbers of the
native forest ti1nber industry using two case study regions, rather than to widen the focus to
include social impacts experienced at the c01n1nunity level and by multiple stakeholder groups
in a single case study region.

1. 7 Thesis objectives and questions
The first objective of this study was to assess the social impacts experienced as a result of
the RF As and associated policy changes by business managers and employees dependent on the
native forest timber industry. It was guided by three research questions:
1.

What were the social impacts experienced by business managers and employees
dependent on the native forest ti1nber industry as a result of forest policy changes?

2.

How did members of the native forest ti1nber industry respond to the policy changes?

3.

How did mitigation strategies introduced in conjunction with the policy changes
influence the social impacts experienced by members of the native forest timber
industry?
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The second objective was to contribute to the theory and practice of SIA by identifying
lessons from the research for the assess1nent, management and monitoring of future social
impacts. It was guided by two further research questions:

1.

What factors contribute to the way a person experiences policy or other changes ?

2.

What factors assist the effective design and implementation of mitigation strategies?

1.8 Thesis structure
This thesis is presented as seven chapters . The first, second and seventh chapters were
written specifically for the thesis . Chapter 1 provides an introduction to SIA and the Australian
forest industry to establish the rationale for, and purpose of, this thesis. Chapter 2 describes the
research 1nethodology by introducing the two case study regions and the approach taken to
collect and analyse the interview data that forms the basis for the results of this thesis.

The results chapters (Chapters 3 - 6) were written as journal papers to present the
substantive and 1nethodological results of the research that I carried out during my candidature
for the degree of D octor of Philosophy between July 2008 and November 2012. The four papers
are co-authored by my supervisors, Dr Jacki Schirmer and Prof. Peter Kano wski. Their
inclusion as co-authors reflects their contributions to the research process, particularly though
discussions to draw out the emerging themes and their implications, and assistance in
structuring and revie ing the papers; however the research in its entirety, including the
development of the research methodology, field work to conduct interv iews, data analysis, and
riting was substantially my own work. Currently, papers are at vary ing stages of submission
and publication; their current status is provided below (Box 1.2). I am the corresponding author
for each paper and contributed > 85 % to each paper. The papers presented here are identical to
those accepted or under review, ex cept for minor formatting changes made to incorporate them
into the thesis.
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Box 1.2 Current status of the papers presented in Chapters 3 - 6

Paper 1: Loxton E.A ., Schin11er J. and Kanowski P. (2012b) Social impacts of the Regional
Forest Agreement on n1en1bers of the forest industry in north-eastern New South Wales.

Australian Forestr . 7(4) 25 1-263.

Paper 2: Loxton E .A., Schirmer J. , and Kano i\rski P. (Submitted May 2013) Impacts of forest
policy changes in Western Australia on 1nembers of the native forest industry: findings and
in1plications fron1 an ex-post facto social i1npact assessment. Fores try: An International Journal

of Forest Research.

Paper 3: Loxton, E.A. Schim1er, J. , and Kano\, ski P. (~0 13) Exploring the social dimensions
and complexity of cun1ulative impacts: a case study of forest policy changes in Western
Australia. Impact Assessm nt and Project Appraisal. 31 ( 1), 5~-63.

Paper 4: Loxton E .A., Schirmer J., and Kano\vski P. (A ailable online 8 D ec 2012c)
Designing, in1plementing and monitoring social impact mitigation strategies : Lessons from
Forest Industry Structlu-al Adjustn1ent P ackages. Environmental Impact Assessment Re1 iew.

The fir t two papers focus on the findings of the case studies relating to the social impacts
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Chapter 2: Methodology
2. 1 Introduction
I used qualitative 1nethods to conduct an ex-post facto SIA, focusing on the diversity of
participants' experiences rather than aiming to quantify the1n. This chapter outlines the research
1nethodology, describing the two case study regions, adaptive theory approach, methods of data
collection and analysis, and the conceptual fraineworks I selected and 1nodified through the
research process.

2.2 Case study regions
I conducted research in the two RF A regions introduced in Chapter 1, UNSW and SWA.
RFAs were signed in these regions in 2000 and 1999, respectively. Studying- two regions
allowed 1ne to focus on each region in depth while providing the opportunity to c01npare
participants' diverse experiences both within and between the regions. One benefit of using case
studies is that it provides for the develop1nent of context-dependent knowledge, which is critical
to the learning process (Flyvbjerg 2006). While the value of case studies as a tool to aid
generalisation and hypothesis testing is still debated (Verschuren 2003; Ruddin 2006), Flyvberg
(2006) suggests that case studies provide a variety of benefits. These include, in particular, the
richness of the detail obtained through the analysis of case studies, which helps develop a
' nuanced view of reality' (Flyvbjerg 2006: 223) and an appreciation of the complexity of human
behaviour. Case study research thus encourages the development of context-dependent
knowledge which contributes to cumulative knowledge.

2.2.1 Upper north-east New South Wales
The UNSW RF A region extends along the eastern coast of the state of NSW, bounded by
the Queensland state border to the north, and incorporating Coffs Harbour to the south and part
of the Northern Tablelands to the west (Powell et al. 1999b) (see Figure 2.1 ). I selected the
region because its RF A process had been relatively straightforward in c01nparison to those in
some other regions, such as SW A and Queensland, but had involved the implementation of
significant change in tenns of the area of forest designated for conservation reserves. In
addition, initial contacts were already available via industry partners in the Cooperative
Research Centre for Forestry with which my research was affiliated, and via my supervisory
panel , thus assisting the ' snowballing ' method of contacting interview participants (Stehlik
2004).
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2.2.1.1 History
The UNSW region has a long association with the forest industry, which began in the late
1830s with the harvesting of cedar along the Clarence River (Stubbs 1999). Towns developed
around both the forest industry, and the 111ining, pastoral and grazing enterprises that followed
(Bickford et al. 1998). The forest industry in the region experienced 111ultiple changes associated
with the change in envirornnental values discussed in Chapter 1. The influence of increased
public attention on forest 1nanage111ent is evident in the Rainforest Decision, introduced in
October 1982 by the NSW govem_m ent following protests against rainforest logging and native
forest logging more generally (Turvey 2006). This decision ended rainforest logging in NSW
and resulted in the conversion of approxi1nately 120,000 ha of NSW State Forest' into National
Park or Nature Reserve tenure. Of this, approximately 63 ,000 ha was located on the far north
coast, corresponding approximately to the UNSW RF A region. While the Rainforest Decision
targeted rainforest species, it also contributed to a reduction of non-rainforest hardwood ti1nber
sales (most rainforest species were hardwoods), with total hardwood sales declining fr01n
approximately 210,000 m 3 in 1980- 1981 to 156,000 m 3 in 1990- 1991 (Gibbs 1992: 82),
requiring significant adjustment by members of the industry.

The Rainforest Decision led to job losses and reduced economic activity at the same time
that other econo1nic activities were providing new opportunities for tnany towns in the region
that had previously had high dependence on the forest industry (Turvey 2006). Other
implications of the Rainforest Decision were more symbolic, partly as it signalled a
transformation in the perceptions of the forest industry held by rne1nbers of the general public.
As suggested by Turvey (2006: 158), me1nbers of the forest industry felt they shifted from a
position in which their livelihoods were respected and their actions 'sanctioned by a
Goverrnnent' , to a new situation where, in their view, 'they found themselves having to
apologise for doing a professional job well '. While the Rainforest Decision addressed some of
the wider community concerns regarding the management of rainforests, a significant level of
conflict continued over forest management at the local, state and national levels, eventually
leading to the RF A process.

2.2.1.2 Characteristics of the forest industry
The UNSW forest industry draws timber from both public and private native forest and
plantations. Studies undertaken as part of the Comprehensive Regional Assess111ent process
indicated that in 1996 the timber industry in the north-east NSW RFA contributed $250m, or
4.2°/o, to Gross Regional Product (Powell et al. 1999a); more recent data specific to the RF A
3

State forests are defined as ' publicly owned forests that are managed by State or Territory governments
for multiple purposes, including the production of timber' (DAFF 2009).
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region are not available. Employ1nent in the industry had begun to decline due to factors such as
increased mechanisation and rationalisation, as well as pre-RF A interi1n 1neasures introduced in
1996 through DF As; in 1997-8, the UNSW industry e1nployed 5,000 people, of which half
were involved in growing, harvesting and processing native hardwood (Powell et al. 1999a).
Different sectors in the industry such as harvest and haulage businesses and timber processors
were concentrated in different towns and regions (Powell et al. 1999a).

Private native forests , although representing 55% of the total forest estate in the region
(Ryan et al. 2003), have traditionally contributed only a small proportion of the region ' s timber
supply (Powell et al. 1999a). This changed after the RF A, with increased harvesting of private
native forest resources occurring as a result of reduced public native forest resource access (Jay
et al. 2007).

The forest industry in the region has increasingly utilised plantation timber over ti1ne.
Assessments undertaken for the RF A suggested that '[t]he need for commercial plantations of
both softwood and hardwood to supple1nent supply from native forests is well established' but
that the plantation sector was not yet 1naking a significant contribution to the regions '
processing industry (Powell et al. 1999a: 13). The area of plantations has continued to grow in
the region, however 1nany of these plantations are still relatively young and therefore, while
production of both hardwood and _softwood plantation ti1nber throughout north-eastern NSW is
expected to increase over time (Parsons et al. 2007), it is unclear what proportion of ti1nber
processing in the UNSW region currently utilises plantation-grown ti1nber.

2.2.1.3 RFA process and additional changes
The NSW government signed the NFPS in 1992 and a joint State/Commonwealth Deferred
Forest Agreement (DFA) in 1996, setting the groundwork for the RFA process. The NSW DFA,
like DFAs in other regions, temporarily reserved designated areas of public native forest from
commercial timber harvesting operations while the RF A negotiations were proceeding so as not
to foreclose options for the comprehensive, adequate and representative forest reserve system
the RF As were intended to develop. To reduce disruption to the forest industry, only areas not
scheduled to be harvested in 1995-6 were included in the DFA areas (Com1nonwealth of
Australia and State of New South Wales 1996). The DFA also introduced reductions in the log
supply to the industry, a 30% increase in the price of the resource and the develop1nent of new
long-term supply agreements with processors 4 (Powell et al. 1999a). The DF A also involved the
government forest agency, State Forests of NSW, taking 1nore direct control over the
4

Prior to this point, sawmills were allocated timber under a quota system; this system still persists today
to some extent.
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distribution of timber than they had previously (Powell et al. 1999a). The provisions of the DFA
were replaced by those of the RF A when the latter was concluded.

These interi1n measures led to social changes because the reduced supply of logs resulted
1n a fall in ti1nber production and, consequently, e1nployment. According to Powell et al.
(1999a), these changes involved the closure of s01ne 1nills, increased reliance on logs sourced
from private property, and efforts within the native forest industry to increase value adding and
efficiency. These value adding initiatives, coupled with an increased use of native timber
sourced fro1n private property, were argued to reduce the socio-econo1nic impacts of the DFA
(Powell et al. 1999a).

The RF A assess1nent and negotiation process began once the DF A was in place. As
described in Chapter 1, the UNSW RF A process included a variety of scientific and other
technical studies in addition to participatory mechanisms such as public meetings and
sub1nission processes that aimed to involve 1nultiple stakeholders, and the development of
specialist technical, ad1ninistrative and stakeholders c01nmittees to provide expertise, advice and
coordination. Despite these 1nechanis1ns, the RF A process raised conflict within the c01n1nunity
and industry, and a series of public protests involving c01n1nunity me1nbers, and envirorunental
and industry groups, occurred as these groups sought to express their concerns about the RF A.

Prior to the signing of the UNSW RF A, a further state-based agree1nent - the Forest

Agreement for Upper North East Region - was signed by Ministers in the NSW government in
Nove1nber 1999 (New South Wales Goverrunent 1999). It led to a split between the NSW and
Com1nonwealth governments, with the Co1nmonwealth suggesting the NSW goverrunent had
breached the NFPS , while the NSW goverrunent claimed that the Co1nmonwealth government
had withdrawn from, and hindered, the RF A negotiations. One of the 1nain consequences of this
conflict was that the Co1nmonwealth goverrunent suspended its funding of, and re1noved access
to, its proportion of the FISAP measures 5 (Smith 1999). The split was temporary; both
governments signed the UNSW RF A in March 2000, and the Commonwealth government
reinstated its support of the UNSW FI SAP.

The UNSW RF A included many of the same goals, restrictions, and regulations as the
earlier, temporary DFA, and formalised a variety of the changes introduced in the DFA
regarding reduction in log supply, requirements for increased value adding in the native forest

5

As explained in Chapter 1, the FISAP was a jointly administered program of mitigation measures
intended to address impacts of the RFAs , and was implemented over a period of time that began as
RF As were being negotiated and continued as agreements were finalised and implemented.
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ti1nber processing industry, and investment in industry develop1nent. In particular, the RF A
formalised the addition of 380,000 ha to the UNSW national park estate (Jay et al. 2007), with
the area of forests in reserves increasing fr01n 243,700 ha prior to the RF A, to 705,000 ha in
2001. So1ne of the new reserves were declared via processes outside the RF A, such that the total
area of reserves increased by more than the RF A-related reserve area (ABS 2003).

The NSW government has iinplemented further forest policy and resource access changes
since the signing of the RF A. In July 2003, the national park estate in north eastern NS W was
increased by 65,000 ha through the National Parks Estate (Reservations) Bill 2003. In 2007,
changes made to the Native Vegetation Act 2003 introduced new regulations for the harvesting
of native forest on private property. The changes were set out in the NSW Private Forestry

Code of Practice (2007, ainended in 2008) (DECCW 2007) and were in part a response to the
increased use of private forest resources since the RF A (Th01npson 2007). The NSW
government introduced the NSW Private Forestry Code of Practice to improve the sustainable
1nanage1nent of the privately owned native forest resource; the Code sought to enable the
1naintenance of envirorunental services and other enviromnental and cultural values while
providing for the continued supply of timber (DECC 2008). The regulation requires land
holders to prepare a private native forestry property vegetation plan prior to harvesting. These
changes have been controversial, and farmers and forest industry representative groups argued
that the Code was 'excessively complex' and that it would disadvantage land holders, tiinber
processors and rural com1nunities (NAFI Undated) see also (Lezaich 2006; Vanclay and
Nichols 2007). These changes were still relatively recent at the tilne this research was
conducted, and so were frequently discussed by interview participants, as discussed in Chapter

3.

2.2.2 South-west Western Australia
The SW A RF A region extends 'fr01n near Gingin in the north west to near Demnark in the
south-east' of the state, delineated by the boundary at which the tall forests graduate to
woodland (Commonwealth of Australia and State of Western AustraUa 1998: 23) (Figure 2.2). I
selected the region after I had completed the data collection stage for the UNSW case study.
The SWA RFA process was different to those in other regions because two further major policy
changes were introduced in the region shortly after its RF A was signed. These changes are
significant because of the extent to which they further reduced access to the public native forest
estate for timber harvesting. The SW A case study region therefore provided a useful contrast to
the UNSW case study region because, although some additional changes were 1nade to native
forest access in NSW after the UNSW RF A was signed, in general the RF A remained more
durable than did the SW A RF A. Comparing these two case studies provided opportunities to
Assessing and managing social impacts resulting from forest policy changes
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identify how social impacts were affected by issues such as the rapidity and complexity of
policy change and associated processes.
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2.2.2.1 History
Like UNSW, the SW A forest industry was established with European settle1nent of the
region. Harvesting of jarrah and karri (the two main commercial eucalypt species) was one of
the region's first 1najor industries (Coakes Consulting 2002). While the first forest reserves
were established in 1872, forested land was primarily valued due to its productive capacity as a
source of timber or potential land for agriculture, with little active 1nanagement to 1naintain or
regenerate logged forests (Rundle 1996). The establishment of the Forest Department in 1919, a
state agency with the power to create state forests and forest reserves, led to an increase in the
attention paid to forest manage1nent and preservation with the aim of ensuring the future
availability of ti1nber resources. However, it was not until 1970s that forest management
changes began to be driven by enviromnental concerns, triggered by public campaigns by the
Conservation Council of WA, a group fonned in 1967 by the 1nain conservation groups in WA
(Rundle 1996). The WA Conservation Council's campaign mirrored the changes in community
opinion noted previously, fr01n an emphasis on the productive capacity of forests to a 1nore
ecocentric perspective focused on the environmental and intrinsic values of forests (Rundle
1996).

As in other paiis of Australia, changing public views led to increased conflict over the
management of forests and catalysed changes in state-based forest policy and 1nanage1nent,
fr01n the 1970s. The WA Environmental Protection Authority, created in 1971, promoted a state
wide conservation reserve syste1n (Rundle 1996). The 1980s saw the introduction of integrated
logging in which the state forest agency took greater control of the harvesting and processing of
native forest ti1nber resources than it had in the past (Coakes Consulting 2002). The size of the
conservation estate was also increased, for example, the introduction of the 1987 Forest Region
Management Plan included the transfer of approxi1nately 550,000 ha fr01n forest reserve to
conservation reserve tenure (Rundle 1996). While these eff01is ai1ned to find a more publicly
acceptable balance between manage1nent for the productive, on the one hand, and the intrinsic
and environmental_values, on the other, controversy about and increasing public interest in the
manage1nent of native forests continued (Rundle 1996).

Additional changes in the forest industry occurred as a result of continued financial
pressures and associated economic restructuring, in addition to technological developments.
These factors began to reduce the level of employment in the industry from the 1970s, as it did
1nore generally throughout Australia. Many saw1nills closed in the 1980s and 1990s for a
variety of financial and other reasons, usually associated with an ongoing need for increasing
scale and efficiency of production (Dargavel 1995; Com1nonwealth of Australia and State of
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Western Australia 1998). In addition, the extent to which the industry relies on native forest
ti1nber resources has reduced over time, as described in the following section .

2.2.2.2 Reliance on the forest industry
The forest industry in SW A relies on a mixture of plantation and native forest resources. In

1996-1997, prior tO the SWA RFA, the total timber hardwood sawlog production fro1n public
native forests was 669,852 m 3 (C01nmonwealth of Australia and State of Western Australia

1998: 45). Since then the production of tilnber hardwood sawlogs decreased to 368,281 1n3 in
2001-2002, and by a further 44%, to 203,960 1n3 in 2006-2007 (Houghton 2012: 139). At the
same ti1ne, plantation establislunent and production increased substantially, and by 2004 the
volmne of ti1nber harvested fr01n the plantation sector was larger than that fr01n the native forest
sector (Govermnent of Western Australia 2004; Houghton 2012). By 2006, the plantation estate
consisted of over 80,000 ha of softwood plantations and 300,000 ha of hardwood plantations
(Forest Industries Federation (WA) Incorporated 2006). The SWA forest industry· has not relied
on privately-owned native forest resources to the saine degree as the UNSW RF A region, with
only 14% of the SWA region's forest estate consisting of privately owned native forests , and
much of this of low timber production quality (Ryan et al. 2003).

A nu1nber of industries other than forestry, including 1nining, touris1n, and apiculture, also
interact with or are reliant on native forests to varying degrees; however, they were not the
focus of the research.

2.2.2.3 RFA process and additional changes
Like the UNSW region, the SW A RF A process began with the signing of the NFPS 1n

1992 and of a DF A in 1996 by the Commonwealth and State govermnents. The DF A created
interi1n 1neasures that applied during the SW A RF A negotiations. As in UNSW, one of the
primary functions of the DF A was to imple1nent temporary reserves - Deferred Forest Areas - to
conserve areas of forest until an RF A was agreed. In SW A, these interi1n reserves were argued
to have minimal social i1npacts because 'rescheduling [of timber harvest to other forest areas]
has been possible and there has been no removal of resource (in quality or quantity)'
(Commonwealth Forests Task Force 1995). Thus, the SW A DF A did not substantially decrease
tjmber availability to the industry while RF A negotiations were ongoing.
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While there is li1nited documentation about the SW A DF A, it is clear that it was a source
of contention between the WA and C01n1nonwealth goverrunents, as:

The final fonn of the Deferred Forest Agree1nent differs significantly from
the proposals put forward in the Cmnmonwealth' s 1995 report [regarding the
interi1n conservation 1neasures to be agreed to through the DF A], indicating
so1ne areas of disagreement between the Goverrunents at that stage of the
RF A process (Sharp 1998: 20).
In particular, the C01n1nonwealth proposed the te1nporary reservation of 1nore Deferred Forest
Areas than the WA goverrunent ultimately agreed to reserve in the DF A (Sharp 1998). This
conflict between goverrunents is i1nportant in the context of the SW A RF A process, and
subsequent introduction of two further policy changes.

The assess1nent and negotiation process that preceded the finalisation of the SW A RF A
included 1nultiple social, econmnic, environmental and heritage assess1nents. These assessments
and negotiations were frequently conducted within an envirorunent of strong public debate
(Brueckner and Horwitz 2005). The SW A RF A was signed on 4 May 1999 (C01n1nonwealth of
Australia and State of Western Australia 1999), transferring approxi1nately 150,000 ha to the
formal reserve syste1n (Australian Labor Party 2001 ).

Two further changes were made to the conservation estate following the cmn pletion of the
SWA RF A. The first change occurred on 27 July 1999 through a decision referred to by
industry 1ne1nbers as 'the backflip' (NAFI, 1999). The i1npetus for this change can be largely
attributed to continued public pressure and discontent that followed the signing of the RF A
(Brueckner et al. 2006). 'The backflip' added a further 9,500 ha of old-growth karri (Eucalptus

diversicolor) and tingle (Eucalyptus jacksonii and Eucalyptus guilfoyle) forests to the
conservation estate (NAFI 1999). A second change, 1nade in February 2001 , occurred when the
incoming Labor goverrunent, replacing a conservative Liberal/National Party coalition
goverrunent following state elections, enacted its Protecting Our Old Growth Forests Policy
(OGP), which ended ti1nber harvesting in old-growth forests. The SWA RF A, ' backflip ' and
OGP were all i1nplemented through the 2004-2013 Forest Manage1nent Plan6, and together
resulted in an increase of approximately 70% in the area of public forest conservation estate and
a si1nilar reduction in the annual allowable harvest of karri and jarrah (data derived fro1n
C01n1nonwealth of Australia and State of Western Australia 1998; Conservation Cmnmission of
Western Australia 2004).
6

Forest Management Plans have a duration of ten years. The next Plan (2014-2023) is due to be released
in 2013.
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In addition to these resource access changes, the policy changes also involved modification
of the governance structures for the 1nanage1nent of public native forests and ti1nber production
from the1n. These changes included 1nodifications to the processes by which ti1nber industry
businesses acquired and processed native forest resource. Short-tenn saw1nill licenses were
replaced by 20 year Wood Supply Agree1nents and sawmills were expected to increase their
focus on the production of value-added products. Harvest and haulage contractors also
experienced changes as the original contracting system, in which they had been directly
contracted by processors, was replaced by a new syste1n in which the state forest agency, the
Forest Products C01n1nission, becaine responsible for selecting and organising contractors
(Conservation C01n1nission of Western Australia 2004 ).

2.3 Research approach
The approach taken to conduct an SIA influences 'what actually counts as a social impact
and who may legiti1nately identify the1n ' (Lockie et al. 1999: 529). While SIA can involve a
w ide variety of methods, I conducted 1ny research using a qualitative approach. My research
aimed to explore individuals ' sho1i and long-tenn experiences of social impacts, and sought to
understand why and how these diverse impacts 1nanifested. These goals encouraged a
constructivist approach which situates knowledge within its social context, interpreting it as
being 'socially produced ', rather than as having ' fixed ontological properties ' and a single
objective truth (De1neritt 2002: 771 ). I also ai1ned to review and contribute to the development
of SIA, which encouraged 1ne to use the adaptive theory approach developed by Layder (1998),
who refers to theory in tenns of the explanatory frameworks used to organise evidence or data
and explore how and why patterns of evidence occur.

Adaptive theory is a particularly useful approach to qualitative research that has emerged
within the constructivist paradigm , but does not sit wholly within it. It is underpinned by a view
that ' [s ]ocial analysis 1nust be abo ut the attempt to understand the social world fro1n the point of
view of the people who are the subjects of the research ' (Layder 1998: 139). Thus, adapti ve
theory emphasises the importance of individual 's perspectives and acknowledge the importance
of the social context. However, Layder (1998) also advocates the use of a moderate form of
objectivism. He suggests that a combination of subjective and objective perspectives are
necessary because social life consists of both social systems - referring to structures, processes,
social settings and contextual resources that may be classified as objective elements - and social
interactions and

' emergent principles '

that are experienced from

multiple su bjective

p·e rspectives (Lay der 1998: 140). Therefore, while the complex, multi-layered nature of social
reality hinders a full understanding of that reality, Layder suggests that the combination of
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subjective and objective approaches to social research leads to the production of 'ever-1nore
accurate knowledge' (Layder 1998: 142). Adaptive theory thus draws from both the tradition of
e1npiricism with its focus on sensory experience, and rationalism, which relies on building
knowledge through reasoning based on a priori knowledge.

A constructivist ontology, and within this the use of adaptive theory to guide data
collection and analysis, enabled 1ne to explore both the '1naterial and sy1nbolic di1nensions' of
social i1npacts (Lockie et al. 1999: 537). Recognising these two dimensions acknowledges that
people's perceptions of change and the impacts they experience, either physically or
perceptually, are essential to their experiences and the responses they make to the1n (Lockie
2001; Taylor et al. 2004; Willia1ns and Schirmer 2012). In addition, a person's ability to adapt
to change is influenced by their attitude towards that change and their 'e1notional, ideological,
cultural and econmnic' resources that assist them to influence change and respond to it (Howitt
2011 ). These two dimensions are highlighted in SIA theory through the separation of social
change processes from social i1npacts, which acknowledges both the objective ele1nents of
change and the subjective ele1nents of people's experience of that change (Vanclay 2002: 192;
Slootweg et al. 2001: 25), as described in Section 1.2.

The perception and construction of social i1npacts is i1nportant because perceptions,
whether verifiable or not, lead t_o consequences. Lockie (1999: 529) suggests 'that social
i1npacts are actually constructed through the [pre-decision/ex-ante] SIA process rather than
1nerely being identified and evaluated through it'. The role of interpretation, or construction, is
seen in Glasson and Cozen's (2005) study on the inclusion of cri1ne in SIA, in which they
discuss the difference between quantitative assessments of the risk of cri1ne and the subjective
experience of the fear of cri1ne, de1nonstrating the iinportant of recognising and managing both.
The importance of perception and experience is also recognised by the Interorganizational
C01n1nittee on Principles and Guidelines for Social I1npact Assessment (2003), who emphasise
the importance of recognising the connection between experiences of social impacts and
behaviour.

2.4 Adaptive theory approach
The two research objectives cmnbine the analysis of social impacts with the develop1nent
of SIA theory and practice, as encouraged by the adaptive theory approach (Layder 1998).
Adaptive theory advocates an iterative process of data collection and interpretation in parallel
with the application and adaptation of theoretical 1naterials such as frameworks , concepts and
ideas. This iterative approach requires the use of both deductive and inductive procedures and
supports the develop1nent of new theory and theoretically informed cumulative knowledge
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(Layder 1998). This section provides an overview of the iterative process I used to conduct 1ny
research. The remainder of this chapter describes the individual elements involved in this
iterative process in frniher detail.

I began the research process with an intensive period of literature review drawing fro1n the
SIA field, RF A process, and the broader resource policy areas. Discussion s with my supervisor s
and others then led 1ne to select the first case study region, UNSW. I conducted initial
interviews in Sydney with goverrnnen t e1nployees involved in the RF A process, prior to
interviewi ng members of the native forest industry in UNSW over tlu·ee periods: June and
November 2009 and June 2010. The periods between the fieldwork provided 1ne the opportunit y
to begin transcribin g the interviews and reflect on the emerging ideas and questions, which I
explored further in subsequen t interviews , thus encouragin g 1ne to modify the interview
questions and ask new probing questions as the data collection process progressed and I
developed a deeper understand ing of pa1iicipan ts' diverse experience s (see Section 2.5 .2 and
Appendix 2).

After completing the third period of UNSW field work, I undertook a 1nore intensive
period of transcripti on and analysis. I drew on the interview data and existing theory,
particularl y that which conceptual ised the interaction between interventio ns, social changes and
social impacts (Slootweg et al. 2001; Vanclay 2002), to develop an initial conceptual
framework that assisted 1ne to interpret and organise the data. The early ideas generated through
this analysis led to frniher exploratio n of the SIA , participato ry resource 1nanageme nt and
related literature. I also analysed media stories, available goverrnnen t records and other material
to increase 1ny contextual understand ing of interview participant s ' responses and explore th
differences between earlier RF A assess1nent results, individual participant 's responses , and
media stories.

My early findings led to me select SW A as my second case study region, where I
conducted field work in May/June and October/N ovember 2010. I conducted the field work in a
similar way as that in UNSW. My early data analysis highlighted concepts that are central to the
CEAM frainework (Franks et al. 201 0a; 201 Ob; 2011 ), and I thus chose to adopt this framework
to analyse the SW A case study data. I modified the CEAM framework through further analysis
and reflection, as discussed further in Chapter 5.

The final fonnal stage of analyses occurred as I re-analysed the data from the two case
studies to compare participant s experience s of the FISAPs, the results of which I discuss in
Chapter 6.
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2.5 Data collection methods
This section gives an overview of the data collection 1nethods; further detail is presented in
Chapters 3 to 6.

,

2.5.1 Document analysis
My research drew on two broad areas of literature. The first related specifically to the RF A
process. It included the results of the RF A assessment processes, govermnent documents
including the RF As, NFPS and FISAP guidelines, RF A associated websites, parliainentary
Hansards and literature assessing the RF A process. The second area of literature drew from the
field of SIA. It included literature on the theory and practice of SIA, including the publication of
case study results, presentation and evaluation of conceptual frameworks and methods for the
interpretation of social and environmental impacts. A subset of this work was not specific to
SIA but instead discussed issues central to resource 1nanagement and the development and
implementation of interventions such as development projects and policy changes. These issues
included those related to public paiiicipation, justice and fairness and the policy process.

2.5.2 Interview data collection
I interviewed 80 participants (39 in UNSW, 41 1n WA, see Tables 3.2, 4.1 and 6.1).
Paiiicipants included workers (including supervisors and man~gers who did not own the
business) and owners of sawmills and other processing businesses, harvest and haulage
contractors, those involved in the management and regulation of the industry, and industry and
community group representatives. I also interviewed representatives from other stakeholder
groups such as touris1n and enviromnental non-government organisations. Participants
represented a range of ages and life stages, and lived variously in small towns, rural centres and
cities. Participants were not asked whether they identified as being an Indigenous person, and
none self-identified, or discussed issues specific to Indigenous c01nmunities. The majority of
interviews were conducted in people ' s homes or workplaces. I chose locations in which people
felt comf01iable and that were relatively quiet, because I recorded most interviews. I continued
to interview new participants until no new themes were discussed, a point commonly referred to
as reaching 'thematic saturation' , although the limitations discussed in Section 2.9 suggest that
new themes would have emerged had I used a wider sample of participants (Baxter and Eyles
1997).

I conducted the interviews using a semi-structured approach. Most interviews involved
only one interviewee. However, in four cases a husband and wife participated in the interview
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together, and in five cases a co1nmunity or industry representative was also present at the
interview, leading to discussion between the two participants.

The interviews generally followed tlu·ee key questions:
1.

What is your experience of working in the forest industry?

2.

What changes have you seen in the industry?

3.

How did changes related to the RF A affect your personal and working life, and how
did you respond to these changes?7

I asked the first question to encourage participants to provide a background to their
involvement in the industry and thus ensure that I analysed their subsequent answers within the
context of their broader experiences. I asked the second question to gain an understanding of the
range of changes paiiicipants had experienced during their time in the industry and followed
this up with more specific questions about the RF A and associated policy changes, thus helping
to separate social change processes from the consequent social impacts (Vanclay 2004 ). In
1nany cases I did not need to ask the third question, because asking participants about the
changes that had occurred in the industry often led them to explain how they had experienced
and responded to the changes. It was important that participants spoke both about the impacts
they felt and responses they 1nade for two reasons: (i) the SIA literature recognises that the
actions that individuals 1nake to respond to predicted or experienced changes influence the
i1npacts they experience (McColl and Young 2005), and (ii) the FISAP was an integral part of
the RF A process and it was thus important to evaluate its influence on participants' experiences
of, and responses to the RF A process. I used probing questions to encourage participants to
provide more detailed responses and explore issues I had noted in previous interviews or in 1ny
review of the RF A and SIA literature (see Appendix 2 for examples of probing questions). The
extent to which I used these probing questions was influenced by the way in which participants
responded to my early questions. In s01ne cases, participants provided short, direct answers, and
I used probing questions to help them provide further detail. However, in many cases,
participants used a longer narrative to respond to my questions, often answering my questions
before they , ere asked. The nature of the semi-structured interview process thus provided 1ne
with the flexibility to follow up on people ' s initial interview responses as necessary to gain a
better understanding of their experiences. The probing questions I used thus changed over time
7

SW . In SWA, I used the question How have y ou been affected

I asked this question to participants in

bJ , and responded to, those changes? as most participants in
bet\ een their personal and w orking life.

SW had not made a clear separation

hile participants from the two case study regions were asked

different qu esti ons, this did not obfuscate the results as the data

as analysed thematically, based on the

answers that participants ga e rather than the questions they were asked, and I remained mindful that
participants were asked different questions.
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as I developed a deeper understanding of participants' experiences, a practice encouraged by the
adaptive theory approach (Layder 1998).

Seventy four of the 80 interviews were recorded with the interviewees' pennission using a
digital recording device, and transcribed in full. Once interviews had been transcribed, s01ne
were sent to the participants for checking, depending on whether the participant had requested
to see the transcript. In the cases where the interviews were not recorded, detailed notes were
taken and participants were given the option to review these notes.

The adaptive theory approach encourages reflexivity through the research process,
including the interview process. I drew on Rapley' s (2001) interpretation of interviews as being
specific social interactions that differ to everyday conversation. This interpretation encouraged
me to re1nain 1nindful that the interview setting and 1ny presence as a researcher influenced
paiiicipants' responses. However, while I initiated the topics to be discussed and 1nade constant
decisions such as the use of probing questions (Rapley 2001 ), I was also made aware of
participants' decisions related to the stories they told 1ne and the way in which they represented
their experiences. On s01ne occasions, I was re1ninded of participants' perceptions of the
political and controversial nature of forest by their assumptions about 1ne ?,S a researcher and my
potential to com1nunicate their story to a wider audience. I 1nanaged these expectations as best I
could.

While not a fonnal part of the data collection process, many participants also spoke about
their c01n1nunity, and this provided i1nportant contextual infonnation and assisted me to ask
additional probing questions. I also 1net a number of com1nunity me1nbers while travelling
through the case study regions. The conversations I had helped 1ne to understand broader
c01n1nunity perspectives regarding the 1nanage1nent of native forests and the RF A process.
However, assessing c01n1nunity-level_i1npacts was not a focus of the research for the reasons
outlined in Section 1.6, and thus these impacts are not discussed extensively in the results
presented in Chapter 3 - 6.

2.6 Data analysis
I analysed the interview data in combination with docmnent analysis. Analysis of each
interview began while I was conducting it, as I reflected on participants ' responses and asked
probing questions to explore these responses 1nore fully to assist my understanding of the
participant' s meaning (Kvale 1996). After each interview I recorded my early reflections and
other aspects such as the setting of the interview as '1ne1nos' (Layder 1998), comparing these to
the literature and earlier interviews. These reflections continued through the transcribing

.

~

process. I then used later interviews to explore the issues and themes that developed through
the research process.

The second part of the analysis process began once interviews were transcribed, as sections
of the text were labelled, or 'coded' based on the themes I interpreted within the text. One of the
benefits of coding text such as an interview transcript is the ability to partition the data into
s1naller ele1nents which can be c01npared and amalga1nated to assess the diversity of
experiences and opinions discussed by interview pa1iicipants (Attride-Stirli ng 2001). I
developed, organised and analysed codes based on the thematic analysis approach advocated by
Attride-Stirlin g (2001 ). The the1natic analysis process involves a hierarchy of three levels of
codes, referred to as basic, organising and global themes - where basic the1nes refer specifically
to a text, and organising and global the1nes bec01ne 1nore abstract as they draw together, first,
the basic themes (to fonn organising the1nes), and then organising the1nes (to fonn global
the1nes ), into an overarching representation of the data.

The coding process began with an informal process of pre-coding as new ideas were
highlighted (Layder 1998). I then used a 1nore fonnal analysis process to organise the codes and
associated quotations. The UNSW data was initially organised using Excel before I opted to use
NVivo, a software prograin designed to assist the analysis of text (Bazeley 2007; Hutchison et
al. 2009), for the SWA case study. I then re-coded the UNSW data using NVivo to allow for
fmiher analysis between the two case studies. The majority of the codes were based on the
interview data although I also based the1n on the1nes and issues noted in the literature. I
developed a glossary to record the definition of the codes, although this generally changed as
new interviews were analysed. As new interviews were conducted , transcribed and analysed , it
was necessary to go back to earlier interviews to reanalyse the1n for the new themes that
e1nerged, and codes were separated and amalgamated when necessary. As I continued the
analysis process I gradually fonned a hierarchy of basic, organising and global themes, which
was used to structure the results presented in Chapters 3-6. The coding process is also described
in Sections 3 .4, 4.3 .2 and 6.4.

2. 7 Theoretical develop ment: use and develop ment of
frameworks
As

the

research

progressed

I

drew

on,

and

modified

as

necessary,

existing

conceptualisat ions of social impacts. In the initial conduct of the UNSW case study, I referred
to Slootweg et al. ' s (200 I) conceptual frainework, which illustrates the pathways that lead to
qiophysical and human impacts following an intervention. I took particular note of the
separation of social change processes from social impacts (Slootweg et al. 200 I ; Vanclay 2002).
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Following this, I analysed the SW A case study using the CEAM fra1nework (Franks et al.
201 0a; 201 Ob; 2011 ), modifying the frainework through the process. I opted to explore this
frainework further as its focus on the si1nultaneous introduction of multiple interventions
reflected the early findings of my research in the SW A RF A region. These findings highli ghted
the cumulative influence of the three policy changes (the RF A, 'backflip', and OGP) on the
individual and collective perceptions and social i1npacts experienced in SW A . The CEAM
fra1nework was an effective tool with which to conceptualise the data and 1ny experiences,
however through the process of analysis I introduced several 1nodifications to the frainework.
These modifications are the subject of Chapter 5.

Drawing on 1nultiple fraineworks encouraged 1ne to interpret my data in 1nore than one
way, highlighting different aspects of the nature of social i1npacts. For exainple, Slootweg et
al. ' s (2001) frainework, and other work by Vanclay (2002), led 1ne to focus on the i1nportance
of people's responses to change, demonstrating that the i1npacts they felt were 1nediated by the
policy changes and their responses to these changes. Meanwhile, Franks et al. 's (201 0a; 201 Ob;
2011) CEAM framework encouraged 1ne to explore how the introduction of 1nultiple policy
changes interacted with each other to generate cumulative social i1npacts. Together, these prior
theoretical constructs helped to explain the data, draw recom1nendations and conclusions, and
contribute to new understandings of SIA theory, as encouraged by the adaptive theory approach
(Layder 1998)

2.8 Ethical considerations
I conducted the research with the approval of the ANU Human Ethics Cmnmittee. Two
factors that required specific attention related to c01nmunication with the participants and
1naintaining their anony1nity. Clear c01nmunication was i1nportant to ensure participants
understood the research process and its goals ; 1ny role as a PhD student; and that while their
participation was valued, both it and the audio-recording of their interview were voluntary. I
1nade efforts to ensure paiiicipants were comfortable with the interview process. The use of
'gatekeepers ' was i1nportant in identifying prospective participants, and I valued the advice of
those who suggested potential participants and s01netimes contacted them on my behalf (see
Browne 2005; Noy 2008). Most people who were asked to participate in the research were
willing to do so, although a s1nall number either did not reply to request for an interview or
opted not to participate. The issue of anony1nity was also important, particularly given the
close-knit nature of the industry. Participants were not told who else was interviewed, although
they were free to talk to others about the research as they wished. In s01ne situations I contacted
paiiicipants before including a quote fr01n the1n in a publication, to ensure they were
comfortable with the representation of their interview response.

2.9 Research quality: limitations and opportunities
The research approach, while providing for an in-depth, qualitative analysis of the social
impacts experienced by a subset of stakeholders, was limited in several ways. Three key issues
relate to my decisions not to include quantitative analysis or stakeholders outside the native
forest industry in the study, and the role of 'hearsay' evidence regarding social impacts.

The use of qualitative metho ds limited my ability to assess the significance of individual
factors on, or the causal relationships between, policy changes and social impacts, beyond that
described by participants . It also meant I did not attempt to analyse the variables included in the
original RF A social assessments, such as how numbers of jobs in the native forest industry had
changed, thus limiting the potential for analysis of broader community or industry trends. This
decision was made due to the difficulty of accurately assessing the relative significance of the
multiple factors that have influenced social and demographic statistics since the RF A process.

A second, deliberate, limitation followe d my decision to focus on me1nbers of the native
forest industry; this means the research did not explore the social impacts experienced by other
groups with interests in Australia's native forests, such as Indigenous and forest-dependent
communities, and those involved in environmental nongovernment organisations, who also
experienced important impacts as a result of the RF A process. The decision to focus the
research on a subset of those affected by the RF A process, firstly, by using two case study
regions, and secondl , by focusing on those involved in the timber industry, occurred for
reasons discussed further in Section 4.2.2 . Although this limited the scope of the research and of
the conclusions that can be dra n from it, it allo ed the research to focus more deeply on
understanding the social impacts experienced b members of the native forest timber industries,
arguabl those who e perienced the most direct impacts of an stakeholder group as a result of
the RF As and associated polic

changes in the two case stud

regions. Ho e er it does

encourage further follo -up research to build on previous studies, and address kno ledge and
information gaps. For example, Feary et al. (2010) and Loxton et al. (2012a) discuss the
comple interaction between the participation of Indigenous people in forest management and
their cultural, economic and social alues, Brueckner et al. (2006) highbght the multiple oices
in ol ed in the RF A process, and Po er (1996) discusses the importance of taking a long-term
ie\ and ackno\Yledging the total econom when e aluating the place of e tracti e economies
within a communi , thus remo ing the focus from a single industry, and placing a greater focus
on the importance of the transformation required within communities to ensure their economic
re silience.
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A third issue was the extent to which participants spoke about others, either individuals or
communities, and the evidence this provided for both their and others' experiences of social
impacts. Many participants reported their views about the social i1npacts other groups had
experienced. I remained mindful that these perceptions were not only a reflection of the 'other',
but also of the individual who used the examples to discuss themes and issues they felt were
important. The difference between participants' perceptions of their own and others'
experiences became particularly clear in two situations. Firstly, 1nembers of the industry often
discussed their perceptions regarding the extent to which various stakeholder groups had been
included in the RF A assessment and negotiation process. In general, they felt that
'environmental groups' had been given a greater say than the forest industry. However, this
perception did not reflect that reported in the literature that described the converse, with
members of environmental groups also feeling they had had limited access to the RF A process
(Brueckner et al. 2006). The differing perceptions of these groups in itself highlights the
challenging issues of science and politics in the RF A process (Brueckner and Horwitz 2005).
Secondly, many interview participants described instances in which they believed other people
had experienced negative social impacts, such as long-term unemployment and family issues
following the RF A. However, it was rare for interviewees to report having experienced such
issues themselves, although I actively sought out participants with such experiences using the
snowball sampling approach. Therefore, while participants referred to ' others ' who were still
unemployed, none were interviewed, for three possible reasons: first, they were difficult to
locate because, by the time of the interview, they were not longer unemployed; second, those
who had experienced an extended period of unemployment or unstable employment often
indicated to gatekeepers that they did not want to be involved in the research, and; third, in
some cases people described by others as having experienced significant negative impact did
not have the saine perceptions of their experience when they were interviewed.

Some elements of the RF A process were discussed by only a few participants, and thus are
not included in the thesis results. For example, DF As were rarely discussed by participants.
Potential reasons include a lack of awareness of the difference between DF As and RF As, both
at the time of the RF A negotiations and subsequently, as well as the limited nature of some
people ' s memory of the RFA process. Many had forgotten the timeline over which the RFA was
developed or the names of the processes and agreements, and thus discussed their overall
experience, rather than that of the specific events and changes they experienced over time.

2.10 Summary
This chapter has summarised the methodological approach to the research, the rationale for
and context of the two case study regions, and the principal strengths and limitations of the
Assessing and managing soc-fa! impacts resulting from forest policy changes
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research. The following four chapters present the results of the research and its i1nplications for
the continued develop1nent of SIA theory and practice.
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Chapter 3: Social impacts of the Regional
Forest Agreement on members of the
forest industry in north-eastern New
South Wales 8

3. 1 Abstract
Reduced access to publicly owned native forests for ti1nber harvesting
affects businesses and workers whose livelihoods depend on this ti1nber. We
explored the social impacts experienced by me1nbers of the forest industry,
defined here to enc01npass businesses and individuals involved in native
forest 1nanagement and the harvesting, hauling, saw1nilling and processing
of timber sourced fr01n publicly owned native forests. The study focused on
one region in Australia, upper north-eastern New South Wales, where policy
and 1nanage1nent changes both preceded and followed a Regional Forest
Agreement (RFA) signed by the C01n1nonwealth and New South Wales
goverrunents in 2000. The process of developing the RF A was protracted
and signified the cuhnination of s01ne 20 years of activis1n by the
conservation 1nove1nent which had progressively restricted the forest
industry's access to public native forest resources. The area of publicly
owned native forest in reserve increased by c. 190%, and furthe! restrictions
were placed on the harvesting of the remaining area, thus requiring
reductions in ti1nber harvesting so as to 1naintain a sustained yield. The RF A
process included ex-ante social i1npact assessments, and a Forest Industry
Structural Adjustment Package to assist 1ne1nbers of the forest industry to
1nitigate negative impacts and take advantage of new opportunities. Since
the Agree1nent was concluded, little follow up (ex-post facto) social i1npact
assess1nent has been undertaken to assess the negative and positive social
i1npacts experienced by members of the forest industry, the ways in which
businesses and individuals responded, or the effectiveness of government
1nitigation 1neasures to assist the1n. Our study investigated each of these
topics. Our results suggest that 1ne1nbers of the forest industry experienced
multiple negative and positive i1npacts over four stages: the anticipatory,
initial-response, longer-term and subsequent change stages. Participants '
experiences of change and of positive and negative social i1npacts were
influenced by their individual 1notivations, fears , skills, and responses. These
factors were influenced by the extent to which participants were able to
respond proactively, the changes and i1npacts they anticipated they would
expenence, and their access to infonnation and suppo1i via mitigation
1neasures.

Keywords: environmental policy, ex-post, follow up, forest industry, Regional
Forest Agreement, social impact assessment, structural adjustment

8
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3.2 Introduction
The Australian forest industry's access to publicly owned native forests has been
progressively restricted by state and Australian governments since the

1970s, when

conservationists began high-profile campaigns to li111it native forest harvesting (Routley and
Routley 1973; Dargavel 1995; Turvey 2006; Ajani 2007). For this and other reasons, including
economic and social changes and the development of new processing technologies, the
Australian native forest industry has changed significantly.

Regional Forest Agreements (RF A), envisaged in the National Forest Policy Statement
(Commonwealth of Australia 1995a), and signed between 1997 and 2001 by the Australian and
state governments in most of Australia's commercially-impor tant native forest regions, led to
changes to the management of, and activities conducted by the native forest ti111ber industry.
The RF As represented Australian governments' most ambitious and coordinated attempt to
resolve conflict between the forest industry and conservation movement over the allocation and
use of native forests (Dargavel et al. 2000) . The impact of these changes on the wellbeing of
business owners, workers, and families whose livelihoods depend on harvesting wood from
these forests has been of concern to governments (Commonwealth of Australia 1995a), and to
the individuals, businesses and communities involved (Commonwealth of Australia and NSW
Government 1999). Each of the ten RF As was informed by ex-ante (in advance) social impact
assessments (SIA), and accompanied by mitigation measures to assist affected businesses and
individuals adjust to the changes agreed in the RF A .

SIA is commonly defined as the 'processes of analysing, monitoring and managing the
intended and unintended social consequences, both positive and negative, of planned
interventions ' (Vanclay 2003: 6). Social impacts are defined broadly to include:

the consequences to human populations of any public or private actions- that
alter the wa s in which people live, work, play, relate to one another,
organize to meet their needs and generally cope as members of society. The
term also includes cultural impacts involving changes to the norms, values
and beliefs that guide and rationalize their cognition of themselves and their
society (ICPGSIA 2003: 231).
This definition allo ed a focus on how participants percei ed or anticipated impacts (Fortin and
Gagnon 1999; Sloot\.veg et al. 2001 ; Baines et al. 2003a). This was important as people s
perceptions hea il

influence their actions and the impacts the feel (Taylor et al. 2004). The

anal sis also separated social change processes from the impacts of these processes (Slootweg
et al. 2001; V ancla

2003 ) to e aluate the di ersity of

e perienced and managed similar changes.
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a s 1n

hich participants had

While encouraged by SIA theory, the practice of ex-post facto SIA as a tool to 1nonitor
people's experiences of social impacts and the effectiveness of manage1nent and 1nitigation
1neasures has been li1nited (Burdge 2003) and often overly focused on 'superficial', easily
1neasurable social indicators (Lavallee and Andre 2005: 244 ). A nu1nber of reasons have been
suggested for this, including insufficient funding for monitoring, lack of incentive for
professional SIA practitioners to publish their results in acade1nic journals (Burdge 2002), and
insufficient or unclear procedural guidelines and leadership provided by govermnents (Lavallee
and Andre 2005).

Ex-post facto SIA serves a nmnber of purposes. It is an important learning tool through
which to increase knowledge about social i1npacts (Burdge 2003; Becker 2003), revealing
previously unanticipated i1npacts (Burdge and Vanclay 1996) that arise as people, businesses
and c01n1nunities respond to a proposed change and its associated planning and assess1nent
process (Lockie 2001 ), and as they adapt proactively and reactively to predicted or actual
change (Ross and McGee 2006; S1nit and Wandel 2006). Social impacts and people's responses
to the1n are often difficult to predict, and are influenced by a nu1nber of factors. These factors
include individuals' or groups' level of innovation (Powell et al. 1999b), i.lse of social networks
(Adger 2003; Pelling and High 2005), perceptions of risk (Wlodarczyk and Tennyson 2003),
situation before the change was introduced (Dare et al. 2011) and self-perceived capacity to
adapt to change (Grotlunann and Patt 2005). The processes through which changes are decided
and introduced (Gross 2007) and the presence of other previous, current or expected future
changes (Franks et al. 2010b) also influence people's experiences and responses. By increasing
our understanding of how people are affected by change, and the factors that influence the
decisions and actions they 1nake to respond to change, ex-post facto SIA also provides
infonnation to i1nprove the design of 1nitigation measures introduced to assist those affected by
change. Finally, i1nple1nentation of SIA offers the opp01iunity to test, develop and i1nprove SIA
theory and practice (Li1na and Marques 2005; Ross and McGee 2006).

This paper rep01is findings of an ex-post facto SIA conducted in the upper north-east NSW
RF A region of Australia, covering four 1nillion hectares located along the eastern coast of
Australia, extending from the Queensland border (about 29°S) in the n01ih, to south of Coffs
Harbour (about 30°S). This region was selected because its RF A process was relatively
unc01nplicated in co1nparison to other regions such as Western Australia and Queensland, while
still resulting in a reasonable level of change. In addition, contacts were already established in
the region and the case study provided an opp01iunity to follow up previous work, for example
by Gibbs (1992) and Turvey (2006).
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The study was undertaken as part of a PhD research project beginning in 2009, ten years
after the RF A was signed (Co1nmonwealth of Australia and NSW Goverrune nt 2000). We
explored the negative and positive social impacts experience d by 1nembers of the forest industry
as a result of the RF A process, including the negotiation process and final Agreemen t. In doing
so, we assessed the responses 1nade by businesses and individuals to the changes and impacts
they anticipated or experience d and the factors that influenced their experience s of the RF A
process, including their use of mitigation 1neasures. Our definition of the forest industry was
restricted to business owners and employees whose livelihoods were associated with the
harvesting of publicly owned native forests or the transport or processing of wood fron1 these
forests, and those involved in the n1anage1nent of these activities through the public forest
1nanage1nent agency (State Forests of NSW) .

3.3 Upper norlh- east NSW RFA case study
3.3.1 Histo rical background
A forest industry based on the biodiverse and c01nmercially-rich native forests of northeastern NSW has existed since European settlen1ent in the first half of the 19 th Century. The
industry was based on the harvesting of rainforest and eucalypt tin1ber, and characteris ed by
small family businesses involved in harvesting and hauling timber, and by both s1nall, familybased, and larger corporate wood processing businesses , predo1ninantly sawmills. The majority
of wood ,vas harvested fron1 public (State) forests, and saw1nills were entitled (under a variety
of mechanism s) to an allocation (quota) of logs of a particular quality (Dargavel 1995). There
are also substantial private native forest resources primarily owned by farmers or other smallscale rural landowner s (Ryan et al. 2003), and processors in the Northern region of

SW (north

of Sydney) were estimated to have received 475,000 m 3 of timber sourced from private native
forests in the 2007-2008 financial year (DECCW NSW 2010: 58).

The forest industry in the upper north-east

W RF A region has experience d significant

changes in terms of resource access since the 1980s (Table 3.1). First, the
Decision of October 1982 (Turve

SW Rainforest

2006) ended logging of rainforests and transferred

approxima tely l_0 ,000 ha of State Forest to conservati on areas; half of this was located in the
case

tudy region (Gibbs 1992). Mitigation measures , ere offered by the

SW state

go ernment follo, ing this deci ion although the effecti eness of these strategies is contested
(Gibb 199_; Pugh 1992 cited in Common ealth and

·i'
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1999).

Table 3.1 Major policy changes relevant to the management of native forests in
north-eastern New South Wales, 1980-2010

Year

Change

Description

October 1982

NSW Rainforest
Decision

Enacted by the NSW govermnent to end rainforest
logging.

Dece1nber
1992

National Forest
Policy State1nent

An intergovern1nental statement that identified policy
objectives calling for the establislunent of
C01nprehensive, Adequate and Representative (CAR)
Reserve Syste1ns and RF As.

Dece1nber
1995- June
2007

Forest Industry
Structural
Adjustment Package

Financial and other assistance provided to 1ne1nbers of
the forest industry.

January 1996

NSW Deferred Forest
Agree1nent

Placed areas of public native forest areas in te1nporary
reservation prior to the develop1nent of an RF A.

July 1997

Log merchandising

State Forests NSW began directly contracting
harvesters and hauliers.

March 2000

Upper north east
NSWRFA

RF A signed by the C01nmonwealth and NSW
government.

2003
(ainended
2007)

NSW Native
Vegetation Act 2003

Established changes in the 1nanage1nent of native
forest areas on private land in NS W.

Second, further significant change was foreshadowed in 1992 in the National Forest Policy
State1nent (Com1nonwealth of Australia 1995a), which led to a 'Deferred Forest Agree1nent '
between the Australian and NSW govermnents in 1996 (C01n1nonwealth of Australia and
Govermnent of NSW 1996). The Agree1nent reserved ('deferred') areas of public native forest
fro1n harvesting while social, enviromnental and econ01nic assess1nents were conducted as part
of the RF A process (C01n1nonwealth of Australia and Govermnent of NSW 1996). Others
changes were ilnplemented during the RF A assess1nent and negotiation processes as State
Forests NSW implemented new arrange1nents for the award of ti1nber harvesting and haulage
contracts. Under the new arrange1nents, tenned 'log 1nerchandising', contracts for this work
were awarded and 1nanaged by State Forests NSW rather than saw1nills who had previously
been responsible for choosing and coordinating contractors (FORTECH 1J98). In addition,
royalty rates (the price of logs) were increased by 30% (Powell et al. 1999b), and quota quality
sawlog allocations were reduced in September 1996 to 70% of the 1995/1 996 allocation until 30
June 1997, when there was a further planned reduction to 50% of 1995/ 1996 allocations for the
subsequent five to ten years (S1nith 1999).

The RF A was concluded in March 2000 (Commonwealth of Australia and NSW
Government 2000). It reduced the area of public native forest available for timber harvesting by
c. 460,000 ha, as the area of forest in reserves increased by approximately 190%, from 243 ,700
ha pre-RFA, to 705,000 ha in March 2001 (ABS 2003). Royalty rates were maintained at levels

.
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similar to those i111ple111ented under the Deferred Forest Agreemen t. The system through which
sawmills accessed State forest resources also changed fro111 annual quotas to long-term Wood
Supply Agree111ents, tendered through a c01npetitive process, that guaranteed sawmills an
annual quota over twenty years. The area of State Forest available for timber harvesting has
continued to decline since the RF A was concluded; for example, a further 65 000 ha of forest in
the region were added to the National Park estate through the NSW National Parks Estate

(Reservations) Bill 2003.

In conjunctio n with the changes delivered through the Deferred and Regional Forest
Agree111ents, the Australian and NSW governmen ts jointly funded a $140 million Forest
Industry Structural Adjust111ent Package (FISAP) fr0111 1995-2007 to assist 111e1nbers of the
industry to adapt to changes brought about through the RF A process (DAFF 2007, Macdonald

2007). FISAP involved a range of 111itigation 111easures including Business Exit Assistance for
businesses who left the industry and Industry Develop111ent Assistance for those who remained
in the industry. The latter had a focus on increasing businesses ' capacity to 'value-add ', i.e. to
undertake more downstrea in processing . A Worker Assistance Package was also i111ple111ented
to provide financial and personal support to employees who lost their jobs. Other fonns of
support included training and e1nploy111ent through the Displaced Ti111ber Worker prograin with
the State agency 111anaging conservati on reserves, the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service
(NPWS); pre-retrench111ent supp01i available to saw111ills that indicated they might reduce
employees in the future; and a te111porary haulage subsidy for haulage contractors (DAFF 2007).
These mitigation 111easures were coordinate d by a FISAP Unit that provided advice and suppo1i
to applicants.

Regulation s governing ti111ber harvesting on private land in the region have also increased
since the RF A was concluded through the Native Vegetation Act 2003 and introductio n of the
NSW Private Forestry Code of Practice for Northern NSW (NSW Goverrune nt 2008). The
environme ntal safeguards in both measures reduced the private forest ti1nber supply.

3.3.2 SIA during the RFA process
Ex-ante SIAs were conducted during the RF A process to identify issues such as potential
negative and positive social impacts; challenges and opportunit ies; and the capacity of
businesses , communiti es and individuals to respond to change (C0111monwealth of Australia and
NSW Governme nt 1999). Several socio-econ omic studies were unde1iaken by contracted
consultants who used a range of methods including community workshops , interviews , and
analysis of demograph ic and socio-econ omic data. These studies built a greater understand ing
of community attitudes and aspirations , demograph ics, history and flow-on effects of the
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industry in 80 case study towns (Commonwealth and NSW 1999). They also predicted the
negative impacts of changes in access to native forest resources, including those stem1ning fr01n
reduced employment and the closure or downsizing of businesses, depending on the size of the
town and its dependence on the industry (Powell et al. 1999b).

An initial review of FI SAP conducted prior to the completion of the RF A found that 13 0
forest workers had been made redundant from forest-related industry employ1nent between
January 1996 and September 1998, although it also acknowledged that s01ne had found new
employment (RSRA 1998a). The study reported that 1nany forest workers had not been
unemployed before, and experienced feelings of powerlessness, loss, shame, anger and
dissatisfaction. Some participants, particularly those not eligible for government unemployment
assistance, experienced negative economic impacts, while some FISAP recipients suggested it
had taken too long to receive assistance, and that training courses were insufficient (RSRA
1998a; 1998b).

This early review of FISAP also identified positive impacts. In particular, many of the
workers and business owners who had been made redundant or closed their business, and
subsequently received financial support or training, had experienced various benefits. These
included the opportunity to pay debts and increase their skills (RSRA 1998a; 1998b).

3.4 Research approach
This research aimed to explore the negative and positive impacts that individuals
e perienced as a result of the RF A process; the responses they made to changes they either
anticipated or experienced; and the factors that influenced both their experiences of the RF A
process and their responses, including their use of FISAP. The qualitative approach adopted
aimed to understand the breadth of participants ' perceptions and experiences, rather than to
quantify them.

Semi-structured intervie s were conducted between June 2009 and July 2010 with 39
participants involved in the forest industry in a variety of roles (Table 3 .2). Several family
members not directly employed in the industry were included as participants in the study
ackno, ledging the critical role that family members play in the forest industry (Tracey 1995).
Participants
identified
authors,

ere identified using a sno balling technique in which initial participants,
ith the assistance of industry representatives and colleagues already known by the

ere asked to recommend other potential participants, who in tum were also

encouraged to suggest additional participants (Ritchie et al. 2003; Stehlik 2004 ). The sampling

approach assisted the identification of people who may otherwise have been difficult to identify
and contact (Noy 2008), and helped to build rapport and trust in the interviewer.

The range of participants ensured that perspectives were gained from across the industry,
including from those who closed their business, lost their job, relocated for work, expanded
their business, and experienced little change. However it proved difficult to locate people who
had experienced long-tenn unemploy1nent or ended all association with forest related sectors,
thus limiting the extent to which the results reflect these people's experiences. Two reasons for
this were that some potential participants declined to participate in the research, and many
participants who had experienced job-loss had found work in the private property or forest
manage1nent and conservation sectors. This challenge has been noted in other studies (see
RSRA 1998a; Houghton 2010). Due to the boundary of the study we did not include
representative s of the furniture 1naking or touris1n sectors, or me1nbers of envirorunenta l nongovenunent organisations.

Table 3.2 Characteristics of the sample population in north-east New South Wales,
pre-Regional Forest Agreement and in July 201 O

Participant category
(pre-RFA)

Mill owner/ manager

Pre-RFA

(n= 39)

Response since the
RFA process, as of
July 2010

Description of
participants'
involvement in the
forest industry

9

Grown: 7

Participated in the
manage1nent of the 1nill,
either as an owner,
involved in management
decisions or
management of the site

Downsized: 1
Exited, reopened: 1

Mill employee

8

Lost their job: 4
Stayed in the same job:
4

Contractor

9 managers and
3 of their wives

Grown: 1
Downsized: 6
Exited: 5

Mill workers (4) and
supervisors (4)
Owners and managers
of harvest and haulage
contracting businesses

Goverrnnent
representative

6

Moved to a new job: 2
Stayed in the same job:
4

Involved in the RF A
process, representing the
government, including
foresters

Industry representative

4

Industry involvement: 4

Staff at industry
representative bodies

National Parks and
Wildlife Service
(NPWS)

0

Moved to NPWS: 5

Ex-contractor s, workers
and government
representative s who had
moved to NPWS
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Three 1nain interview questions guided the interviews:
1. What is your experience of working in the forest industry?
2.

What changes have you seen in the industry?

3.

How did changes related to the RF A affect your personal and working life, and how
did you respond to these changes?

These interview questions were purposefully broad to allow participants to discuss the
issues and changes they felt were significant. The question structure placed participants'
experiences of the RF A process within a broader context, recognising other policy changes and
personal and financial factors (Vanclay 2002; Asselin and Parkins 2009). Probing questions
were also used to encourage participants to articulate their responses more fully and to seek
clarification when required. Interviews focused on the social i1npacts participants had
experienced as an individual, the i1npacts they felt their fainily had experienced, and when
appropriate, the i1npacts they had occurred to their business. Many participants also drew on
their perceptions of the changes that had occurred in their c01n1nunity when discussing their
own experiences, although this is not the focus of this paper.

All interviews were conducted in person during the period July 2009-June 201 0; most
were conducted in the upper north east NSW RF A region. Interviews were recorded (n=36),
unless the participant preferred not" to be (n=3). Transcribed interviews and research notes were
coded using thematic network analysis. This involved labeling (or coding) seg1nents of text
based on the topic discussed in each segment. Seg1nents of text discussing similar topics were
labeled with the same code, and codes were gradually developed into initial (basic) themes, and
amalgainated into more central (organising and global) themes, to c01nbine and cmnpare the
c01n1non ideas expressed in the interviews (Attride-Stirling 2001 ). Preli1ninary findings were
tested iteratively through later interviews, and cmnpared to findings already reported in the
literature (Kvale 1996).

The qualitative approach chosen for the study has several implications for the results and
rec01n1nendations. The findings , while offering significant insights, do not provide an indication
of the nu1nber of people who experienced different impacts or responded in a certain way. In
addition, as is common to ex-post facto SIA, it was difficult to isolate the extent to which people 's

experience during and following the RF A process can be attributed to the RF A versus other
factors (Rosenburg et al. 1995; Banks 1999). Despite these limitations, the wide sainple of
participants and the ability to triangulate their stories, as events were discussed from a range of
perspectives, ensured the representation of a diversity of experiences. This enabled the
identification of factors that helped and hindered people's ability to respond to the RF A process.
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3.5 Results
Interview pa1iicipants were classified into three groups based on their involveme nt in the
forest industry during the RF A process and the changes they experience d. The three groups,
discussed separately, are: 1) owners and 1nanagers of businesses that invested in value-addi ng
technology and expanded the size or scope of their business, 2) business owners and managers
whose business downsized or exited the forest industry, and family 1ne1nbers involved in these
businesses and 3) employees , including 1nill workers and 1nanage1nent staff, some of whom had
been made redundant, and others who remained in the saine e1nploy1nent. The classificati on of
these groups was based on changes they experience d, rather than i1npacts they reported ,
following SIA theory advocating the separation of social change processes fro1n social impacts
(S lootweg et al. 2001; Vanclay 2003 ).

Analysis of interview data suggested that pa1iicipants in each group experience d impacts at
four stages. These stages were relatively distinct, although occasional ly longer-term and
subsequen t changes overlapped . The four stages were:
1.

the anticipatio n stage which continued for the duration of the RF A negotiation
process.

2.

the initial response stage which occurred as participant s 1nade their initial responses
to the RF A decision.

3.

the longer-term , as paiiicipant s continued to adjust to the RF A and the responses
they made to it.

4.

the subsequen t change stage, as additional changes were introduced such as new
policies which contributed to further impacts.

The first three stages are discussed for each group, while the fomih impact stage is discussed
separately in the final section of the results.

The responses and impacts described by each group over these four stages were developed
into thematic networks (Attride-St irling 2001) of basic and organising themes developed around
three g lobal themes: change, impact and response. These theme were developed through the
coding process and were consistent w ith Vanclay ' s (2002) separation of social change processes
and social impacts. ' Change ' consisted of four organising themes: pre-RF A, RFA and post-RF A
manageme nt changes as well as general changes such as financial pressures and technologi cal
changes. ' Impact ' involved si

organising themes: impacts felt by individuals (physical and

psychologi cal), businesses families , the industry and communiti es. Respo nses was divided
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into four organising themes based on those 1nade by individuals or businesses, the industry and
goverrunent, and the motivations for these responses.

Despite the differences between the three groups, interview paiiicipants shared co1n1non
perceptions regarding the historical and political context of ongoing changes. Participants
frequently referred to the forest being "locked up" (n=l2), "lost" (n=4), or "taken away" (n=2).
Their language reflected a sense of ownership of, and responsibility for, the forest. S01ne
participants connected reduced resource access to reduced control and injustice because they
felt that these changes resulted fr01n political 1notivations rather than envirorunental drivers. For
exainple, an industry representative felt that:

every time they did a scientific study [the results said] 'they are doing
nothing wrong with the forest' ... but every tilne we had a political argu1nent
we lost. So it was politics that took the forest away (Industry representative
1).
These perceptions had an i1nportant influence on participants' experiences of change. In
paiiicular, the assu1nption that reductions in resource access were not justified on a scientific
basis contributed to the conclusion that subsequent social impacts and eff01is required to
respond to the changes were also unjustified.

A second factor that influenced participants' views on the i1npacts they had experienced
was their perceptions of the broader c01n1nunity impacts. Some c01n1nunities were felt to have
received significant negative i1npacts due to the c01nbination of the RF A and other changes,
while others had benefitted. These reflections are seen in the following two quotes, although the
research methods used in this study do not allow a cmnprehensive assessment of c01nmunity
i1npacts:

Grafton is still a big forestry and timber area, if anything they have had 1nore
develop1nent, [but] s01ne of the1n that were more remote - Glen Innes and
Tenterfield and Darrigo, to name three towns that were previously timber
towns in the old era, their ti1nber went somewhere else and got cut back
(Goverrunent representative 2).
Tenterfield is not - well it's been through it before, with two abattofrs
closing and then the mill closing and so basically there is no industry out
there now (Ex-worker 3).

.
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3.5.1 Group 1: Busine ss expans ion through value-a dding and
investm ent
Seven of the nine mill owners and managers, and one contracting business owner, reported
that their main response to the changes occurring as part of the RF A process was to concentrate
on business growth, increase their efficiency, and find new business oppo1iunities. For
processors, this 1neant increasing their value-addi ng and specialisat ion and diversifying their
production, which required them to invest in new technologies and develop new expertise.
Some 1nills also secured additional timber fr01n private property or plantations, or by tendering
for additional public native forest resource. Expansion of the contracting business required
invest1nent to upgrade 1nachinery and increase its capacity, and successful ly tendering for 1nore
work.

These businesses were motivated by several personal and practical factors. Participants
were highly 1notivated and entrepreneurial. Their responses focused on the future and
de1nonstrated a detenninat ion to keep expanding their business and a willingness to take risks
and try s01nething new. These businesses de1nonstrated a culture of e1nbracing change. For
example, Mill 1nanager 1 felt that some businesses had done well because "they concentrate on
the opportunit y rather than thinking they are going to be out of business", and Mill 1nanager 2
said "we are in the ti1nber business, we change with it". In so1ne cases, 1nill 1nanagers were also
1notivated to invest in the business due to concern for their e1nployees' future.

Business owners and managers also chose to expand their business due to legal obligations
and financial incentives. First, 1nills that received a Wood Supply Agree1nent were contractually
obliged to value-add to the resource. Second, financial impacts of the RF A, such as increases in
royalty pay1nents reduced quantity of ti1nber supply and perceived reduced quality of timber
were felt to make value-addi ng critical for financial viability. Third, Industry Developm ent
Assistance covered a proportion of the total costs of business expansion. In the case of the
contracting business, growth - defined as growth in tenns of the size of its contracts, amount of
equipment used by the business and hence nmnber of employees and ainount of total work
conducted - was considered an i1nportant means to increase efficiencies.

Business owners and managers in the first group generally experience d a number of
negative impacts during the earlier impact stages as they anticipated the outcomes of the RF A
process and initiated significant responses to the RF A. This was followed by positive impacts in
the longer tenn as these responses led to a range of benefits.
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3. 5. 1. 1 Anticipatio n stage
Business owners and 1nanagers 1n the first group experienced anxiety during the
anticipatory stage linked to perceptions of uncertainty. One paiiicipant explained, "the fear was
im1ninent de1nise of ... the business, that suppmis not just us but a whole lot of other fainilies "
(Mill manager 3). Paiiicipants also felt concerned for their e1nployees ' ability to find new
e1nploy1nent, paiiicularly as 1nany had low literacy. One 1nill 1nanager reflected "where are you
going to employ these people if they are not in the ti1nber industry?" (Mill 1nanager 8).

A second factor that increased the iinpact of this unce1iainty was the extended ti1ne
required for the negotiation processes, because:

it just see1ned to go on for a long ti1ne before they [Wood Supply
Agree1nents, introduced through the RF A process] were signed and then it
was a big 'uh ' [sigh] , relief that everything was signed, sealed and delivered
(Mill 1nanager 4).
S01ne 1nill 1nanagers experienced additional stress due to their involvement in the RF A
negotiation process for three reasons. First, these participants felt responsible to m1n1m1se
negative i1npacts experienced by their staff, business, family and ottiers in the industry as a
result of the RF A. Second, 1nany of the negotiations were held in Sydney, away fr01n their
families. Third, the negotiations were often e1notional and stressful. Their description of the
process echoed that of other paiiicipants such as a govermnent r_~presentative also present at the
negotiations, who described the process as "constantly aggressive", and reflected that:

there would be politics going on at every single one [meeting] and you
would have to plan for that, leading up to it, go to the 1neeting, go through it
and then regroup at the end and then get ready for the next one (Govermnent
representative I).

3.5.1.2 Initial-resp onse stage
The initial-response stage was characterised by a strong sense of relief, appreciation for the
ce1iainty that the long-tenn RFA provided, and a feeling of stability. These feelings were
countered by a variety of negative impacts as businesses responded to the RF A changes. Mills
that received Wood Supply Agreements, and contracting businesses that successfully tendered
for harvest and haulage contracts gained confidence to make significant financial and personal
investments in their business, supported by Industry Development Assistance measures. While
the application process for Industry Development Assistance was considered by smne
pa1iicipants to be time consuming, with many guidelines, restrictions and "hoops you got to
jump" through (Mill manager 2), it also provided critically-imp01iant encourage1nent because:

if s0111ebody offers you a grant to do somethin g, well then it probably gives
you that little bit of 00111pf and you think ' I guess we can do it, we are going
to have to put all this 111oney in, we are going to get these advantag es back'
and it just gives you a bit more encourag ement to go ahead and do things
(Mill manager 4).
Howeve r, the financial invest111ents also led to increased business debt and associate d financial
stress, as well as personal sacrifice s due to heavy workload s that reduced participa nts' personal
and fainily ti111e.

Financia l stress occurred despite the Industry Develop ment Assistan ce

because it covered "only a percenta ge of it [the costs], you still had a big 111illstone around your
neck to pay it off' (Contrac tor 1).

3.5.1.3 Longe r term
Over the longer-t enn paiiicipa nts identifie d 111ultiple benefits they experien ced as a result
of the response s they had 111ade to their business to adjust to the RF A. Increase d diversity within
participa nts' business es led to increase d stability and flexibility, which provided a stronger base
fr0111 which to adjust to future change. In s0111e cases they felt they had not yet benefited fully;
as one 111ill 111anager explaine d, "the benefits aren't that great say now, but we can see the
benefits coming" (Mill manager 2). Mill manager s also felt that the growth of their business
benefited the com111unity by providin g secure e111ploy111ent, improve d enviroru nental practices
and "flow on benefits to local business es, [and] to contracto rs" (Mill 111anager 5).

Mill 111anagers also highligh ted longer-te nn negative i111pacts linked to the increased
royalty price, and reduced quality of the ti111ber supply, which pa1iicipants found frustrating. For
exainple , one mill manager expresse d concern that s0111e of their previous activities had
becomes less financial ly viable as the royalty price increase d, explainin g:

we have stopped doing a few things because Forestry c0111e through and say,
'oh, you are getting extra money for this, we are going to charge you more
royalty' ... and it didn't make it feasible for us to do it ... any111ore (Mill
manager 4).

3.5.2 Group 2: Down sizing or exiting the forest indus try
Thi1ieen participa nts managed business es that downsiz ed or exited the forest industry as a
result of the RF A. Of these, one managed a processi ng mill that ended its involvem ent in
sawmilli ng, although it continue d with other timber processin g activities; another had owned a
sawmill and exited the forest industry during the RF A process, but had since opened a new
processm g mill. Eleven participa nts were owners of contracti ng business es, with three co-
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owned businesses (in each case, a husband and wife), and hence a total of eight businesses in
the sample.

Of the eight contracting businesses (involving eleven participants) four businesses had
been downsized as the owners reduced or ceased their use of public native forest resources
while increasing their use of private native forest resources. Another four contracting businesses
exited the forest industry and their owners received Business Exit Assistance or Worker
Assistance, depending on which fonn of support provided them with 1nore funds. Of these, two
re1nained undere1nployed, two were working with NPWS, and a fourth had resmned harvesting
work three years after he exited the industry, and was harvesting privately owned native forests.
While the 1najority of contractors exited the industry involuntarily, one contractor left
voluntarily for reasons unconnected to the RF A.

The main change these contractors experienced was associated with the introduction of log
merchandising. Six contracting businesses were unsuccessful in their tender or did not receive
enough work to remain econ01nically viable, and two businesses did not tender. One participant
explained that this was because:

We were little contractors and they wanted you to have all this gear to start a
contract and you can't go to the bank and say 'I want $2 million worth of
1nachinery and I need the money now' (Contractor 2).
A second change faced by contractors occurred as nearby 1nills closed and local public
native forests were converted to conservation tenure, leading to increased haulage distances and
costs. These costs were temporarily reduced by a goverrunent-funded haulage subsidy.

3.5.2.1 Anticipation stage
Business owners in this group felt a range of impacts during the anticipation stage, which
for contractors included the introduction of log merchandising. These i1npacts continued until
businesses exited the forest industry or downsized their business. Participants discussed feelings
of dise1npowennent, injustice, and a perceived lack of control in the RF A process. For example,
two business owners explained their lack of surprise in the outcomes, saying they could "see the
writing on the wall" (Contractor 4 and Mill manager 7), and a third participant felt that
"everyone 1nore or less got what they expected. They were going to get shafted" (Contractor 2).
These participants continued to feel a strong sense of injustice at the changes over the longer
tenn.

---- - . -

';)

3.5.2.2 Initial-response stage
Paiiicipant s' initial responses involved exiting the forest industry or downsizin g their
business, depending on whether they received a contract to work in publicly-o wned native
forests frmn State Forests NSW or decided to exit or downsize their processing business. These
responses were felt differently by different participants, depending on their individual
circmnstan ces and confidence in finding new employ1nent or business opportunities. Smne were
happy to downsize or close their business because they had adequate opportunit ies to work with
ti1nber sourced fro1n private property, were close to retiring, or keen to 1nove jobs, while others
felt anxious about their ability to find new e1nployment.

Contractors who exited the forest industry looked for new work, and owners of three out of
four of these businesses were successful at finding satisfying employme nt relatively quickly. In
the case of the fourth business, the owners had experience d long-tenn undere1nployment,
relying on casual, short-tenn jobs. Contractors who downsized their business responded by
expanding their networks so as to source timber frmn privately owned native forests. The mill
owner 1nade initial decisions regarding the future direction of his business, ceasing smne
activities while concentrat ing on others.

A significant factor influencing participant s' initial experiences of change, and their ability
to respond positively to these changes, was their knowledge about FISAP. Two contractors and
one 1nill manager had 1nisunderstood the FISAP guidelines, for exainple, believing that "once
you got a pay out you couldn't do any timber work for three years" (Contracto r 6), without
understand ing that this applied only to work in NSW public native forests, and did not affect
work on private property, plantations, or forests outside NSW. Others had not applied for
FISAP assistance, explaining "there was never anything offered to us" (Contracto r 5) or not
realising that assistance was available (Mill manager 7).

Ex-contrac tors' experience s of change were also influenced by the ease with which they
adjusted to new employment. Some contractors who reported few negative impacts had found
new opportunities for private property work and formed relationships with other mills.
Participants who 1noved to NPWS felt 1nore disruption. One adjustmen t that a contractor found
difficult was the shift from the "freedom " (Contracto r 5) of self-emplo yment to the situation of
working as an employee. Pa1iicipants had also experienced lifestyle and cultural changes,
initially fearing they may not understand the work culture of NPWS. Contractor 5 explained
that he "didn 't understand the system and it was a completely different way of working", for
exa_m ple he had been used to working "a lot longer hours" (Contractor 5).
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One 1nill owner made changes to his business gradually. He already had smne experience
in other forest-industry related activities and built this section of his business before closing the
saw1nilling section of his business.

The adjust1nent these participants experienced was also associated with positive impacts;
for example, Contractor 7 experienced reduced stress as he gained 1nore financial security.

3.5.2.3 Longer term
The majority of participants in the second group experienced positive longer-term impacts.
Some of the 1nain reasons for this were that the mill managers were happy with the success of
their new business; ex-contractors' new jobs were less stressful, either because they found a
more secure job that provided increased financial security and flexibility to have the time and
money for activities such as fainily holidays; or because, by reducing the number of e1nployees
for who1n they were responsible, contractors felt "less stress" (Contractor 3). All these
participants were happy with their decision to downsize; so1ne related it to their changing goals,
for exainple, cmnmenting, "if I can keep two trucks going then ... at 1ny age, I am happy"
(Contractor 3). In situations where participants had adapted easily, ther_e was evidence that they
were less likely to feel an ongoing sense of injustice at the changes; for exa1nple, the mill
managers were happy with the direction their businesses had taken, and Contractor 3 felt the
change associated with the RF A "doesn't worry me too m_uch, it's just smnething that
happened". Over ti1ne, some contractors were able to access private property resources to such
an extent that the size and productivity of their business began to grow.

Several negative i1npacts continued into the long term. The first was the experience of
long-term underemployment: participants who had relied on shmi-term job opportunities since
closing their business had felt ongoing financial and personal stress. A second impact, felt by
participants whether or not they had experienced the positive i1npacts described above, related
to a sense of injustice associated with what they saw as a widespread misunderstanding of the
forest industry and its impacts on the environment, which they believed had led to unnecessary
policy change and job losses.

While 1nost contractors were eligible for Business Exit Assistance some elected to receive
financial support through the Worker Assistance Program instead. Two reasons for this choice
were that they did not have a contract and therefore were not eligible to apply for support as a
business owner but were still eligible for support as a worker, or that the Worker Assistance
Program provided more money. The amount of funding provided through FISAP was an
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important factor affecting responden ts' experience of the RF A, and their perception s of fairness.
Some participant s felt angry that their business or inco1ne had been undervalue d; as one
participant explained "basically they were going to get rid of everyone and they wanted to do it
as cheap as what they could" (Contracto r 8).

3.5.3 Group 3: Employ ees
The third group of participant s consisted of eight e1nployees who lost their jobs following
a mill closing or downsizin g and four employees who had remained in their jobs. Six of the
eight who had lost their jobs had been employed as 1nill workers, while two were involved in
1nill 1nanage1nent. The ex-1nill workers had participate d in 1nitigation measures available
through FI SAP. All participant s gained new e1nploy1nent in forest-related activities with other
1nills, contracting businesses , or the NPWS, often before FISAP support and training programs
concluded.

The four e1nployees who re1nained in their jobs reported less change and anxiety than
those who lost their jobs. They were 1nore likely to discuss changes in the technology ,
equip1nent and safety regulations at their work place. In general, they did not link these changes
to the RFA outco1nes, although other participant s, such as 1nill managers in Group 1, had
strongly associated these changes to business investment s made in response to the RF A.

3.5.3.1 Anticipa tion stage
Ex-worker s indicated feeling several negative i1npacts during the anticipatio n stage, which
began when they becaine aware of the RF A negotiation process, and ended when they were
made redundant. These participant s had speculated that the business wou ld close because they
had interpreted trends, such as an increased presence of union representat ives and senior
members of the business, as a sign that the business owners and 1nanagers were discussing the
1nill's closure. One paiiicipant explained that, "you knew it was going to happen but they
wouldn't indicate to you the time frame", which was "pretty unsettling ... because you just
didn 't know from one day to the next" (Ex-worke r 1).

Participant s working at 1nills that remained open indicated that they _had not felt anxious
about their jobs; for example, a pa1iicipant remembere d expecting:

a Iittle bit of restructuri ng . . . but [I was] reasonably confident that you
know, you would be still be employed here (Worker 1).
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Participants often felt uninformed about RF A and business decision-making processes.
While business owners generally indicated they had tried to keep their employees informed,
they often found it difficult because they were also uncertain of the final outcomes of the RF A.
As one participant explained:

although there was information, you knew there was something going on, I
don't think any of ... the day to day e1nployees really had a grasp of what
was going on with the RF As and how that is going to affect the industry
down the track (Worker 4).

3.5.3.2 Initial-response stage
Impacts experienced during the initial response stage, determined by the signing of the
RF A, closure of a business, redundancy, or confinnation of a harvest or haulage contract or
Wood Supply Agree1nent (whichever came first), depended on a range of factors. One mill
worker felt that "everyone sort of felt a bit safe" (Worker 3) when the mill received a Wood
Supply Agree1nent. These workers did not experience further negative impacts, although their
workplace often changed due to the business 's response to the RF A. Participants who had been
made redundant experienced a wider range of impacts. The majority responded by enrolling in
training progra1ns and looking for new work.

Participants' responses suggested that some people benefited more than others from the
Worker Assistance Program depending on their level of access to the program. Participants
frmn s1naller businesses spoke less positively and had less knowledge about the support for
which they were eligible. Participants who did participate in the training programs experienced
several benefits. One explained that they realised, 'we got a pretty good offer so we 've got to
1nake the 1nost of it" (Ex-worker 1). Those who trained with their ex-workmates also received
valuable peer support. In smne cases, the benefits of this peer support may have been more
valuable than the skills they learnt, as some participants felt the training had been unnecessary.

Those who found new work were assisted through a variety of networks and support
1nechanisms. These included friends and family, in addition to FISAP and NPWS training and
other employment schemes. Some mills were proactive and assisted their ex-workers to find
new

ork

hile several mills that remained open actively sought to employ ex-workers. For

example, Ex- orker 4 e plained that when his old e1nployees sold their business, the new
business owners

ho took o er, any staff that was here, they wanted to re-employ" .
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One of the key benefits of training and new employment was the increased self-estee1n it
gave participants, particularly as it led them to realise they had more skills than they realised
they had. An ex-worker reflected, "I didn't realise that all the way through my life I had already
acquired 1nost of the1n skills and I didn't even realise I had them" (Ex-worker 2).

Participants who 1noved away frmn their fonner hmne to take up new employment took
s01ne ti1ne to adjust. Moving towns affected fainilies as they 1noved to larger, unfa1niliar towns,
and away from their extended family. There were also practical considerations, for exainple,
"selling your property is very difficult ... No one wants to buy it when no one is 1noving there"
(Ex-worker 3). While the process was difficult, some participants who actively took part in
mitigation 1neasures were happy with the support they received; as one explained, the
govermnent support staff (fro1n the FISAP Unit) "followed us through with everything and
1nade sure that everything was right" (Ex-worker 2) while other paiiicipants were less happy
with the support provided.

As discussed above, one change that 1nany found challenging was the transfer to NPWS.
One reason for this was participants' perceptions that their original e1nploy1nent in the forest
industry had involved different goals and tasks to NPWS ', leading an ex-worker to explain:

it was a bit scary c01ning to a job like this. I was thinking 'how was I going
to fit into the sort of envirorunent? ' (Ex-worker 2).
Some participants felt that their new colleagues at NPWS had not accepted them immediately
due to their previous e1nployment in the timber industry and the perception that they had not
legiti1nately earned their position in NPWS (Ex-worker 2), although they reported that this
perception did not last long. Several factors that assisted the adjust1nent process were having a
good attitude to work, participating in training opportunities, and being willing to work in a
conservation agency after their work in the forest industry.

3.5.3.3 Longer term
The majority of participants felt they had benefitted in the longer tenn from the responses
they made to RF A-related changes. Employees now at NPWS were particularly happy with
their employment. They enjoyed the variety of tasks they performed and the oppo1iunity to
continue learning and working in forests. One negative impact reported by workers was the
anxiety they experienced after two to three years of work with NPWS when they were required
to apply formally for their job; until this time they had been employed as part of the Displaced
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Ti1nber Worker prograin. Some participants had never participated in an interview before or
perceived the application process as threatening. One participant explained:

I was that stressed out about it all, figuring I had moved here I had got a
house, you know, I have done all this stuff and [I thought] now they are just
going to take it off me (Ex-worker 2).
Despite these difficulties, the application process led to benefits by giving employees a sense of
legiti1nacy: "I knew when I had left [the job interview] I had won it fair and square" (Ex-worker
2).

Ex-workers who found work in other 1nills did not highlight many negative or positive
impacts, and did not feel the adjustment process had been significant. They were 1nore likely to
refer to changes brought about by the introduction of new safety regulations, and development
of new technology, similar to mill workers who had not lost their jobs. One exception to this
was a participant who had 1noved to a larger regional centre for work that provided new
opportunities for 1nembers of his family compared to "the small country town" (Ex-worker 3).
A second participant felt longer-term negative impacts as a result of relocating away from his
extended fainily, which he felt had contributed to the breakup of his .relationship although he
had also experienced benefits fro1n his new employment.

3.5.4 Subseque nt forest industry changes and impacts
Participants also discussed changes that have affected members of the forest industry since
the RF A was i1nplemented. These changes included increased regulation of private forestry
under the 2008 Private Native Forestry Code of Practice for Northern NSW. Businesses that had
increased their use of private property timber resources, often in response to restrictions under
the RF A, were concerned that the new rules discouraged landholders from making their
resources available, and felt that some had fonned the attitude:

' well we are not going to do it anymore, it' s just too hard ' and it wasn 't
profitable enough for them to go to all that trouble (Mill manager 4).

As a result, some participants experienced further impacts due to uncertainty, for example, a
contractor e plained "you can't afford to go and buy new equipment because you don't know
y,

hether the job ' s there and there is all these other rules and regulations now" (Contractor 2).
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Participants also felt that the regulations were unfair, for example, because "we are
expected to be a lot 1nore accountable for no net gain" (Mill manager 6). Workshop s designed to
infonn private forest owners about the new regulations, and which may have mitigated some of
this uncertainty, were conducted after interviews for this study occurred.

A second change that business owners and 1nanagers have faced is more demanding
occupation health and safety regulations. While all participants recognised the importance of
safety, 1nany felt burdened by the financial costs associated with the new regulations. For
exainple, one 1nill 1nanager explained "we have to endorse safety" but that he felt it was unfair
to "dmnp [the regulations] on industry and expect industry to pick up the tab for whatever it
costs the1n" (Mill manager 6).

Participants also predicted future changes associated with the end of the 20-year RF A,
suggesting new anticipatory i1npacts. Business owners and managers expressed concern about
their longer-ten n access to ti1nber. For exainple, Mill 1nanager 8 expressed concern that "in
2023 we don't think there's going to be an industry". The political and social pressures that
continue to influence the direction of the industry led to a 1nixture of anxiety and detenninat ion.

3.6 Discus sion
The research findings highlight both the significance of early i1npacts experienced during
the anticipatory stage, and the important influence individual s' responses have on their
experience s of policy change. Many participants indicated that they are now in a good
employ1nent or business position. Some feel they are in a worse position than they would have
been without the RF A. In general, most people found the transition period difficult but have
since experience d benefits, whether or not they also continue to experience negative impacts.
These findings suggest i1nplications for the design and i1nplementation of future mitigation
measures and policy change processes.

Pa1iicipants experienced a number of negative social impacts during the RFA negotiation
and assessmen t process. This highlights the influence that an awareness of potential change can
have at the com1nunity and individual level (Lockie 2001). Many of the impacts discussed by
participants were related to fear or stress, and linked to the future unce1iainty regarding
regulation of, and opportunities within, the forest industry. Those involved in the negotiation
processes experienced fmiher stress linked to factors such as their perceived responsibility for
fut_ure employme nt opportunities, and the hi ghly political nature of the process . This finding is
consistent with Burdge and Vanclay 's (1996) observation that one of the greatest impacts
'"O
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associated with proposed projects or policies is stress caused by uncertainty about what the
proposal will entail and how people will be affected by it. These findings encourage greater
acknowledge1nent of i1npacts related to uncertainty (Walker et al. 2000), perceptions of risk
(Wlodarczyk and Tennyson 2003), and public paiiicipation and other consultative processes
(see Maslach and Goldberg 1998 and Byron et al. 2001) when designing and 1nanaging policy
change processes .

While the anticipatory stage is associated with significant negative social impacts,
suggesting that these impacts may worsen if this stage continues for an extended time,
negotiation processes such as those that occurred in the RF A are often necessarily protracted to
allow well-informed decision 1naking. In addition to the risk that rushed negotiation processes
1nay result in insufficiently informed policy decisions, both these findings and research carried
out by Gross (2007) highlight the long-tenn impact of perceived injustice in cases where people
distrust the process by which a policy outcome is reached. For example, smne participants felt
that the social, economic and other impact assessments were not completed in tune to make
substantial contributions to the final RF A. Well-managed negotiation processes are therefore
needed to ensure people feel that the efforts they have put into participatory processes are
valued, and that those processes and outcomes are legitimate (MacCoun 2005; Gross 2007).

Recognition of anticipatory i1npacts suggests the need for 1nitigation measures that
specifically target the anticipatory stage. This was acknowledged in the RF A process, and the
FISAP included preliminary mitigation measures, although participants did not refer to them. It
is clearly critical that adequate com1nunjcation, involving appropriate ' timeliness, scope,
objectivity and availability ' is provided during the anticipatory stage to ensure people are kept
up to date with the negotiations, informed about mitigation measures, and perceive the
consultation process to have been carried out fairly (Gross 2007: 2732).

The research findings suggest that a second way of supporting members of the industry
through the anticipatory stage is to provide avenues that encourage peer support. For example,
group counselling or training during the anticipatory phase may assist people to cope with
uncertainty and be more prepared for change, should it affect them. Informal support
1nechanisms such as community or business social activities, and involvement in rallies or
public meetings provide additional forms of peer support. Strong social networks can aid
individuals and communities ·to respond to and cope with change through features such as trust,
reciprocity, and the sharing of information (Adger 2003; Dare et al. 2011 ), and should be
encouraged through community or other mitigation or support mechanisms.

The results suggest several factors that require consider ation when designin g anticipat ory
stage mitigatio n 1neasures. First, it is i1nportant to present 1nechanisms such as early training or
counsell ing program s carefully to ensure that they are relevant, and recognis ed as being
precautio nary, rather than suggesti ng a pre-dete rmined future. Second, precautio nary strategies
1nay be difficult for business es to i1nple1nent if they have limited ad1ninistrative resource s, or if
they are unce1iain about the final decision they will make in response to changes.

In addition to 1nini1nising anticipat ory i1npacts, it is i1nportant to provide mitigatio n
1neasures early because many people respond proactiv ely to change before it occurs (Walker et
al. 2000), and these response s often require significa nt financial or personal sacrifices. The
importan ce of people 's own response s highligh t that the social i1npacts experien ced by
individu als are not only related to change processe s but also their own choices and actions
(McColl and Young 2005). The way a participa nt experien ced change was influence d by
1nultiple factors such as the change itself, the initial response s they 1nade to it, and individual
factors such as their fears, goals, age and perceive d level of capacity. These factors were
influenc ed by individu als' skills, social and professio nal networks , attitudes towards business
and change and financial factors. It is apparent that individu als are 1notivated by a number of
factors to response positivel y to change, and that they identify a variety of ways in which to do
it. Mitigatio n measure s therefore need the flexibility to allow people to 1nake their own
decision s (McColl and Young 2005).

The level of infonnat ion that paiiicipa nts had about the changes and the adjustme nt
assistanc e available through FISAP also affected their choices and actions. It is crucial that the
availabil ity and guideline s of 1nitigation 1neasures are commun icated well. One way of ensuring
that infonnat ion is com1nunicated widely is to use a variety of commun ication sources,
recognis ing that people access infonnat ion different ly (Dare et al. 2011). For example , this may
involve ensuring that local, com1nunity and industry based organisa tions and represen tative
groups are fully infonned and can help disse1ninate informat ion through their networks.

In

some situation s it may also be appropri ate for Goverru nent to place staff members in key areas
such as regional centres where they are available to provide commun ity me1nbers with advice or
recom1nend other com1nunity-based suppo1i services.

Many of the changes suggeste d above can be challeng ing to impleme nt in a goverrun ent
assistanc e program due to the various uncertain ties mentione d. Further work is needed to
identify how to best design these assistanc e program s as this analysis was beyond the scope of
thi~ study. In addition , while goverrun ent financial support was shown to be importan t, the
findings highligh t that it did not replace individu als ' efforts to respond, but instead
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c01nplemented hu1nan agency, good decision-maki ng, and the significant financial and personal
sacrifices and effort often required to respond successfully to change. Support is not limited to
1nitigation 1neasures provided by govermnent but instead also c01nes fr01n others in the industry,
as seen in exainples where businesses e1nployed mill workers from mills that closed down. It is
therefore i1nportant for 1nitigation 1neasures to recognise the diversity of ways that people can
be assisted, and the diversity of sources for this assistance.

Recognition of people's capacity to adapt, and the variety of 1notivations and factors that
influence how they do it (Grothinann and Patt 2005), encourages assistance 1neasures to be
viewed as only one of 1nany 1nechanis1ns available to help leverage people ' s existing
capabilities and goals and help the1n to 1nake appropriate decisions. In addition, 1nitigation
1neasures 1nay lead to multiple benefits (Dare et al. 2011 ), for exainple the results highlighted
that providing training to workers to i1nprove their skills led to other benefits such as increased
self-estee1n as they recognised the skills they already had, and peer support they provided each
other.

Finally, resource security and certainty are critical for people to feel the confidence to
1nake long-tenn decisions that affect their business, employees, fa1nily and selves. While the
RF A fulfilled its ai1n of providing long-term, guaranteed supplies of publicly owned native
forest resources to sawmills, subsequent changes have had further i1npacts on the forestry
industry. These changes include increased regulation of private native forest harvesting, which
contributed to a reduction in industry 1ne1nbers' trust in both political processes and
govermnents' pr01nise of long-term certainty. Other changes, such as increased stringency in
workplace safety and enviromnental regulations have led to further econo1nic pressures faced by
businesses, even if viewed as good for the enviromnent or society. The cumulative effects of
ongoing change therefore need to be recognised when planning future industry changes (Franks
et al. 201 Ob), even though businesses have shown resilience and innovation in addressing
previous changes.

3. 7 Conclusion
Ex-post SIA is a critical ele1nent in the SIA process. It allows for the evaluation of
experienced, rather than predicted social impacts, and exploration of people's responses to
changes and i1npacts including their use of 1nitigation measures. The knowledge gained can
i1nprove the design and i1nplementation of future decision making processes and mitigation
1neasures. The results in this study highlighted the diverse ways in which people responded to
change, and the influence that individuals' 1notivations, fears, skills and actions had on the
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impacts they experience d. Despite this diversity, several com1non factors were identified that
influenced people's experience s. These factors included participant s ' skills and ability to
respond proactively to change; their anticipatio n of significant change and subsequen t negative
and positive i1npacts; and their level of access to informatio n throughou t the decision 1naking
process. Carefully designed 1nitigation 1neasures are therefore needed to ensure they cater to the
diverse needs of the group for which they are intended, and compleme nt businesses ,
c01n1nunities and individual s' existing capabilitie s, 1notivations and priorities.
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Cha·pter 4: Impacts of forest policy changes
in Western Australia on members of the
native forest industry: findings and
implications from an ex-post facto social
impa ct assessment9

4. 1 Abstra ct
Forest policies regulating the 1nanagement of Western Australia's public
native forests changed significantly between 1999 and 2004. The changes
sought to address ongoing social conflict over the 1nanagement of native
forests by re-balancin g forest tenure and 1nanage1nent between conservation,
production, and other forest values. Three successive policy decisions
substantially reduced ti1nber harvesting fr01n public native forests and
encourage d forest industry innovation and develop1nent. The consequen t
social i1npacts experience d by then-1ne1nbers of the forest industry were
investigate d through an ex-post facto social impact assessmen t in 20102011. The process by which the three policy decisions were 1nade, the nature
of these policy changes, and actions people took to respond to them,
contributed to three key social i1npacts: uncertainty, a sense of injustice, and
financial stress. These impacts were felt by forest industry business owners,
1nanagers and workers, although individual s' responses varied. Consequen t
diminished perception s of industry security discourage d invest1nent in the
native forest industry, contrary to policy goals associated with the changes.
This outc01ne highlights the importance of recognizing and mitigating social
i1npacts relevant to the imple1nentation of intended policy goals.

Keywords: Ex-post facto social impact assessment; impact 1nitigation;
Regional Forest Agreemen t; resource policy; forestry; Western Australia

4.2 Introduction
Harvesting of Australia's native forests for wood products has been contentious for some
40 years (Routley and Routley 1973; Dargavel 1995). Both the federal and state goverrunents
have

sought for

several

decades

to

address

the

associated

social

conflicts,

most

comprehensively through the nation-wid e Regional Forest Agreemen t (RFA) process of 19962001 (Dargavel 1998; Lane 1999; Hillier 2003; Musselwhi te and Herath 2005). Multiple policy
changes introduced in the state of Western Australia (WA) between 1999 .and 2004 to address
this conflict substantially reduced the area of forests in the state's south-west available for
9

Lo xton , E .A ., Schirmer, J. , and Kanowski , P. (In review) Impacts of forest policy changes in Western
Australia on members of the native forest industry: findings and implications from an ex-post social
impact assessment.
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ti1nber harvesting, and thus the level of wood resources available to the native forest industry
These changes were associated with both the RF A process and subsequent policy decisions. As
part of the RF A process, financial and other assistance was provided to members of the native
forest timber industry to facilitate adjust1nent to the reduced volumes of available timber, and to
encourage industry innovation and develop1nent. This paper focuses on the impacts of these
policy changes on 1nembers of the native forest timber industry, defined as forest sector
business owners and e1nployees whose income is derived from the manageme nt or harvesting
of, or the transport or processing of wood from , these publicly-owned ('state') forests. We
conducted an ex-post facto (follow-up ) social i1npact assessment (SIA) in 2010-2011 to explore
the long tenn social i1npacts, both positive and negative, experienced by 1ne1nbers of the southwest WA native forestry timber industry as a result of the forest policy changes made between
1999 and 2004 .

The paper begins by outlining SIA and describing the WA native forest timber industry 's
historical and political contexts. It then describes the adaptive theory-based 1nethodology we
adopted for the study, which we selected to help generate new theoretical propositions about
social impacts and their causes through iterative analysis of the study data and prior theory. The
results are outlined in three sections, focusing on the core types of soG_jal i1npacts experienced
by members of the industry. The discussion then draws on additional literature to explore how
these social impacts emerged and were experienced, the interactions between them, and the
implications for policy design and imple1nentation.

4.2.1 Social Im pact Assess ment
SIA involves the prediction, mitigation , manageme nt, and monitoring of social i1npacts
(Vanclay 2003), which are commonly defined as:

consequences to hmnan populations of any public or private actions - that
alter the ways in which people live, work, play, relate to one another,
organize to 1neet their needs and generally cope as members of society. The
term also includes cultural impacts involving changes to the norms, values,
and beliefs that guide and rationalize their cognition of themselves and their
society (ICPGSIA 2003: 231).
Social i1npacts begin with the announcement or prediction of future change (Walker 201 0;
Loxton et al. 2011; Loxton et al. 2012b) and develop as changes are negotiated and
imple1nented. They may be quantifiable and tangible, such as income loss, or sy1nbolic and
intangible, such as anger or fear (Lockie et al. 1999; Walker et al. 2000; Williams and Schirmer
2012). Social impacts are influenced by people 's perceptions of the fairness of decision-making
from forest oo!ic>'r chances
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processes (Brueckner et al. 2006; Gross 2007) and the resulting policy outcomes (Marshall
2007). They are also influenced by actions taken to respond to predicted or experienced changes
and impacts. The same impact or change may lead to a range of responses, depending on factors
including the provision of mitigation 1neasures and individual's goals and skills (Loxton et al.
2011; Loxton et al. 2012b). Social i1npacts are experienced cuinulatively, and interact with other
past, current or anticipated future changes (Baxter et al. 2001; Duinker and Greig 2006; Canter
and Ross 201 0; Ehrlich 201 0; Franks et al. 201 Ob). These interactions 1nean that multiple,
individual, i1npacts 1nay be felt more strongly than if each were experienced in isolation (Franks
et al. 201 0a). In s01ne cases, a person's perception of a change or i1npact may not correlate with
independent evidence; nevertheless, recognising these perceptions is important because they
help detennine the i1npacts people experience, even if their nature or causes are misattributed or
the source of contention (Taylor et al. 2004; Williams and Schinner 2012).

SIA recognises a range of social i1npacts felt at the individual, fainily, c01n1nunity and
societal levels. For exainple, Vanclay (2002) highlights variables linked to health and social
well-being, quality of the living enviromnent, econ01nic and material well-being, culture, family
and c01n1nunity, institutions and equity, and gender relations. A range of other lists and guides
are also available that describe social impact variables (Burdge 1994; ICGPSIA 1995). The
types of impacts included in an SIA depend on the context of the change and the affected
c01nmunity. For exa1nple, SIAs carried out for the 1nining industry have focused on predicting,
avoiding and 1nitigating issues such as ainenity and health impacts due to noise and dust; the
i1npacts of invest1nent generating increased access to co1nmunity infrastructure, training and
employment (Franks et al. 201 Ob); and cultural issues related to the effect of 1nining projects on
communities' spiritual relationship with the land (Lane et al. 2003; Ehrlich 2010). Other SIAs
undertaken in the context of reduced access to natural resources, such as timber or fish stocks,
have focused on how these restrictions will influence businesses' profitability or income; how
best to assist business owners, e1nployees and families affected by the changes; and the
conditions required for effective implementatio n of mitigation measures to assist business
owners and workers to adjust to the changes in ways that also contribute to the goals underlying
the change, such as the successful i1nple1nentation of new policy (S1nith et al. 2003; Marshall
2007).

The range of factors influencing people ' s experiences of change, and the unpredictability
of future events and responses, mean that social impacts are not static and may occur differently
to the impacts predicted in an initial SIA. Monitoring of these impacts and evaluation of
mitigation measures are i1nportant learning tools that can assist future SIA and the design of
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future policy and mitigation measures (Lavallee and Andre 2005; Petajajarvi 2005; Storey and
Noble 2005; Loxton et al. 2011).

4.2.2 Historical and policy background
Australia's native forests have been of c01n1nercial significance since the ti1ne of European
th
colonisation in the late 18 century and their 1nanage1nent has been contested for much of that

time (Carron 1985; Dargavel 1995; Dargavel et al. 2000). Do1nestically, critiques of and social
conflict over forest policy and 1nanage1nent intensified fr01n the early 1970s, e1nbodying the
thesis of the epony1nous The fight for the forests (Routley and Routley 1973). However, policy
responses were largely ad hoc until the 1nid-1990s, when a nu1nber of factors converged to
favour a concerted response by the federal and state goverrunents (Dargavel et aL 2000; see also
Musselwhite and Herath 2005).

By the 1nid-1990s, Australia had embarked on a . senes of forest policy initiatives
associated with both d01nestic and international forest and sustainability processes, including
the report of the 1992 Resource Assess1nent Com1nission Forest Inquiry (Resource Assessment
C01n1nission 1992); agree1nent of a National Forest Policy Statem ent (Com1nonwealth of
Australia

1995a); development of a National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable

Development (Com1nonwealth of Australia 1992); support at the 1992 Earth Su1n1nit for the
Statement of Forest Principles and the associated goal of sustainable forest 1nanage1nent; and
active participation in the Montreal Process to develop criteria and indicators for sustainable
forest 1nanagement (Montreal Process Imple1nentation Group 1998). Forest certification, while
e1nerging internationally, was still an issue of contention domestically (Kanowski et al. 1999),
and no Australian native forests were certified until 2003 (McDennott et al. 2010). However,
criticis1n by envirorunental groups and other civil society actors, and ongoing conflict over
1nanage1nent of native forests in states where they were c01nmercially valuable (see Dargavel
1995; Lane 1999), eventually prompted the initiation in 1995 of the RF A process, which had
first been 1nooted in the 1992 National Forest Policy Statement.

The RF As were envisioned as a 1neans of rebalancing the management of native forests for
their conservation, wood production and other social, cultural and economic values
(C01n1nonwealth of Australia 1995a). The National Forest Policy Statement had a strong focus
on the 1nanage1nent of public native forests. It also encouraged other environmental, industry,
social, cultural and econo1nic goals, including the growth of the plantation sector, which was
subsequently 1nanifested in the Plantations 2020 Vision that sought to treble Australia' s

.,.

-

__ : -
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plantation estate fro1n one million hectares in 1994 to three million hectares by 2020 (Plantation
2020 Vision Implement ation Cmnmittee 1997).

The RF A process involved extensive assess1nents and negotiations for each commerciallyimportant native forest region, leading to the developme nt of fonnal , 20-year agreements (thus,
' RF As ') between the federal and state governmen ts (Com1nonwealth of Australia 2011). In
WA, as in other states, the RF A process involved a 'comprehe nsive regional assessmen t' of the
diverse values of the forests; the creation of a 'cmnprehe nsive, adequate and representative
reserve syste1n'; the develop1nent and i1nplementation of 'ecological ly sustainable forest
manage1nent' regi1nes outside reserves; and the identification and fostering of industry
develop1nent opportunities (Com1nonwealth of Australia and State of Western Australia 1999).
The goals of RF As were to reduce social conflict over native forest 1nanagement, provide
guaranteed (albeit reduced) wood supply and greater certainty to industry, and protect
enviromne ntal and other values (Lane 1999; Co1n1nonwealth of Australia 2011). The process
emphasise d public participati on in its assessmen t and decision 1naking phases, although some
authors have questioned the adequacy of public participation and other ele1nents of the process
(Lane 1999; Brueckner et al. 2006). The RF A process also gave particular attention to the
protection of old growth forest and 'wildernes s' areas (Co1nmonwealth of Australia and State of
Western Australia 1999; C01n1nonwealth of Australia 2011 ).

The WA RF A, concluded in May 1999, transferred approximately 150,000 ha of forest
from the production to the conservati on estate (Australian Labor Party 2001 ). Neverthele ss, the
WA RF A was criticised - as were 1nost others - by stakeholders for failing to adequately meet
conservation goals (Brueckne r et al. 2006). In the case of WA , the state governmen t - at the
ti1ne a conservati ve Liberal/Na tional Paiiy coalition - responded t9 this criticism by amending
the RFA in July 1999, less than two 1nonths after it had been concluded, withdrawin g a further
9,500 ha of old-growth karri (Eucalptus diversicolo r) and tingle (Eucalyptu s jacksonii and
Eucalyptus guilfoyle) frmn the production estate and adding it to the conservation estate. This

decision had major wood supply implications, and was popularly referred to by those in the
forest industry as 'the backflip' (NAFI 1999). In the subsequent 2001 state election campaign,
the then-oppos ition Labor Party proposed a Protecting Our Old Growth Forest P olicy (OGP)
(Australian Labor Paiiy 2001 ). The Labour Paiiy won the February 2001 election and quickly
enacted the OGP, thus ending the harvesting of old growth forest in WA.

The three policy changes increased the area of the public forest conservati on estate by
approximately 70%, and reduced the allowable annual harvest of the principal commercial
species (karri and jarrah) by aroun d the saine proportion (data derived from Commonw ealth of
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Australia and State of Western Australia 1998; Conservation C01nmission of Western Australia

2004). They also introduced 1nore restrictive forest management and harvesting regulations, and
1neasures to encourage investment and innovation in downstream processing technologies
required for 'value adding' to forest products. These new regulations were implemented through
the 2004-2013 Forest Management Plan (Conservation Commission of Western Australia

2004).

A Forest Industry Structural Adjustment Package (FISAP) was developed by the federal
and state gove1mnents as part of the RF A process, and expanded as further policy changes were
introduced. It comprised four programs to support industry restructuring and assist people and
com1nunities affected by the changes:
1.

Business Exit Assistance for businesses that closed;

2.

Industry Development Assistance to assist businesses that continued to invest in
new technology and equipment;

3.

a Worker Assistance Program to provide additional redundancy payments, training
and other support to workers who lost their jobs, and

4.

Community Assistance to provide support to towns affected by industry changes
(Auditor General for Western Australia 2005).

Timber harvesting and employment in the WA native _forest timber industry have
decreased since the RF A and subsequent forest policy changes. The total production of
hard, rood saw logs declined by 44% from 2001-2002 to 2006-2007, with harvests below the
limit set by the Forest Manage1nent Plan (Houghton 2012: 139). The production of woodchips
from native forests decreased 1narkedly following the RF A , by 73 % over the decade bet\veen

1996-1997 and 2007-2008 (derived from data presented by Commonwealth of Australia and
State of Western Australia 1998: 45; Forest Products Commission 2008: 121). In contrast,
plantation-sourced pulpwood production has increased

significantly (Houghton 2012),

reflecting a conesponding expansion in WA's plantation estate as encouraged by the Plantations

2020 Vision. Overall employment in the WA forest industry (defined as including both the
native forest and plantation sectors) declined by 8.5 % bet\veen 2001 and 2006. While
disaggregated data are not available, other studies suggest that the net figure disguises a
substantial loss of employment from the native forest sector, and a substantial gam in the
plantation sector (Schirmer ~008). No data are available to quantify the extent to which
indi iduals

ho lost employment in the native forest sector were able to gain employment in the

plantation sector.
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Limited SIA has been conducted since the introduction of these forest policy changes in
WA to investigate their long tenn social impacts. Brueckner et al. (2006) repo1i the results of a
study of stakeholders' perceptions of the RF A process, focusing on issues of governance, public
participation and the assess1nent process. Their findings suggest that a lack of trust between
stakeholders, and poor c01n1nunication, infonnation sharing, and transparency contributed to the
lack of public acceptance of the RF A outco1ne. Coakes Consulting (2002) conducted a socioeconon1ic assess1nent of the likely i1npacts of the 2004-2013 Forest Management Plan and
reported a number of issues associated with the introduction of the RFA: that the lengthy
anticipation phase during the policy design process led to difficulties for businesses in planning
future activities; and that industry 1nembers were concerned by the restricted resource access
and by decreased 1nembership of industry representative groups as former 1nembers left the
industry, and believed that the govermnent was not sufficiently fulfilling its pr01nise of
encouraging alternative e1nploy1nent opportunities. An evaluation of the FISAP conducted in

2005 focused on the ad1ninistration of these programs in WA. It found shortc01nings in the
administration of the Business Exit Assistance prograin, but was satisfied with the
ad1ninistration of the Worker Assistance Prograin (Auditor General for Western Australia

2005).

Studies conducted during the RF A process (e.g. C01n1nonwealth of Australia and State of
Western Australia 1998) acknowledged that forest policy changes had the potential to impact a
wide range of forest stakeholders - not only forest industry workers and businesses, but also the
rural c01nmunities in which they work, and a diversity of other interest groups, such as
environmenta l activists and recreational forest users. However, this study limits its scope to the
social impacts experienced by me1nbers of the native forest industry and their perceptions of the
effectiveness of the structural adjust1nent package. We Ii1nited our focus to this group, rather
than to the broader c01n1nunities of interest, for three reasons. The first is that those who derived
their livelihoods fr01n the native forest industry had a particular, and particularly strong, stake in
the policy changes and their consequences . The second reason is the lack of quantitative
assessments conducted since the RF A process (Houghton 2012); while our assessment is not
quantitative, it does begin to address the more general issue of the lack of assess1nent since the
RF A. The third reason was that one of the objectives of the research was to understand the
extent to which FISAP measures (available predominantly to me1nbers of the native forest
timber industry) had mitigated the impact of the policy changes. Thus, our research focused on
members of the native forest industry complements research by others (Coakes Consulting

2002; Brueckner et al. 2006 ; Houghton 2012), which provides other perspectives on the social
implications of the RFA process and associated forest policy changes. Together, these results
cai1 inform future policy processes and the prediction and mitigation of social impacts resulting
from policy changes.
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4.3 Research approach
We used an adaptive theory approach (Layder 1998) to assess the social impacts
experienced by members of the timber industry as a result of the policy processes and the three
1najor policy changes - the RF A, 'the backflip' , and OGP - and their implementation through
the 2004-2013 Forest Manage1nent Plan. Adaptive theory encourages the si1nultaneous
production of theory and analysis of data through an iterative process in which prior theory is
used to guide data analysis, while the process of data analysis is used to critique and adapt prior
theory (Layder 1998: 5). For this reason, a second stage of literature review, of literature that
emerged as relevant to the data analysis, is introduced in the Discussion section of this paper
rather than at an earlier stage.

A qualitative approach to data collection and analysis allowed us to focus on the breadth
and depth of paiiicipants' experiences. The research focused on people 's perceptions of the
social impacts they felt and reasons for these impacts, acknowledging that 'where something is
perceived it can be real in its consequences ' (Taylor et al. 2004: 63). The qualitative approach
also recognised the '1naterial and symbolic dimensions' (Lockie et al. 1999) of social impacts,
including the tangible elements of change and the meanings people give to the1n. This allowed
participants to define the impacts they experienced, whether these were based on economic,
psychological, or other social factors. While some impacts are-necessarily more difficult to
quantify than others, they nonetheless contribute to participants ' overall experience of social
i1npacts.

The research reported here was conducted as paii of a larger study involving a second case
study region, in the state of New South Wales. Similar methods were used for both case studies,
and are described in more detail by Loxton et al. (2012b).

4.3.1 Data collection
Semi-structured interviews were conducted between May and November 2010 with 41
participants representing the breadth of actors in the WA native forest timber industry. Those
represented were hai'Vest and haulage contractors; owners, managers and employees of
sawmilling and furniture making businesses; government employees involved in forest and
forestry management, planning and regulation; and representatives of peak industry bodies,
community and environmental organisations, and a tourism business (Table 4.1). Several
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participants had changed roles within the industry or community since the RF A process,
including many who had increased their involvement in the plantation sector, and some who
had exited the industry.

Table 4.1 Characteristics of interview participants from Western Australia

Representative

Description of participants

Current role in the industry

Contractor (8)

Contractors involved in the harvest
and haulage of wood resources
sourced frmn publicly owned
native forests prior to the RF A
process. Of these paiiicipants all
but two were owners of their
business.

One 1naintained activity in native
forests and expanded his business;
one transferred to the 1nining
industry. The re1nainder downsized
the native forest side of their
business or left their original job, but
maintained forest industry activity,
predominantly in the plantation
industry. Most accessed FI SAP.

Processor ( 13)

Six participants owned businesses
involved in saw1nilling and further
processing of wood sourced frmn
publicly owned native forests.
Seven participants worked at
saw1nills or other processing mills,
of which six had a manage1nent or
supervisory role. Their roles
varied, and included saw1nill
workers, furniture makers,
supervisors and 1nanagers.

Two business owners closed a
business while four developed their
business through value adding. Four
workers with 1nanage1nent roles
re1nained at their original business.
Two workers left their original job
( one voluntarily) and found new
e1nploy1nent in forest related
e1nployment. One worker had
moved to the area since the RFA.
Nine participants accessed FI SAP.

C01n1nunity
representative ( 6)

Me1nbers of the com1nunity who
suppmied the industry and its role
in the c01n1nunity through a fonnal
leadership position or on a
voluntary basis.

Continued their involve1nent in their
com1nunity. One used the Worker
Assistance Package.

Industry
representative ( 6)

Represented the industry and its
me1nbers through peak
representative groups.

Continued representative role in the
industry:

Industry
consultant (3)

Pa1iicipants with previous or
current involve1nent in the industry
through their professional capacity.

Two continued their role as a
consultant.

Government
representative (3)

Participants involved in policy
processes in their capacity as a
government employee.

Two continued their role, one
participant left his role and is
working in alternative forest-related
employment.

Touri sm (1 )

Involved in managing and
promoting tourism in the region.

Maintained involvement in tourism.

E nv ironm ental
group (1 )

Involved in the conservation
movement.

Maintained involve1nent in the
conservation sector.

(11=41)
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Participants were identified using a snowballing method, in which initial contacts were
asked to identify other potential participants (Stehlik 2004). The sampling method ' s reliance on
social networks led to s01ne difficulties in contacting people who had left the forest industry or
shifted fr01n their earlier c01n1nunity; however, many people who had exited the public native
forest sector were active in the forest plantation sector or had maintained their networks through
other ways. Interviews continued until no new views were e1nerging from interviews; however,
several potential participants who had exited the industry and experienced long term
underemploym ent declined to paiiicipate in the research. Therefore, it is possible that the
experiences of those interviewed are not fully representative of the diversity of changes and
social i1npacts experienced by those who were members of the forest industry at the time of the
policy changes.

Three questions guided the interviews:
1.

What is your experience of the WA forest industry?

2.

What changes have you seen in the industry over ti1ne?

3.

How have you been affected by, and responded, to those changes?

The questions encouraged paiiicipants to speak about their experience of the industry as a
whole, rather than specifically about those related to the policy changes. Probing questions w ere
asked as necessary to follow-up participants ' answers and test--prior and emerging theories.
Interviews were recorded and transcribed, except for three interviews in which only notes were
taken, as the participant declined to be audio recorded. Other forms of data were also analysed,
including media articles, parliamentary records, and reports and documents produced during the
RFA process.

4.3.2 Data analysis
Data collection and analysis were conducted iteratively (Layder 1998). Emerging and prior
theories were tested through interviews and questions , and other reflections w ere recorded after
each interview as ' memos ', both to capture initial thoughts and prepare for subsequent
intervie\ s. The use of memos continued through the research process to record enquiries about
the data.

The main form of data analysis involved coding, a process in which segments of the text
are labelled to classify them according to the themes and patterns considered important w ithin
the data.- Transcribed interviews and other notes were initially read and ' pre-coded ' (Layder
resultina from forest oo!icy" chances
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1998). This was followed by a fonnal coding phase in which prior theory was used to help
explore and interpret the data. Codes were gradually added as new themes were identified in the
data, while other codes were pre-fonned based on prior theory and results from the first case
study (Loxton et al. 2012b ). The exploratory, qualitative approach allowed use to focus on the
1neanings and perceptions that people gave to their experiences (Lockie et al. 1999; Vanclay
2002; Willia1ns and Schinner 2012), without atte1npting to quantify the frequency of these
expenences.

We also used thematic network analysis (Attride-Stirling 2001) to guide the data analysis
through the generation of 'basic' the1nes ( or codes/labels), progressively grouped into a network
of 'organising' the1nes, and then into overarching 'global' themes. Global the1nes consist of a
network of diverse 'basic' the1nes associated with the 1nore specific impacts described by
participants.

4.4 Results
This section reports participants' long tenn experiences of impacts associated with the
1999- 2004 policy changes. Participants' experiences of other changes, such as the growth of
the plantation industry, are included in the results where relevant. The results are structured in
three parts based on 'global' the1nes identified through the data analysis process that explained
the majority of i1npacts experienced by participants. These the1nes refer to three types of
interacting impacts: uncertainty, injustice, and financial stress, which we explore below,
focusing on how and why i1npacts emerged, how participants responded, and the factors that
helped, hindered and 1notivated these responses. These i1npacts and associated responses also
led to additional impacts, such as those felt by workers' or busine~s owners' fa1nilies, but these
are not described in detail here.

4.4.1 Uncertain ty
Experiences of uncertainty related to factors such as future resource access, business
opportunities or challenges, and employment. While some of these concerns had existed prior to
the RF A process and policy changes, often associated with unce1iain 1narket conditions and the
short tenn contracts that regulated access to timber by processors and thus work for contractors,
uncertainty was exacerbated by the RF A process and the rapid succession of policy changes.
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An anticipatory phase, that in which policy changes had been proposed but were yet to be
finalised, preceded the policy changes the1nselves. The phase was widely associated with
uncertainty regarding future access to native forest wood resources, which affected participants
differently depending on their role in the industry. S01ne business owners and 1nanagers worried
they would be unsuccessful in their tender for a resource allocation (saw/processing 1nill) or for
work (contractors), or that they would have difficulty meeting the new regulations associated
with forest 1nanage1nent, harvesting and processing. Mill owners and 1nanagers also worried
about changes to the price and quality of the wood, even if they were confident that they would
receive the quantity they needed. Workers felt varying levels of job insecurity depending on
factors such as their knowledge about their employer's plans, their skill base and local
employment options, and the strength of their connections to the native forest timber industry.
One of their responses of forest industry members was to organise protest rallies and other
forms of public activity, in part as a response to corresponding events organised by conservation
groups (see also, Wo1ih 2004).

Participants' experiences of uncertainty regarding native forest resource access, price and
quality has continued. Two interdependent factors contributed to this. The first is that the
imple1nentation of policy outcomes through IO-year Forest Management Plans means that
participants anticipate changes with each new Forest Manage1nent Plan, despite the overarching
(20-year) tenn of the RF A. The second factor is that participants' perceptions of the 'political'
nature of the RF A, 'the backflip' and the OGP leads them to a~_sume that future forest policy
and 1nanage1nent decisions, including the next Forest Manage1nent Plan, will be si1nilarly
political. They feel little control over the outcomes of these processes, or the process itself, as
illustrated by a 1nill worker's c01n1nents:

whatever the future brings, it brings ... It's out of our control. .. And no
matter what you hear, what you watch on telly [television]. They base it,
down the track, they usually base it on, they're going to put it on a polling
day or after the election (Mill worker 7).
These experiences of uncertainty suggest a continuing anticipatory phase as members of the
industry constantly expect future change, but are uncertain about the nature of these changes.

Participants ' concerns about future access to wood resources influenced their responses to
the three policy changes and have continued to the present. It was difficult for business owners
to 1nake decisions prior to the RF A decision, with one participant explaining, "we knew that
there was change, what could we do about it? Very little. Sit back and say, 'tell us what the
changes are and then we can react"' (Mill owner 3). More recently the continued uncertainty
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felt by business owners and 1nanagers due to the approaching i1nple1nentation of the 2014- 2023
Forest Management Plan, continued negative financial impacts resulting fro1n previous policy
changes and other financial and political factors , have discouraged substantial business
invest1nents. Conversely, in other contexts uncertainty encouraged some types of decisions: for
exainple, a 1nill manager felt that continued job insecurity encouraged s01ne workers to leave
because "they don't like living not knowing the future" (Mill worker/manag er 1).

4.4.2 Injustice
Participants felt a sense of injustice at the process by which the three policy changes - the
RF A, 'the backflip' and the OGP - were developed and imple1nented, the responses required to
adjust to the1n, and the i1npacts they had experienced as a result. Policy changes were widely
perceived to be unfair and unnecessary to s01ne degree. Three factors contributed to perceptions
of injustice: the role of public participation in decision 1naking processes, restrictions introduced
following the policy changes, and the design and i1nple1nentation of 1nitigation 1neasures
associated with the policy changes.

Participating in the politically-cha rged decision-1naking processes leading to the RF A, 'the
backflip' and OGP had e1notional i1npacts on many people. Participants from all industry
sectors felt their point of view was not adequately heard or respected, and that scientific
knowledge had not been used sufficiently. Rather, they felt decisions were 1nade to appease
envirorunenta l groups and gain votes in urban areas, leading an industry representative to refer
to the process as a "charade" because the final decision 1nakers "had their own views about
what they were doing" (Industry representative 2). Feelings of injustice were also associated
with the speed with which 'the backflip' and OGP were introduced subsequent to the RF A. The
high expectations placed on the RF A contributed to the extent to participants perceived the
subsequent changes to constitute broken pr01nises, as:

the theory behind the RF A was that this would be the mother of all
agreements. It would satisfy everybody and that would be the end of it wou ldn 't talk about the industry again (Mill owner 4).

However, while many felt that people fro1n outside the community and industry had been given
too much say, others felt 1nore positively about the process. For example, a contractor who had
ended his work in native forests while expanding into plantations explained the OGP decision,
saymg:
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the goverrunent went to the electorate very clearly saying what they wanted
to do in tenns of 1nanaging native forests , and they were voted in ... so you
have to accept that, that's how democracy works (Contractor 3).

A sense of injustice was also evident in the level of frustration expressed about the forest
manage1nent outcmnes of the policy decisions. The greater restrictions on forest manage1nent
that followed the policy changes were considered unnecessary and unreasonable by many
participants, particularly as they considered WA's native forests to be well 1nanaged. Some
found it difficult to understand why they needed to change; for example, a contractor explained
that "the biggest thing is getting your 1nind around the change and I think that's where 1ny
father found it difficult ... why? Why do we have to change?" (Contractor 4). However, a
diversity of views were expressed: several contractors and ex-contractors suggested that the
forest 1nanage1nent changes were justified, while smne 1nill owners or managers felt the RF A
had delivered good changes, but that the further changes associated with the subsequent two
policy changes had been unnecessary. Those who felt that change was unnecessary also
considered that the i1npacts they experienced were unnecessary.

A third factor associated with injustice was the availability, eligibility criteria, and use of
1nitigation 1neasures provided through FISAP. While there were many positive i1npacts
associated with these 1nitigation 1neasures, as discussed in the following section, widely-held
perceptions of the unfair distribution or ainount of funding received contributed to a sense of
injustice and associated negative impacts. Industry representatives-and those who had exited the
industry, in particular, raised ethical concerns that s01ne people had been undeserving of FI SAP
support, while others considered to have deserved FISAP support were ruled ineligible. A
c01n1non exainple was that "A nmnber of very tiny millers who didn't have contracts, in the end
didn't qualify, and they felt that they had been badly treated" (Industry representative 2). A
range of participants also expressed concerns that some ex-workers who had remained
une1nployed had been ineligible for funding. An industry representative reflected on this,
describing the1n as being "totally depressed, dazed, [as they] just had no understanding and
conception of where the justice was" (Industry representative 3).

4.4.3 Financial stress
Business owners, workers, and their families experienced financial stress due to factors
such as increased debt, reduced profit, and income loss arising from , or exacerbated by, the
three policy changes. The financial impacts of the changes began during the policy development
stage and continued after they were announced; they were exacerbated by unrelated financial
pressures that preceded the RF A process, and were experienced as social impacts.
1
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Financial stress was first experienced during the anticipatory phase preceding the RFA
decision. For example, s01ne business owners lost 1noney when environmental protests shut
down their contracting operations, or when their workers took part in pro-industry rallies. This
stage was also associated with difficulties 1naking business investments due to issues of
uncertainty, as described above, and financial stress associated with fears of potential future
income loss.

Once introduced, the policy changes led to longer tenn impacts as businesses responded to
the changes. Two key factors influenced these financially-based i1npacts. The first was reduced
access to wood supply, which led to reductions in the availability of harvesting and haulage
work, and changes in the quantity, quality and price of wood available to processors. Processors
indicated a variety of views regarding the influence of each of these factors, as illustrated by the
following two quotes:

The price of the material has escalated ... and the grade of material, grade of
quality of tin1ber that we're receiving fro1n the 1najor ti1nber 1nills 1s
certainly not the quality it was going back ten years ago (Mill worker 6).
The resource is still there. I don't know that the resource has changed a huge
ainount; it's what we have to do with it that has changed a lot (Mill worker
4)

The second factor influencing financial i1npacts was the increased pressure fr01n
govermnent for businesses to invest in new equipment to 1neet the new harvesting guidelines
(contractors), or the required capacity for downstreain processing (processors). While FI SAP
funding assisted these investments, it covered only a proportion of the total a1nount required ,
with businesses required to fund the re1naining costs. Some 1nill owners felt that their
investments had not provided the expected benefits due to the higher input costs involved,
which led some participants to renaine the 'value adding' policy objective as "cost adding"
(Mill owner 3; Industry representative 1).

Some businesses chose or were forced to close, either because they did not want or felt
they could not adapt successfully, or because they failed to tender for work in the industry. The
financial impacts felt by business owners and workers due to business closure and subsequent
job losses depended on several factors including the diversity of a business ' activities, its
financial situation before the closure, and an individual 's ability to find new work. Job loss
provided some participants with new oppo1iunities, which were often supported by FISAP
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funding. For exainple, business owners often managed several types of business activities and
were able to expand other activities as their work in the native forest timber industry ended. In
other cases, people found new e1nploy1nent quickly, either due to their diversity of skills,
because their skills were applicable to other industries such as mining, or because FISAP
assisted the1n to gain training, relocate for new work, or begin a new business. While 1nost
participants who had taken one of these routes spoke positively about the social i1npacts they
experienced a 1ninority of participants felt that many others had not received adequate support.
It was difficult to verify this perception as those who had experienced long tenn une1nployment
or undere1nployment were difficult to identify, and several declined to be interviewed.

Fainilies experienced a 1nix of positive and negative financial and other impacts as a result
of financial factors. Some participants spoke of the benefits to their family that came as a result
of downsizing or closing, for exainple, because "the business was encroaching on the fainily"
due to the long hours involved (Contractor 5). In other cases, negative impacts such as reduced
business productivity, efficiency and profit were felt as a fainily because multiple fainily
1ne1nbers were involved in the business.

Increased c01npetition from both Australian and overseas processors associated with 1nore
downstreain processing and with cheaper i1nported products added to businesses ' financial
stress . These impacts led to frustration and anger as participants felt they had accommodated the
policy changes and followed the new regulations but had not received the mooted financial
benefits. Continued uncertainty about the future, as discussed above, has led to continuing
financial stress. S01ne businesses delayed further investments prior to the announcement of the
next Forest Management Plan, while other business owners have experienced continuing
pressure due to financial debt.

4.5 Discussion
The findings of this study de1nonstrate that social ilnpacts experienced by members of the
WA native forest industry were influenced by both the policy changes the1nselves, and the
processes through which they were negotiated and i1nplemented. Participants ' responses to
these policy changes and external factors also influenced the outcomes they and others
experienced. These 1nultiple influences and impacts interacted; for example, financial impacts
were not simply a consequence of increased debt or lost inc01ne, but were exacerbated by and in
turn exacerbated i1npacts linked to uncertainty such as an unwillingness by business owners to
invest in new equip1nent. Financial i1npacts were also linked to those associated with
perceptions of injustice, as the financial i1npacts contributed to perceptions of injustice
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experienced by many in the industry. The presence of multiple social impacts and influences
requires a variety of well designed and implen1ented mitigation strategies to mitigate negative
and enhance positive social i1npacts (Loxton et al. 2011 ). However it is also impo1iant to realise
the li1nitations of 1nitigation strategies and thus avoid negative impacts where possible
(ICGPSIA 2003).

The National Forest Policy Statement and RF A aimed to provide long tenn stability in the
forest industry (Co1n1nonwealth of Australia and State of Western Australia 1999) and security
to encourage 'significant long-tenn investlnents in value-adding projects' (C01n1nonwealth of
Australia 1992a: 15). Our results suggest that the RFA process and the policy changes that
followed have instead hindered these goals fr01n being realised in WA. This is because forest
industry business owners' perceptions of policy changes influenced how they responded to the
changes in both the short and the long term . In pa1iicular, the quick succession of policy
changes and the 1nanner in which they occurred contributed to ongoing uncertainty and a sense
of injustice. These i1npacts led business owners to distrust policy c01nmitments intended to
encourage the1n to continue investing in their businesses over the long term. This in turn li1nited
the uptake of policy measures related to industry investment and innovation, although there
were exceptions, reflecting the 1nultiple factors that 1notivate businesses to invest. The
continuation of uncertainty and distrust within the forest industry see1ns likely to influence the
attitudes and responses of those in the industry to future policy processes and changes.

The quick succession in which the three policy changes were implemented, together with
the extended ti1ne it took 1ne1nbers of the industry to adjust to the changes, and the long term
nature of social i1npacts leads to several rec01n1nendations for the implementatio n of future
policy changes processes and the mini1nisation of negative social impacts. In particular, results
suggest that while policy makers may have good reasons for 1naking a series of rapid policy
changes, it is important to recognise that in doing so they exacerbate and intensify negative
social impacts, regardless of the mitigation 1neasures they are provided. In turn, these negative
impacts may reduce the prospects of 1neeting some policy goals, as evident in the case study
where the policy process led to uncertainty in the forest industry, rather than the stability sought
by the RF A process (Com1nonwealth of Australia and State of Western Australia 1999). Results
from elsewhere in Australia and from other sectors (e.g. fisheries; Marshall 2007) suggest that
one approach to diminishing the intensity of impacts resulting fr01n significant forest policy
changes would be to implement those changes over a longer timeframe than occurred in WA.
This wou ld provide time for those affected by the changes to plan their adjust1nent respons_es
(Marshall 2007). The 1999 South-east Queensland Government-S takeholder Forest Agreement,
developed instead of a RF A, offers one exainple; it provided for a 25-year exit period fr01n the
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harvesting of public native forest ti1nber. This longer ti1nefraine provides the industry time to
adjust while allowing envirorunental goals to be met over the long tenn (Brown 2002).
However, it is likely that the deeply and often bitterly contested nature of the debate over native
forest manage1nent in WA at the ti1ne of the RF A (see e.g., Brueckner et al. 2006) means that it
would have been difficult to achieve a 1nore staged transition in the WA case.

Recognition of the influences of both the processes used to design and i1nple1nent change,
and of the nature of these changes on the ultilnate acceptance of outcomes by those i1npacted
(Gross 2007; Marshall 2007), also suggest i1nportant i1nplications for public participation
processes. Many participants, as evident in this research and elsewhere (e.g. Brueckner et al.
2006), felt they had not been given a sufficient voice in the public participation process
involved in negotiating these policy changes, contributing to their sense of injustice. The use of
scientific analysis and knowledge were also described by participants as being insufficient, and
overruled by 'politics'; we note that research reported by Brueckner et al. (2006) found that
representatives fr01n conservation groups also felt left out of the decision process. In part, these
reactions are explained by the 1nultiple stakeholders involved and their different values and
beliefs, which led to bargaining and negotiation (Ellefson 2000: 82; Spilsbury and Nasi 2006;
Walker 2010). In these circu1nstances, science is viewed within a so~ial context where it is
influenced by social and political forces (Grundmann 2009), highlighting in turn the need for
transparency in public participation mechanis1ns (Marshall 2007). In this case it see1ns
i1nportant that stakeholders should have been better infonned about how the results of scientific
·-

and other assessments interacted with political considerations to drive the policy process.

Concepts of procedural and distributive justice help to explain participants' long tenn
perceptions of injustice and subsequent lack of trust in future policy processes. Our results
support those reported by Brueckner et al. (2006), who concluded that a lack of trust between
stakeholders involved in the RF A process had hindered the decision 1naking process and
contributed to the low acceptance of the RF A ainongst environmental interests and the wider
WA c01n1nunity. This lack of trust has continued over the long tenn, at least from the
perspective of forest industry 1nembers, despite the 1nitigation 1neasures offered. These results
are consistent with others reported previously that people are 1nore likely to accept decisions,
perceive them as equitable and trust the institution(s) that made the1n in cases where they feel
they have been given a voice and respect, and been treated fairly in policy processes (Gross
2007; Marshall 2007). We therefore suggest that future policy processes draw more fully on
principles of procedural justice, based on effective public participation, which in turn requires:
the opportunity for stakeholders to express opinions and be listened to; that all parties and their
views are respected; the provision of sufficient infonnatiori; the use of impartial decision
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makers and; the opportunity for decisions to be adapted to new information (Smith and
McDonough 2001; Maguire and Lind 2003; Gross 2007).

Long tenn expenences of injustice, unce1iainty and financial impacts also suggest
implications specific to future WA forest policy processes, and raise questions as to how these
impacts will influence peoples' responses to future processes and changes. Policy 1nakers
should acknowledge the potential for long tenn i1npacts when developing and designing policy
interventions and mini1nise these i1npacts where possible through the use of transparent
negotiation and assess1nent processes and the imple1nentation of mitigation strategies, building
on previous experience and the knowledge gained fro1n both past and ongoing monitoring and
assessment. It is also i1nportant that future policy processes be designed and i1nple1nented with
an understanding of WA's historical context, and with acknowledge1nent of the long tenn
negative impacts felt by 1nembers of the forest industry as a result of previous policy processes.
The continued unce1iainty and distrust evident in the results is significant given that the next
Forest Manage1nent Plan for WA's public native forests is due to be released in 2013.
Patiicipants' concerns related to this Plan suggest the need to ensure that design and
implementatio n processes are seen to be transparent and fair. The legacy of mistrust in forest
policy processes presents a barrier to achieving outcomes fr01n subsequent policy processes,
such as the 2013 Forest Management Plan, that are accepted by members of the forest industry.
Effective mechanisms to suppoti future native forest industry innovation and development are
unlikely to e1nerge without such considerations .

Recognition of the influence of previous policy changes and resulting impacts on peoples '
experiences of additional, future changes necessitates the assess1nent of cumulative effects. An
approach known as Cumulative Effects Assessment and Management (CEAM) (Franks et al.
201 Oa; 201 Ob) is part of the broader practice of Impact Assessment. It offers much to SIA
because it recognises past, current and reasonably foreseeable interventions, the 1nultiple actions
involved in each intervention, and the resulting specific impacts which aggregate and interact to
lead to cumulative impacts (Ehrlich 2010; Franks et al. 2010a; 2010b). The applicability of
CEAM to cases such as that described here is discussed in a companion paper (Loxton et al.
2013).

4.6 Conclus ions
Long tenn social impacts in the south-west WA native forest industry resulted from the
rapid succession of multiple policy changes. These impacts hindered the realisation of policy
goals that sought to achie e industry stability and encourage innovation and industry
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development, despite the availability of financial assistance to support these objectives. The
findings e1nphasise that social impacts result frmn both businesses' and individuals' experiences
and perceptions of the process by which policy changes are negotiated and i1nple1nented, and
the nature of the policy changes the1nselves. Social impacts are also influenced by the way in
which people respond to changes they predict or experience, which 1nay - or may not - be
assisted by 1nitigation measures. These impacts may be tangible, such as income loss, or
intangible such as uncertainty or a sense of injustice, and they interact and aggregate to generate
other impacts and responses. Understanding these interactions tlu·ough ex-post facto SIA is
i1nportant because negative social impacts can hinder the realisation of policy goals, and such
assess1nent is a useful learning tool frmn which to i1nprove future policy processes, and the
prediction and 1nitigation of associated social i1npacts.
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Chapter 5: Exploring the social dimensions
and complexity of cumulative impacts: a
case study of forest policy changes in
Western Australia 10

5. 1 Abstract
Social i1npacts resulting from policy changes and other interventions interact
and aggregate, and are influenced by additional interventions and exogenous
factors, leading to cumulative social i1npacts. We explored these c01nplex
i1npacts through a case study of 1najor forest policy changes introduced in
the state of Western Australia between 1999 and 2004. In this process, we
both drew on and 1nodified the recently-proposed Cu1nulative Effects
Assess1nent and Manage1nent (CEAM) frainework, to improve its utility as
an analytical tool for exploring cmnulative social i1npacts that arise from
policy changes in sectors such as forestry. Our findings highlight the
complexity of the pathways that lead to social ilnpacts and the significant
influence of individuals' responses to anticipated or experienced social
i1npacts on their experiences of these i1npacts. The findings also de1nonstrate
the i1nportance of considering cumulative effects - negative and positive, and
intended and unintended - in the design and imple1nentation of social i1npact
1nitigation strategies, emphasising the value of adaptive 1nanage1nent
approaches to 1nitigating cmnulative i1npacts. Our results suggest that the
CEAM framework, appropriately contextualised and adapted, is relevant to
the assess1nent of social ilnpacts of interventions in c01nplex natural resource
1nanage1nent cases, and probably more widely.

Keywords: Cu1nulative effects assess1nent and 1nanagement (CEAM), expost facto social i1npact assess1nent (SIA), forestry, mitigation strategies,
policy refonn, social impacts

5.2 Introduction
Natural resource and enviromnental policy changes affect, ainongst others, business
owners and employees working in resource-dependent industries, thus necessitating the use of
social impact assess1nent (SIA) processes to assess, manage and 1nonitor the attendant social
i1npacts. Predicting and managing the social i1npacts that arise from a single policy, project or
progra1n-related intervention is challenging, partly due to the additional consequences of
previous, current and potential future interventions, and the econ01nic, social and political
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factors that influence the context in which social impacts are experience d (MacDona ld 2000;
Ehrlich 201 O; Franks et al. 201 Ob; 2011 ). Short and long-tenn experience s of change are also
1nediated by the responses that people make to the positive and negative social impacts they
predict or experience (Walker et al. 2000; Ross and McGee 2006; Marshall 2007; Loxton et al.
2012b ), and by the provision of mitigation strategies imple1nented with the ai1n of reducing
negative and enhancing positive social impacts (Ehrlich 201 O; Franks et al. 201 Oa; 201 Ob;
Loxton et al. 2011; Esteves et al. 2012). Together, these changes alter the nature of the
envirorunent in which social i1npacts are experienced, thus influencing both the imple1nentation
and experience of future activities (Brereton et al. 2008; Franks et al. 2011 ). These interactions
mean that social impacts, which may be caused by disparate factors, are experience d
cumulative ly rather than in isolation (Franks et al. 2009a; Joao et al. 2011 ), encouragm g
increased assess1nent of cumulative social i1npacts within SIA (Franks et al. 201 Ob; Esteves et
al. 2012).

Cumulativ e i1npacts (also referred to as cmnulative effects) are defined as the 'successive ,
incre1nental and cmnbined impacts of one, or 1nore, activities on society, the econmny and the
envirorune nt' (Franks et al. 201 Ob: 300). Increased recognition of the cumulative nature of
impacts since the 1970s, and paiiicularl y since 2000, has led to the practice of 'Cmnulative
Effects Assess1nent and Manage1nent' (CEAM) within the broader field of impact assess1nent
(Canter and Ross 2010). While CEAM approaches are intended to infonn all types of impact
assessn1ent, CEAM studies to date have focused principally on project-bas ed developme nts and
the ass essment of cmnulative envirorunental i1npacts, with little focus on social i1npacts (Canter
and Ross 201 O; Franks et al. 2011). The need for empirical evidence to better inform the
consi deration of social impacts in the practice of CEAM has been recognised ; in paiiicular,
improved und erstanding is needed of the processes involved in the interaction and aggregatio n
of social im pacts, and the developme nt of strategies to better address the complexiti es of
cumulative social impacts (Franks et al. 201 Ob).

Social (incl udi ng cultural) impacts differ from other types of impacts, such as those on the
environme nt, due to th e unique role of human interpretat ion in determinin g how individuals
experience interventions such as policy changes (Lockie et al. 1999; Vanclay 2002). This has
several implications for the assess ment and manageme nt of cumulative social impacts,
including the need to : (i) go beyond physical , site-specifi c impacts to explore less-tangible
elements affecting the cultural land scape as a whole, because ' non-physic al values can be what
matter most ' and (ii) acknow ledge both the combined biophysical scale of the associated
inter entions and , perhaps mo re importantly, the significanc e of the potential issues that their
combin ed presence raises (Ehr! ich 2010: 285). Recent literature also advocates the
establ ishm ent of partnershi ps between the proponents and other stakeholde rs of multiple
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interventions, to help ensure that cumulative social i1npacts that arise fro1n the con1bination of
these interventions are assessed and 1nanaged effectively (Ehrlich 201 O; Esteves et al. 2012;
Franks et al. 2011 ).

The c01nplexity of social impacts is recognised in the SIA literature, which increasingly
distinguishes between social change processes (the independently verifiable changes that occur
as a result of an intervention) and social impacts (an individual's physical or perceptual
experience of that change) (Slootweg et al. 2001; Vanclay 2002). This distinction e1nphasises
that the changes invoked by policy or other interventions lead to a variety of social i1npacts that
involve both physical (1naterial) and perceptual (sy1nbolic) di1nensions (Lockie et al. 1999;
Vanclay 2002). SIA also recognises that people anticipate and respond to social i1npacts they
predict or experience, and thus actively influence the i1npacts they feel (Marshall 2007; Walker
2000; Loxton et al. 2012b). The nature of an individual's responses is partly, but not wholly,
determined by the provision of 1nitigation strategies (Vanclay and Esteves 2011; Loxton et al.
2012c).

Despite recent advances in understanding social impacts, little research has focused on
understanding how their interaction and aggregation detennines the cmnulative outc01nes that
people experience. It is therefore helpful to apply current understandings of SIA to the issue of
exploring ctnnulative social i1npacts, to gain a better understanding of how the recognised
co1nplexities of social i1npacts influence the way people experience social impacts
cmnulatively, and - in turn - explore the associated i1nplications for the practice of CEAM.

Understanding the c01nplex pathways that lead to cmnulative social i1npacts encourages
the develop1nent of processes, 1nethods and tools to better address this c01nplexity (Canter and
Ross 2010). The recently developed CEAM framework (Franks et al. 201 Oa; 201 Ob) a1iiculates
the pathways through which cmnulative impacts develop. The framework was first
conceptualised in the context of the 1nining industry, where individual mine sites (referred to in
the frainework as 'activities', synonymous with the 1nore co1nmon reference in SIA to
'interventions ' or ' develop1nents ' ), each involving 1nultiple actions, inputs and outputs, lead to
activity-specific i1npacts that interact and aggregate, thus generating cumulative i1npacts
(Lockie et al. 2009; Ehrlich 2010; Franks et al. 2010b). Although the CEAM framework assists
the conceptualisation of cmnulative impacts, it has not yet been applied to examine social
i1npacts resulting fr01n policy changes in natural resource manage1nent. We therefore felt it
useful to draw on and evaluate these recent develop1nents in CEAM theory, particularly the
CEAM fra1nework, in the process of exainining the social di1nensions of cmnulative i1npacts in
the natural resources arena.
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This paper contributes to furthering understand ing of cumulative social impacts and their
implication s through a case study of forest policy change in south-west Western Australia
(SW A). The study initially explored these cumulative social impacts by drawing on existing
approaches to assessing social impacts, as detailed in the current SIA literature and
conceptual ised in the CEAM framework . As the research progressed , we drew on early case
study findings to modify the original CEAM framework , and tested the modified framework as
we fmiher applied it to the case study fin dings. We did so both to explore how social impacts
interact and aggregate and assess the i1nplication s of the resulting cumulative social impacts for
those who experience , assess and manage the1n .

The following section of this paper outlines our research approach . In the results section,
we first describe the 1nodifications we made to the CEAM frainework , and then discuss our
results in tenns of how they both reflect and helped modify the original CEAM framework . The
discussion explores the implication s of recognisin g the complexity of cmnulative social impacts
for assessing and managing these i1npacts.

5.3 Resea rch approa ch
The SW A native forest timber industry experience d significant changes between 1999 and
2004 . These resulted from the implement ation of three policy changes that reduced access to
native fo rests for timber production and introduced new regulations affecting the harvesting and
processing of timber. These changes, described further in the follo w ing section and in detail by
Loxton et al. (Submitted May 2013 ), were i1nplemented in an effo1i to reduce longstandi ng
social conflict over the manageme nt of publicly owned native fore sts by rebalancin g their
manageme nt for conservati on and wood production values (Lane 1999). The policy changes
provided an ideal case study to examine the dynainics of cumulative social impacts because
three successive policy changes were introduced in tum , each involving different negotiation
processes and introduci ng new changes, and thus contributin g to social impacts that were
experience d cumulative ly.

We used an adaptive theory approach to explore the dynamics of cumulative social
impacts. Adapti e theory encourages an iterative process of data co1lection, analys is and
theorising in

hich prior theory - in this case, existing SIA and CEAM theory - is used to guide

the research process,
enabled us to dra

hi le also being adapted through it (Layder 1998). Thi s research approach

on the original CEAM framewo rk to inform our interpretati on of the data,

and to use that interpretati on to modify the CEAM framework so it better applied to the
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cumulative social impacts we identified through our research. While we discuss our 1nethods
and the 1nodification of the CEAM framework separately, in practice data collection and
analysis began concurrently, and the CEAM framework was 1nodified by and in turn influenced
the data analysis process. Further infonnation about the case study, research methods and
results are reported in Loxton et al. (Submitted May 2013).

5.3.1 Data collection
Se1ni-structured interviews were conducted between May and N ove1nber 2010 with 41
participants, all of wh01n were stakeholders in the SW A native forest industry, and 1nost of
wh01n had been 1nembers of that industry at the ti1ne of the policy changes. Participants
included business owners, n1anagers and e1nployees engaged in timber harvesting and haulage,
and in saw1nilling and furniture 1naking; goverrunent agency staff involved in forest
management and regulation; and representatives from peak industry bodies, and fr01n
c01n1nunity, envirorunental and touris1n organisations. The sample is described in detail in
Loxton et al. (Sub1nitted May 2013). The three policy changes exainined in the case study also
contributed to social impacts experienced at the c01n1nunity and regional scales, and by other
stakeholder groups (as outlined in previous studies, see Coakes Consulting 2002; Brueckner
2006); however, our study focused on 1ne1nbers of the native forest industry in order to conduct
an in-depth assess1nent of a key stakeholder group affected by the policy changes, rather than
what would necessarily have been a less detailed study of a broader range of i1npacted groups.

Interviews were guided by three high-level questions:
1.

What is your experience of the SWA forest industry?

2.

What changes have you seen in the industry over ti1ne?

3.

How have you been affected by, and responded, to those changes?

All but three interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. Documents including
parliamentary records, 1nedia articles, and other reports produced as part of the policy change
processes were analysed to provide further context to the study.

5.3.2 Data analysis
We began the data analysis process with the first interviews, as we recorded .reflections
and ideas, and synthesised these with relevant literature. Once transcribed, we analysed the
interview texts further through a process of coding and comparison. Coding refers to ' labelling '
seg1nents of text to indicate the the1nes discussed by participants and facilitate comparison of
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these themes across the multiple data sources. The coding method drew on Attride-S tirling ' s
(2001) thematic network analysis and Layder ' s (1998) encourag ement of provision al coding
and gradual inclusion of new codes based on new data and prior theory. As we analysed the data
we drew on, and 1nodified , the CEAM frainewo rk .

5.4 Resu lts Our results are discussed in five sections. The first describe s the modifica tions we
introduc ed to the CEAM framewo rk through the iterative research process. The followin g four
sections draw on the modified CEAM framewo rk to de1nonstrate the new understa ndings of
crnnulative social impacts that develope d through the research. These sections focus on the
individual elements of the CEAM framewo rk, allowing us to explore the influence of each
element on paiiicipa nts ' experien ces of cumulati ve social i1npacts. The second section outlines
the activities and actions involved in the forest policy changes introduc ed in SW A between
1999 and 2004 and the exogeno us factors that influenc ed how participa nts were i1npacted by,
and responde d to, these changes. The third section describe s the ' receiving enviroru nent', as
defined in Table 5.1. The fourth section focuses on the activity- specific and crnnulative social
impacts experien ced by paiiicipa nts, focusing on uncertain ty, perceptio ns of injustice , and
financ ial stress. The fifth section highligh ts the multiple interactio ns, aggregat ions, response s
and feed backs that contribu ted to these three key cumulati ve social impacts.

5.4.1 Modificati ons to the CEAM frame work
We modified the original CEAM framewo rk (Franks et al. 2010a; 2010b) (Figure 5.1 )
through the research process to improve its utility as an analytical tool for explorin g cumulati ve
social impacts. The modifica tions are represen ted in Figure 5 .2 and explaine d in Table 5 .1. We
first modified the framewo rk to apply it to our specific forest policy case study by defining an
activity as the introduc tion of a forest policy or managem ent change (hereafte r, 'policy
change') . Each policy change consisted of multiple individu al changes, referred to in the
framewo rk as actions, and led to activity- specific impacts.
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the concept of the receiving environm ent as a system defined on the basis of geograph ic, social
or econon1ic dimensio ns was construe d more specifica lly as consistin g of the multiple
interactin g and nested social groups in which changes and impacts are experien ced (see Franks
et al. 2011). This interpret ation of the receiving environm ent was appropri ate to the SIA
perspect ive as it was based on the social interactio ns relevant to understa nding social impacts at
different scales (for a discussio n of nested scales of social impacts, see Sch inner 2011 ).

Second, we redefined the concept of actions, originall y describe d in terms of inputs and
outputs associate d with source and sink impacts, because these terms did not fit well with the
conceptu alisation s of social i111pacts evident from the interview data and the SIA literature.
Instead, we interpret ed actions as referring to the addition or re111oval of opportun ities and
restrictio ns related to native forest resource harvestin g or processin g, and associate d
employm ent. Opportun ities were defined as factors that assisted members of the industry to
adjust to the changes and/or provided new projects or employm ent. Restricti ons were defined as
factors that hindered members of the industry from conducti ng their original · business or
employm ent activities, or which reduced their or others' income from these activities.

Third, we amended the original CEAM frainewo rk to expand the concept of feedback s.
We added the concept of response s made by individu als or commun ities in reaction to the
changes and impacts they anticipat ed or experien ced, as describe d in the literature (Walker et al.
2000 ; Ross and McGee 2006; Loxton et al. 2012b) and observed in our data. This modifica tion
illustrate d the significa nt influence that an individu al's actions have on the negative and positive
social impacts they and others experien ce, and the potential for these response s to influence the
achievem ent of policy goals.

In addition , we expande d the scope of the impact pathway recognis ed by the original
CEAM framewo rk, which depicts feedback s from cumulati ve social impacts as leading to
add itio nal social impacts and their interaction. We did this through acknowl edging that
respo nses and feedback s are both influence d by and in turn influence , individua ls ' experien ces
of social impacts. We also modified this section of the framewo rk to include the influence of
social im pacts on the impleme ntation and realisatio n of policy changes. This modifica tion
recognis ed that the achie ement of some polic goals requires particula r forms of action on the
part of impacted indi iduals. Finall , e added a further feedback process e tending from the
recei ing en ironmen t to acti ities. This modifica tion emphasi ses that the presence of an
acti ity and its as sociated actions and social impacts change the nature of the receiving
en ironmen t=thus influenci ng future acti ities (see also Brereton et al. 2008).
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Table 5.1 Explanation of the original and modified Cumulative Effects Assessment and Management frameworks (drawing on Franks et al.

2009b;2010a; 2010b;2011)
Description

Modified concept

Explanation for the modification and use of the
concept for this paper

Activities: 1nine
and non-1nine

The (proposed) activity (intervention) in addition to
other past, current or reasonably foreseeable future
activities. The original framework refers to 1nine and
non-mine activities (Franks et al. 2009b; 201 0a), while
Franks et al. (2011) refers to develop1nents.

Activities: previous,
current and anticipated
future forest policy
changes

A past, current or reasonably foreseeable
(anticipated) future change in native forest policy or
manage1nent (i .e. 'policy change').

Feedbacks

The presence of cumulative i1npacts influences how
i1npacts are experienced and leads to the production of
further indirect and cmnulative i1npacts.

Feedbacks and
responses

Actions: inputs and
extractions/ outputs
and additions

The individual actions, including the input/output and
extraction/addition of natural, social and financial
resources that occur in the process of carrying out
activities.

Actions: restrictions
and opportunities

We added the concept of responses to emphasise
SIA' s focus on people's ability to respond to
changes or impacts they anticipate or experience
and recognise that cu1nulative social i1npacts both
encourage and are affected by these responses. We
also 1nodified the direction of the feedback between
activity specific impacts and responses to e1nphasise
that activity specific i1npacts influence responses.
Finally, we added an additional feedback fro1n the
receiving envirorunent to further activities because
activities lead to changes in the nature of the
receiving envirorunent, which in turn influence
future activities.
The individual components involved in the
develop1nent and i1nple1nentation of policy changes.
The concepts of opportunities (factors that assisted
me1nbers of the industry to adjust to the changes
and/or provided new projects or employment) and
restrictions (factors that hindered 1ne1nbers of the
industry frmn conducting their original business or
employment activities, or which reduced their or
others' incmne from these activities) was adopted to
reflect the forest policy context and language used
by participants.

Original concept
Modified concepts
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Refram ed concepts

Rece iving
environm ent

The system (e.g. th e 'social group, economic unit or
geographi c reg ion ') in which activities take
pl ace/impa cts are felt (Franks et al. 2011: 202).
Im pacts associ ated with the actions and activities.

Activity spec ifi c
impacts

Receiving
environment

No change, although we emphasise the presence of
nested, interacting social groups.

Activity specific
impacts

No change, although we expanded the scope of their
influence: activity specific impacts were influenced
by responses people made to the specific/
cu1nulative impacts they experienced and influenced
the i1nplementation of activities / actions.
Restrictions and opportunities were associated with
activities and thus activity specific impacts. Activity
specific impacts influenced the implementation of
activities and the outcomes of pol icy changes.

Source and sink
impacts

Source impacts resulting from the extraction of a
resource (biophysical or human), and sink impacts
resulting from the addition of material.

Impacts linked to
restrictions and
opportunities.
Inf! uence on
implementation

Interaction
(triggers and
associations)

Impacts may be triggered by, or associated with other
impacts, leading to cumulative impacts

Interaction (triggers
and associations)

Cumulative
impacts

The ' successive, incremental and combined impacts of I Cumulative impacts
one, or more, activities on society, the economy and
the environment' (Franks et al. 20 I Ob: 300). Presented
in the CEAM framework as the sum of the aggregation
and interaction of ail activity specific impacts, with
additional influences from exogenous factors.

No change, although we placed emphasis on the
process by which feedbacks and responses directly
influenced interactions.
No change, although we focused on cumulative
social impacts.

Unmodi fied concepts

Aggregation (time
and space)

Exogenous factors
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The accumulation over time of impacts associated with
the implementation or anticipation of multiple
activities within a receiving environment. Impacts
' may aggregate linearly, exponentially or reach
'tipping points". ' (Franks et al. 201 Ob: 300).
External factors that influence a receiving environment
regardless of the activity/actions, e.g. 'variations in
climate, global economic conditions or cultural or
social trends ' (Franks et al. 20 l Ob: 300).

E.A.M. Lo:xton

Aggregation (ti1ne and
space)

No change.

Exogenous factors

No change.

5.4.2 Activities, actions and exogenous factors
While the outc01nes of a policy change may be relatively straightforward and easily
defined, the ability of individuals to respond to the resulting changes, in addition to the presence
of other past, current or foreseeable future changes and exogenous factors, 1nust be taken into
account when assessing the cumulative social i1npacts that result fr01n that policy change. This
requues a thorough understanding of the broader social, cultural, econ01nic, historical and
political contexts in which change is introduced. Therefore, our first step in assessing
cmnulative social i1npacts is to examine these contexts through a brief history of the policy
change processes we exainined and paiiicipants' reflections on the activities and actions
associated with them.

5.4.2.1 Activities and actions
Changes to the 1nanage1nent and harvesting of native forests in SW A were introduced
through the Regional Forest Agreement (RFA) for the South-West Forest Region of Western

Australia signed in May 1999 (C01n1nonwealth of Australia and State of Western Australia
1999); additional changes were 1nade unilaterally by the State goverrunent in July 1999 ('the
backflip '; NAFI 1999), and the by the Protecting Our Old Growth Forest Policy (OGP)
introduced by a new State goverrunent in February 2001 (Australian Labor Party 2001 ). These

--

policy changes were associated with a number of actions, including those related to the policy
negotiation processes; the outc01nes of these negotiations, such as reduced forest access for
ti1nber harvesting and the introduction of new regulations; and the provision of 1nitigation
strategies.

The RF A process was underpinned by the National Forest Policy Statement, to which the
Western Australian state goverrunent was a signatory, and ai1ned to (re)balance the manage1nent
of forest conservation, production and other social and econ01nic values (Commonwealth of
Australia 1995). A suite of assess1nent and consultation processes informed the RF A
negotiations (the RF A process) in each of the eleven regions (Commonwealth of Australia,
2011 ). When completed, the SW A RF A transferred approximately 150,000 ha of forest fro1n
State forest tenure, in which regulated harvesting was allowed, to various conservation tenures
in which no harvesting of forest products was allowed (Australian Labor Party 2001), and
significantly reduced the annual allowable harvest of the region 's c01n1nercial timber species
(Houghton 2012). The SW A RF A also included 1nechanisms ai1ned at increasing industry
development opportunities (C01n1nonwealth of Australia and State of Western Australia 1999).

The SWA RF A was not accepted by all stakehol ders, and was amended by the Western
Australia n goverrun ent in July 1999 followin g protests by those advocati ng for further
conserva tion. The amendm ents placed an additiona l 9,500 ha of old-grow th forest, defined as
' ecologic ally mature forest where the effects of disturban ce are now negligib le' (JANIS 1997),
into conserva tion reserves (Barker and Bennett 2000) through a decision c01nmonly referred to
by members of the forest industry as the 'backflip ' (NAFI 1999). A change of state goverrun ent
in February 2001 led to further policy change with the i1nplementation of the OGP, which ended
all harvestin g of old-grow th forests. The forest managem ent changes associate d with the SW A
RFA, ' backflip ' and OGP were operation alised in the 2004-20 13 Forest Managem ent Plan
(Conserv ation C01nmission of Western Australia 2004). Together , imple1nentation of the three
policy changes led to a c. 70% increase in the area of public forest conserva tion estate, and c.
70% reduction in the allowabl e annual harvest of the two pred01ninant c01n1nercial timber
species (data derived fr01n C01nmonwealth of Australia and State of Western Australia 1998;
Conserv ation Commis sion of Western Australia 2004; see also Houghto n 2012) .

The RF A also introduc ed changes to the processe s by which business es in the industry
gained access to publicly owned native forest tirn_ber. Sawmill s were required to apply for a 20year Wood Supply Agreeme nt, replacing previous shorter-t enn licenses . The existing system in
which forest harvest and haulage contracto rs were contracte d directly by saw1nills was replaced
by one in which the newly-fo rmed state Forest Products C01nmission engaged contracto rs
(Conserv ation Commis sion of Western Australia 2004) . Both these changes involved an
increased level of c01npetition in the tenderin g processe s for timber resource s and for harvestin g
and haulage work.

As paii of the RF A process, the Com1nonwealth and Western Australia n governm ents
funded a Forest Industry Structura l Adjustm ent Package (FISAP) to support opportun ities for
industry restructu ring and assist people who left the industry (Auditor General for Western
Australia 2005). FISAP was expande d as the availabil ity of native forest timber diminish ed with
subseque nt policy changes. The four main program s in the FISAP were:

1.

Business Exit Assistan ce to assist business owners to exit or partially exit the
public native forest timber industry by providin g them financial support

2.

Industry

Develop ment

Assistan ce

to

encourag e

innovatio n

and

business

developm ent by contribu ting to the costs associate d with the purchase of new
equipme nt required to undertak e increased downstre am processi ng to produce
higher-v alue (i .e. 'value-ad ded ') products . Accessin g this funding required a
demonst rated commitm ent to ' value adding' which was a key goal outlined in the
SWA RFA
Ecfwma A.!1. Loxton

3.

a Worker Assistance Pro grain to provide redundancy pay1nents, training,
relocation assistance and other support to assist workers who lost their job to find
new e1nploy1nent

4.

C01111nunity Develop1nent Assistance to provide support to towns to develop new
opportunities (Auditor General for Western Australia 2005).

Non-financial support 1nechanis1ns were also provided by government agency staff, and
c01nmunity and industry groups, who provided infonnation and personal support while assisting
1nembers of the industry to access the FI SAP programs.

5.4.2.2 Participants' reflections on activities and actions
While interview participants easily identified the three principal policy changes, the RF A,
'backflip' and OGP, the individual actions attributable to each policy change were often less
understood. This is likely for two reasons. The first was that the changes were 1nade in quick
succession, so participants experienced the1n at the saine ti1ne, as explained by an industry
representative:

If you stop logging you stop logging ... whether it was Old Growth [OGP]
or whether it was RF A, there was no difference to the average timber worker
and the com1nunity, because the end result was the same (Industry
representative 1).

The second reason was that s01ne actions such as the FISAP provisions were associated
with 1nore than one policy change. This indicates that, in smne circumstances, the nature of the
multiple individual activities and actions that led to a cumulative experience of change are less
i1nportant than the overall experience of the activities and actions, because it is the overall
experience to which the individual experiences and responds.

A subset of participants were 1nore aware of the processes responsible for the multiple
policy changes and distinguished between the actions associated with each. These participants
referred to the progressive imple1nentation of the policy changes and the relative influence each
of these changes had on their livelihood, usually identifying that the influence accmnulated. For
example, a business owner explained:

The one that we 've really got clobbered with was following the RF A, was
Court's 'back flip'. That created enonnous disruption. And then the next one
which was the killer of them all was, and which we still haven't recovered
from, was the Gallop goverrunent one [the OGP] (Processor/owner 1).
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Participants associated the three policy changes with a range of actions that led to new
opportunities and restrictions. Oppo1iunities included financial support and training provided
through FISAP, and the provisio n of long-ten n Wood Supply Agreeme nts that provided
processo rs with longer-te nn planning timefra1nes . Restricti ons were com1nonly associate d with
reduced access to, and reduced quality of, native forest resources, and increases in the price of
ti1nber and other input costs. These factors were strongly felt to have restricted the profitabi lity
of businesses and the oppo1iunities available for s01ne individu als to work in the industry. Some
participants referred to the increased e1nphasis placed on value-ad ding as a restrictio n because it
increased the financial invest1nent required to continue in the industry . Howeve r, those whose
business es had a history of value-ad ding and innovati on were 1nore confident, at least prior to
the OGP, in their ability to 1nake the financial invest1nents required . Percepti ons of these
opportun ities and restrictions depende d on factors such as paiiicipa nts' goals and their skills,
financial resource s and confiden ce.

5.4.2.3 Exogenous factors
Exogeno us factors also influenc ed the changes and impacts that pa1iicipants associate d
with the policy changes. Exogeno us factors ranged fro1n reduced public acceptan ce of
harvestin g native forests, viewed by 1nany in the industry as 'unfairly ' driving policy changes,
to factors influencing the competitiven~ss of the forest industry such as rising business costs and
apprecia tion of the Australia n dollar, which were viewed as creating additiona l restrictions. The
breadth of these factors indicated the 1nixture of sy1nbolic, 'intangib le' factors (for example ,
cultural nonns) and 1naterial, tangible factors (for example , financial trends and market
com petition) that together influenc ed paiiicipa nts' cmnulati ve experien ces of the broader forest
policy changes. These experien ces highligh ted that both the manner in which multiple activities
and actions that are introduc ed by a proponen t, and the presence of exogeno us factors (such as
cultural or market factors, which are often not generate d by any single proponen t), are critical to
individu als' experien ces of the symbolic and material dimensio ns of cumulati ve social impacts.

5.4.2.4 Antici pated future activities
At the time we conducte d the research, pa1iicipants were anticipating further change as one
of the region 's largest forest industry business es had announc ed significa nt restructuring. Future
policy changes were also anticipat ed with the developm ent and impleme ntation of the next

(2 014-2023) Forest Managem ent Plan. Pa1iicipants made various predictions about the future
structure and managem ent of the industry, although it was generally felt that there was a lack of
infonnat ion about the anticipated changes. The continuin g impact of anticipated changes
suggests the need for studies of cumulati ve social impacts to critically assess the influence of
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perceived future changes on the responses that individuals 1nake at a given point in ti1ne:
people 's interpretation and identification of social i1npacts described during an SIA will vary
depending on their perceptions about likely future changes.

5.4.3 The receiving environment
In the context of this research, the receiving environment referred to the socially defined
system, consisting of 1nultiple nested interacting sub-groups, in which activities, actions and
exogenous factors were experienced. We defined these sub-groups pred01ninantly on the basis
of participants' role in the industry (for exainple, as contractors, processors, or industry
representatives), or involve1nent in a business (for exainple, as business owners or workers).
Other factors such as age, fainily background and education also played a role in distinguishing
these groups, and s01ne participants belonged to multiple groups. People within each of these
sub-groups experienced a different set of activity-specific and cmnulative i1npacts, and
responded differently to the1n. These 1nultiple groups formed interacting social networks, which
played an i1nportant role in providing 1ne1nbers with critical support through the sharing of
infonnation and advice that contributed to the generation of new opportunities.

People living and working in local c01nmunities in which the native forest ti1nber industry
operated were also included in the receiving envirorunent, although they were rarely
interviewed as the research approach meant that an in-depth analysis of c01nmunity or regional
impacts was not possible. These c01nmunities included small and medium sized towns and
regional centres dependent on the ti1nber industry to various degrees. While participants were
specifically asked to describe their personal and fainily's experiences, 1nany also discussed their
views regarding how other people, and their c01n1nunity as a whole, had been affected by forest
policy changes. In addition, owners of processing 1nills placed their business within the
regional- and global-1narket contexts. They discussed their concerns regarding increasing
market c01npetition, and the influence that regional and global financial trends and production
costs had on the success of changes they had 1nade to their business to respond to policy
changes. These examples, while discussed at the c01n1nunity and regional level, were raised by
participants in the context of how they influenced their individual experiences of forest policy
change, e1nphasising the i1nportance of including these broader factors in the assessment of
cumulative social impacts.

5.4.4 Social impacts
The 1naterial and sy1nbolic di1nensions of activity-specific and cumulative social impacts,
and the responses people made to social impacts and policy changes, were interlinked through
r
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complex feedback cycles. The analy sis identified three negative social impacts that were
specifically cumulative , rather than being attributable to an individual policy change or
response: uncertainty , perception s of injustice and financial stress. Each is outlined briefly
below w ith specific reference to the CEAM framework to de111011strate the processes through
which cumulative social i111pacts manifested . We present further detail on these social impacts
in Loxton et al. (Submitted May 2013).

5.4.4.1 Uncertainty
Uncertaint y 111anifested itself in both the short and long-tenn. It was initially associated
with the extended RF A negotiation and assess111ent processes. During this period, workers felt
concern regarding the security of their jobs and their future options, although some businesses
were considered more secure than others. Business owners discussed their anxiety related to
future access to, and the quality and price of, native ti111ber resources. Participant s associated
these issues with social i111pacts at the family and co111111tmity levels, such as anxiety felt by
fami ly 111embers and reduced c0111111unity morale.

While initial anticipator y i111pacts have been documente d previously in SIAs and thus were
expected to occur here in the sh01i tenn , the results revealed that participant s continued to
experience uncertainty after the RF A decision. This long tenn i111pact was often attributed to the
introductio n of further policy changes, first through the ' backflip ' and then through the OGP.
Most participant s fe lt these policy decisions had been strongly influenced by pressure fr0111 the
broader Western Australian electorate, rather than scientific evidence, and therefore felt little
control over these policy decisions; this in turn exacerbate d their experience of negative
impacts. These perception s contributed to paiiicipant s ' uncertainty regarding future forestmanageme nt decisions, such as those that would be made in the next Forest Manageme nt Plan,
due for implement ation in 2014:

So whatever the future brings, it brings. It's out of our control. And no
matter what you hear, what you - watch on telly [television]. They base it down the track, they usually base it on, they're go ing to put it on a polling
day or after the election. Well that's no good (Processor/worker 2).

Feelings of uncertainty thus increased as additional policy changes were introduced , each
in turn reducing paiiicipant 's trust in policy processes. These also interacted with other impacts,
including financial stress, because increased unce1iainty discourage d business owners from
investing in their business, as discussed by a contractor who explained: 'they ' re reluctant to
possibly spen d a lot of money on somethin g that they just haven't got a lot of confidence in '
(Contracto r 1).
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Uncertainty thus had a nmnber of consequences. It generally 1nade it difficult for 1ne1nbers
of the industry to make financial decisions or proactive responses to future or current
restrictions and opportunities, although exceptions were noted in several cases where
uncertainty encouraged me1nbers of the industry to leave their job or close their business prior
to the conclusion of the RF A. Uncertainty was also highlighted as a key factor contributing to
financial stress and the sense of injustice that 1ne1nbers of the industry continue to feel, as
described further below. These results highlight how the cumulative nature of social impact can
feed back to produce new perceived restrictions and opportunities, thus contributing to
additional social i1npacts. This cmnulative negative i1npact was thus of particular concern given
the SWA RF A's stated ai1n of providing the native forest industry with sufficient security to
encourage industry innovation, development and invest1nent (Co1n1nonwealth of Australia and
State of Western Australia 1999).

5.4.4.2 Perceptions of injustice
Impacts related to perceptions of injustice centred on participants' perceptions that the
policy changes were, to varying degrees, unfair and unnecessary. This. led to a conclusion by
1nany that the i1npacts associated with these changes were also unfair and unnecessary. For
smne participants it was not the RF A, but rather the two subsequent policy changes, that had
frustrated the1n most, highlighting the influence of both the pQlicy changes and the actions
involved in their design and i1nple1nentation on participants' experiences of cu1nulative social
i1npacts. Participants often felt that some change to the 1nanage1nent of the forest industry had
been warranted, but not to the extent that occurred. The accumulation of the perception of
injustice with each new policy change, heightened by subsequent activities such as continued
anti-logging protests since the introduction of the OGP that have hindered their work and the
stability of the industry, illustrate the cu1nulative nature of perceptions of injustice. The longtenn nature of this social i1npact, like that of uncertainty, highlights the importance of
recognising the potential for both 1naterial and sy1nbolic di1nensions of activity-specific social
impacts to contribute to negative cu1nulative social impacts.

The process by which the policy changes were negotiated contributed to many
participants ' sense of injustice. Most felt that the forest industry had not received sufficient
acknowledge1nent in the negotiation process; for example, a contractor suggested that "although
they listened to us, they didn't say 1nuch when we met with the1n and they paid no attention to
what we told them" (Contractor 1). The controversial context and speed with which decisions
were 1nade increased participants' perceptions of distrust of the process.
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The impleme ntation of mitigatio n strategies through FISAP also influence d pa1iicipants'
sense of injustice. Many felt that the support provided was inequitab le or contribu ted to further
negative social impacts, even if it also provided new, positive opp01iunities. Pa_rticipants
discussed the adequacy of the assistanc e they had received through FIS AP and reflected on the
fairness of the eligibility criteria. Some felt that they had not been supporte d, linking it to
increased financial stress, for exainple:

the ti1nber mills got a payout, as you're probably aware of. But the end users,
such as myself who solely uses jarrah, got .. . no compens ation or anything
under the RF A's closing down of timber mills. And which in my opinion is
pretty unfair (Process or/owner 3).

In some cases a participa nt's lack of access to FISAP was linked to a lack of knowled ge
about both their potential eligibilit y for assistanc e and the process required to access it. Those
who felt they had been provided sufficien t assistanc e through FISAP were 1nore positive about
their overall experien ces of the policy changes and more acceptin g of the response s they had
been required to make to them than those who did not feel they had received adequate support
through FI SAP.

Participa nts' experien ces of FI SAP were also influence d by the extent to which they felt
others had been assisted by FISAP measure s and the fairness of this assistance. Some felt that
some members of the commun ity who did not deserve FISAP had successf ully applied for it. A
commun ity represen tative expresse d her disappoi ntment that some 1nembers of the c01nmunity
had adopted "a welfare type of attitude", saying "they got money, why can't we have some?"
(Industry represen tative 2). These results illustrate that while mitigatio n strategie s ai1n to
enhance positive, and reduce negative , social impacts, their design and distribut ion can also
contribu te to additiona l negative social impacts.

The long-term nature of these perceptio ns of injustice meant they were cumulati ve and
consisten tly negative. They resulted from the combina tion of the three policy changes and the
process by which they were introduc ed, and were further influence d in negative and positive
v ays by the a ailability and use of FISAP. Perceptio ns of injustice also influence d the
experien ce of other types of social impacts, reiteratin g the complex ity of assessing and
managin g social impacts and the pathway s that lead to them.
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5.4.4.3 Financial stress
Paiiicipants' experiences were set against the financial context of the forest industry,
which they described as a traditionally low-profit industry, and financial stress was the third
com1non cmnulative negative social i1npact discussed by participants. Financial stress was
discussed most c01n1nonly by business owners, who highlighted two issues related to financial
stress: increased debt and reduced profit. These issues were particularly associated with changes
in the price, quality and quantity of the ti1nber resource, and businesses' use of Industry
Develop1nent Assistance. The latter was associated with both new opportunities and negative
consequences, as explained by a 1nill owner:

we didn't have any money because every two bob we got we'd already put
into the business. So you know, the three or four dollars I had to borrow for
the dollar they gave us, I had to borrow fr01n the bank. So you know, it was
1nore debt that we were going into as well (Processor/owner 4).

C01nments such as this highlighted the importance of ensuring that the design of 1nitigation
strategies work to reduce, rather than to enhance pressures already in the receiving envirorunent
due to exogenous and personal factors , and to maximise the accessibility of these strategies and
the benefits that people experience as a result of using the1n.

Since the policy changes, financial stress had also resulted fr01n reduced profits associated
-

with competition fr01n both Australian and imported timber products. Other issues discussed by
1nill owners were the increased costs involved in processing that meant that, while the RF A
aimed to increase "value adding", it had led to "cost adding" (Processor/owner 5) that reduced
financial benefits, despite the availability of 1nitigation strategies.

Using the CEAM framework helped explain how these 1nultiple financial issues occurred
as a result of the c01nbination of activity-specific and exogenous factors that interacted to
increase participants ' ongoing experiences of financial stress. This stress also increased
perceptions of injustice since participants felt they had responded as the goverrunent expected
them to, but had not benefitted as 1nuch as they deserved. The association between financial
stress and sense of injustice is reflected in the following quote:

life has got a lot tougher in this industry and I wouldn't mind so 1nuch if
there was a reasonable profit at the end of it, to say, ' I'1n putting in all this
work' . There is no profit at the end of it (Processor/owner 5).
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Participa nts who had lost their job also spoke of financial stress due to a loss of income.
The long term impacts of job losses depended on whether individu als had been able to find new,
stable employ1nent, which 1nost had.

5.4.5 Intera ctions and aggre gation s
The results denionst rated the interacti on and aggregat ion of social impacts in two ways: the
experien ce of one impact often intensifie d the experien ce of other impacts, and n1ore than one
change or impact often c01nbined to intensify the cmnulati ve impacts experien ced by an
individual (Franks et al. 201 0a). A c01n1non exmnple of intensifi cation occurred when a
participa nt's perceptio n that the policy changes had been unjust in turn intensifi ed the negative
impact of financial stress because the latter was perceive d as also being unjust, and hence had a
greater psycholo gical impact. Con1binations of i1npacts were also evident in the case of
financial stress, as the financial stress experien ced by business owners c01npounded as the three
policy changes occurred , was exacerba ted by the use of n1itigation strategie s that required
business es to take on additiona l debt, and was further added to by exogeno us factors associate d
with growing 1narket c01npetition. The interacti on and aggregat ion of social i1npacts often
occurred as paii of response s and feedback s - for example , response s 1nade in associati on with
the use of FISAP con1pounded financial stress for s01ne people - making it difficult to separate
or determin e the relative influenc e of each of these processe s.

The extent and severity of interactio ns and aggregat ions depende d on the ti1nefra1ne in
which they occurred . The quick successi on of the three policy changes substanti ally intensifie d
their cumulati ve impact, which was evident fro1n interview pa1iicipants' used of language
suggestiv e of an ever-inc reasing i1npact associate d with the rapid successi on of changes. This
occurred for two reasons. First, the activity- specific impacts that resulted fr01n the ' backflip '
and OGP added to activity- specific impacts already present due to the earlier RF A process.
Second, the two addition al pol icy changes were perceive d as counter to the spirit of the RF A,
particularly the goal of provi ding long-ten n security to the industry through the provisio n of a
1ong-term agreeme nt.

5.4.6 Respo nses and feedb acks
Respons es and feedback s, while difficult to separate from interacti ons and aggregat ions,
were critical to understa nding the cumu lative social impacts associate d with the policy changes.
The tenn 'respons es' refers to the actions people took to influence or adjust to the policy
changes and associate d social impacts they predicted or experienced. Participa nts often
responde d to the policy changes before they were introduc ed, reflectin g their anticipat ion of
.l 'InV
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potential future negative i1npacts, despite their uncertainty about what the changes would be.
These early responses were often aimed at influencing the nature of the policy changes and
included pa1iicipating in public consultation processes, either through fonnal c01n1nunity
1neetings or writing submissions, or through less fonnal means such participating in rallies. In
hindsight, participants often felt these activities had only a li1nited influence on policy
decisions; however they provided opportunities for members of the industry to receive critical
peer-support and, on occasion, were considered enjoyable social activities. The social networks
established through these participatory mechanisms were drawn on subsequently when adapting
to change.

A second early response involved discussing concerns and future options with colleagues,
fainily and friends, other business owners, or with FISAP support staff. However, often the
uncertainty and lack of infonnation 1nade it difficult for people or businesses to respond
proactively, either individually or as a business, as explained by a business 1nanager:

we went though a period of hardship at the time, working out what we would
do but at the end of the day, it was almost a question of 'so what happens,
happens. So we'll face it when it does' (Processor/manager 6). _

These difficulties 1neant that, while 1nost participants engaged in the process and postponed key
economic personal or business decisions during the RF A process, only a 1ninority of
paiiicipants 1nade significant early responses such as leaving the industry.

Larger-scale responses began once the initial RF A policy changes were understood. While
our qualitative research approach does not quantify the frequency of responses, the 1nost
co1nmon responses described were:

•

Exiting the public native forest ti1nber industry, either with or without the
assistance of Business Exit Assistance, and retiring, finding new e1nployment, or
continuing other business activities;

•

Investing in their business to increase their level of value-adding or adjust to new
harvesting regulations, as required by the policy changes. These responses were
generally, but not always, 1nade with the help of Industry Development Assistance
measures;

•

Participating in training programs or applying for funds to assist relocation through
the Worker Assistance Package, or applying for new employment independently,
often with other mills or forest-sector businesses. No workers interviewed had
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experie nced long term une111ployment as a result of their redund ancy, althoug h
patiicip ants discuss ed others who had.
•

Some patiicip ants, such as worker s who maintai ned their origina l employ ment,
were not require d to respond to the change s, as they did not experie nce signific ant
i111pacts, other than those associa ted with Industr y Develo pment Assista nce and
other respons es made by their employ er.

Respon ses were not li111ited to a passive accepta nce of assistan ce through FI SAP. Many
people implem ented respons es that were indepen dent of FISAP; others imple111ented respons es
that drew on their own resourc es and c0111bined these with accessi ng FISAP. For exampl e, some
111ill owners decided to respond by increas ing the size of their busines s and hence being
compet itive enough to stay in the industry , with this respons e 111otivated in pa1i by the
opportu nity to e111ploy mill worker s who had lost jobs in other contrac ting and process ing
busines ses. In some cases, individ ual respons es receive d no suppor t fr0111 FISAP because the
particip ant either did not realise they may have been eligible for FISAP or were not eligible for
assistance. In other cases, people decided to leave their origina l e111ploy111ent for persona l
reasons , for exainpl e one particip ant involve d in a supervi sory role explain ed "I just got sick of
telling people they didn't have jobs" (Proces sor/man ager 7).

As the above exampl es demons trate, particip ants' respons es were influen ced by their
goals, motiva tions, capacit y and skills. Paiiicip ants' use of FISAP, and the additio nal respons es
they made to forest policy and other change s, in turn influen ced the social impacts they and
others experie nced through a variety of feedbac k process es. Feedba cks occurre d in two
interact ing ways. In the first, respons es led to new positive or negativ e social impacts . In the
second , th ey were respons ible for changin g (either avoidin g, di111inishing or expand ing) the
negative or positive impacts that would otherw ise have been experie nced , either by the
individ ual who made the respons e or by others. These respons es influen ced crnnula tive impacts
and led to new oppo1iunities and restrictions. For exampl e, some busines s owners viewed
Industry Develo pm ent Ass istance as leading to positiv e financi al impacts by providi ng
opportu nities to explore new market s and increas e the capacit y of their busines s, while others
felt that it led to new restrict ions because the financi al support did not cover the full cost of their
investm ent, leadin g to increas ed debt. A third perspec tive was evident, in which initial
oppo1iunities contrib uted to subsequ ent restrict ions. The most promin ent exampl e of this was
market compet iti on: several interv iewees believe d that FISAP itself contrib uted to intensif ying
market com petiti on because multipl e process ors were encoura ged by FISAP to expand their
process ing capac ity in a similar direction. This exampl e illustra tes that the use of mitigat ion
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strategies and other responses can result in longer-tenn maladaptation s (for a discussion on
maladaptation in the context of climate change, see Barnett and O'Neill 2010) .

Feedbacks were also important fr01n a policy perspective, as paiiicipants' experiences of
cumulative negative and positive social i1npacts influenced whether they responded in ways
consistent with policy goals. In particular, the initial success of FISAP in encouraging
businesses to invest was followed by a period of uncertainty that reduced business owners '
confidence to invest in industry develop1nent and new equip1nent for downstreain processing.
This reduced the prospect of industry-relate d policy goals being realised in the longer term,
although there were indications that some businesses have made 1nore recent invest1nents.

Finally, findings also suggest a feedback between the receiving envirorunent and future
activities. The nature of the native forest timber industry changed substantially as a result of the
RF A, 'backflip' and OGP - both in terms of its structure and in the confidence of its 1nembers;
these changes will, in turn, influence the design and acceptance of future activities such as the
upc01ning Forest Manage1nent Plan.

5.5 Discussion
Social i1npacts are experienced cmnulatively rather than in isolation (Franks et al. 2009a;

--

J oao et al. 2011). Understanding the complex pathways that lead to cmnulative social impacts is
challenging, but essential to designing effective 1nitigation strategies that reduce the negative,
and enhance the positive, social impacts that arise fr01n an intervention while assisting the
proponent to meet their goals. As our study progressed, we modified the original CEAM
framework to improve its utility as an analytical tool for assessing and managing cumulative
social impacts.

The results of this study highlighted three di1nensions critical to understanding the
interaction and aggregation of activity-specif ic social impacts, and thus the development of
cumulative social impacts:
1.

The role of human interpretation and its influence on the social impacts that individuals
experience, in either a physical or perceptual sense;

2.

Individuals' abilities, .willingness and confidence to respond to the changes and social
impacts they predict or experience;

3.

Interactions between the multiple actions, including 1nitigation strategies, involved in a
single policy change.
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The role of human interpret ation, and the interacti ng physical (materia l) and perceptu al
(symboli c) dimensio ns of social impacts (Lockie et al. 1999; Vanclay 2002), have importan t
implicati ons for understa nding cumulati ve social impacts, for two reasons.

The first, as

reflected in the modifica tion we made to the original CEAM fra1nework, is that individu als'
perceptio ns of the restrictio ns and oppo1iunities that result from policy changes influence both
the social impacts they experien ce and their response s to these changes and social impacts.
Understa nding that individu als may perceive these oppmiun ities and restrictio ns different ly
encourag es the design of 1nitigation strategie s that provide a sufficien t diversity of support
measure s to reduce negative social impacts associate d with restrictio ns while encourag ing those
affected to identify and take advantag e of new opportun ities.

The second reason why the role of hmnan interpret ation is impmian t in the context of
CEAM is that the physical and perceptu al di1nensions of social impacts not only interact, but
also influence the way in which social impacts accmnul ate. As widely recognis ed in the CEAM
literature , the experien ce of one social impact can change the experien ce of other social impacts,
and the si1nultaneous experien ce of 1nultiple changes can increase the intensity or significa nce
of the overall social impacts experien ced by an individu al or group (for exainple see Ehrlich
201 O; Franks 201 Ob). It is therefore necessar y to take an holistic approach to assessing and
1nanaging social impacts, which 1nay be assisted by tools such as the CEAM framewo rk that
help to conceptu alise the 1nultiple ele1nents that c01nbine to produce cmnulati ve social i1npacts.

The second di1nension that influence d the interacti on and aggregat ion of social impacts
was individu als' differing capacitie s to respond to the social impacts they anticipat ed or
experien ced. These findings reflected SIA literature that de1nonstrates the influence of
anticipat ory impacts and individu als ' early and longer-te rm response s on experien ces of social
impacts (Walker 2000; Ross and McGee 2006; Franks et al. 2010a; 2010b ; Loxton et al. 2012b).
These findings were importan t in the context of cumulati ve social impacts because individu als'
response s led to additiona l positive and negative social impacts, felt either by the individu al or
by others, wh ile also influenci ng the outcome s of the policy changes and the nature of the
receiving environm ent.

The significa nt influence s of participa nts ' response s led us to modify the CEAM
framewo rk to explicitly incorpor ate the concept of response s in addition to the original concept
of feedbacks. This modifica tion reduces the emphasi s placed on policy changes (or other
intervent ions), introduc ed by a propone nt such as a governm ent (or governm ents, as seen in this
case study) , and increases the emphasi s placed on individu als ' response s to those policy
changes. Furtherm ore, the influence of personal factors on individu als' response s encourag es
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better identification of individuals ' relevant characteristics - in this case, their 1notivations and
goals, confidence, skills, financial resources, and access to alternative opp01iunities. While
s01ne participants had a greater capacity, in tenns of their financial resources and skills, to
respond actively to policy changes they anticipated or experienced, their perception of the
success of their responses was strongly dependent on their goals and priorities. Therefore, so1ne
responses, such as closing a business or moving to another town or regional centre for work,
were considered positive and successful even though they involved responses often viewed
fr01n 'the outside' as being negative. Actively recognising these factors when designing and
i1nple1nenting mitigation strategies encourages proponents to build on existing opportunities to
maxi1nise individual ' s capacity to adjust to policy changes or other interventions in ways that
reflect both the individual's and proponent' s goals (Esteves et al. 2008) .

The third di1nension that influenced the cumulative nature of social impacts was the
multiple actions involved in a single policy change and the additional influences of exogenous
factors and predicted future activities. Key actions involved in each policy change included the
(varied) consultation and decision 1naking processes, reductions in the available native forest
resource for ti1nber harvesting, changes ·in the processes required to access these resources, and
the provision of 1nitigation strategies. Each of these actions interacted a-nd aggregated with each
other and with exogenous factors to contribute to cmnulative social impacts. In paiiicular,
interviewees suggested that both the policy design and implementation processes influenced
their subsequent experiences of social impacts, consistent with existing theory regarding justice
and equity (S1nith et al. 2003; Gross 2008), and suggesting that a well-designed and conducted
policy process may reduce subsequent cumulative social i1npacts. Therefore, SIA needs to focus
not only on the actions that typically fonn the main focus of SIA - in this case, reduced access
to native forest resources - but also on the other actions associated with the proposed activity,
thus ensuring consideration of the interactions between these multiple actions when designing
policy changes.

The success of individuals ' responses, including but not limited to their use of 1nitigation
strategies, was partly dependent on the nature of exogenous factors and predicted future
activities. These results demonstrate the imp01iance of assessing the wider economic, social and
political context during pre-decision SIA, and encourage the design and monitoring of
mitigation strategies that take into account likely future activities and exogenous facto rs
(McCold and Saulsbury 1996; MacDonald 2000; Ehrlich 2010). Results also suggest that the
introduction of policy changes can lead to changes in the receiving envirorunent that modify the
context in which future policy changes will be introduced, and the types of policy changes that
may be required. This issue has been described previously in the context of the mining industry
in tenns of the availability of nature resources and opportunity for future mining activities

(Brereto n 2008; Franks et al. 2011 ), but requires fmiher explorat ion in the context of policy
changes and the social dimensio ns of CEAM.

The potential for SIA, and 1nitigation strategies in particula r, to enhance positive impacts
has recently received greater acknowl edgemen t (Esteves 2008; Rowan and Streathe r 2011; Joao
et al. 2011 ). Our results suggest that the provisio n of mitigatio n strategie s also has the potential
to exacerba te negative social i1npacts through feedback s, suggesti ng opp01iunities to fmiher
explore the concept of maladap tation (Barnett and O'Neill 2010) . This complex ity de1nonstrates
that mitigatio n strategies are not a tool to be added at the end of the pre-deci sion SIA process
based on predicted social impacts; but, rather, the planning of 1nitigation strategie s should be
incorpor ated as part of the broader SIA process, includin g the assessme nt, managem ent and
monitori ng of social impacts, to help ensure that unintend ed social i1npacts wi ll be addresse d in
the event that they do arise (Morriso n-Saund ers et al. 2004) .

The importan ce of ongomg 1nonitoring - com1nonly recomme nded in SIA but
i1nplemented less frequentl y (Burdge 2003) - is particularly apparent in the context of
cumulati ve social impacts . Exogeno us factors and additiona l activities 1nay not exist or be
predicted at the ti1ne of the initial SIA process, and social i1npacts can interact and aggregat e in
unintend ed ways. Monitor ing cumulati ve social impacts and the outcome s of 1nitigation
strategie s, and altering or introduc ing additiona l 1nitigation 1neasures where required, is
therefore critical to their success. Furtherm ore, consisten t monitori ng allows for improve d
understa ndings of cumulati ve social impacts, thus assisting improve1nents in the future practice
of CEAM within SIA (Brereto n et al. 2008).

Monitor ing is most effective when used in the context of adaptive managem ent, that is,
where there is provision to refine current and future 1nitigation strategie s in light of the
monitori ng results (Canter and Atkinson 201 O; Franks 2012). The adoption of adaptive
managem ent principles provides greater flexibility and reduces the emphasi s on predictiv e SIA
(Morriso n-Saund ers et al. 2004). Adaptive managem ent has more often been associate d with
environm ental impact assessme nt, although this has begun to change recently with the
developm ent of social impact managem ent plans, particula rly evident in the mining industry
(Esteves et al. 2012; Franks et al. 2009b ). Further work is therefore required to assess the utility
of adaptive managem ent in the context of SIA and explore ways to assist proponen ts of an
intervent ion to efficient ly and effective ly monitor and manage social impacts using an adaptive
managem ent approach . The imp01iance of assessing and managin g social impacts within their
broader context suggests the need for the proponen ts of the multiple activities conducte d within
a rece1vmg environm ent to fonn paiinersh ips to collectiv ely manage cumulati ve impacts
Ecfwina A.M. Lo>ton

(Franks et al. 2009b; Ehrlich 2010). The 1nodified CEAM framework provides an analytical tool
to assist the adaptive manage1nent process by facilitating recognition of the 1nultiple factors that
lead to cmnulative social i1npacts.

5.6 Conclusion
Exploring the c01nplexity of cumulative social i1npacts through a case study of forest
policy changes highlights the multiple influences that contribute to physical and perceptual
experiences of activity-specific and cumulative social i1npacts. In the case study, 1nuch of this
c01nplexity arose through: (i) the interaction and aggregation of the 1nultiple restrictions and
opportunities associated with the three policy changes; (ii) participants' perceptions of the
fairness of the processes through which these policy changes were designed and imple1nented,
and; (iii) the dual influences of the provision of 1nitigation strategies and individuals' capacities
to respond to the changes and negative and positive social impacts they predicted or
experienced. Understanding this c01nplexity assists SIA practice to assess and 1nanage
cumulative social impacts. In particular, it encourages an adaptive 1nanagement approach to
assessing and 1nanaging social i1npacts, acknowledgin g the place of mitigation strategies as one
of 1nultiple actions involved in a policy change and individuals' C£lpacity to adjust to the
resulting social i1npacts.

The findings of this case study also demonstrate the utility of the CEAM framework for the
practice of CEAM in the natural resource 1nanage1nent sector, beyond the realm of the mining
sector in which it has been developed 1nost recently. It proved relatively straightforward to
adapt the CEAM fra1nework proposed by Franks et al. (201 Oa; 201 Ob) from the 1nultidevelop1nent 1nining context to the c01nplex policy situation evident in the case study. The 1nain
1nodifications we 1nade to the original CEAM framework were to expand the influence of
feedbacks and include the concept of responses, reframe the concept of actions as relating to
restrictions and opportunities, and 1nake specific reference to the policy changes. The evident
value of the 1nodified CEAM frainework in infonning the interpretation of the case study results
suggests that the frainework, 1nodified as appropriate to particular contexts and situations,
should have general value as a tool to conceptualise and interpret the c01nplex social dimensions
of the cmnulative i1npacts of a range of interventions.
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Chapter 6: Designing, implementing and
monitoring social impact mitigation
strategies: Lessons from Forest Industry
Structural Adjust ment Packages 11
6. 1 Abstrac t
Social impact 1nitigation strategies are i1nple1nented by the proponents of
policies and projects with the intent of reducing the negative, and increasing
the positive social impacts of their activities, and facilitating the achieve1nent
of policy/project goals. Evaluation of mitigation strategies is critical to
i1nproving their future success and cost-effectiveness. This paper evaluates
two Forest Industry Structural Adjust1nent Packages (FISAP) implemented
in Australia in the 1990s to 2000s as part of broader policy changes that
reduced access to ti1nber fr01n publicly owned native forests. It assesses the
effectiveness of the structure, design, i1nple1nentation and 1nonitoring of the
FISAPs, and highlights the interactions between these four elements and
their influence on social i1npacts. The two FISAPs were found to be effective
in terms of reducing negative impacts, encouraging positive i1npacts and
contributing towards policy goals, although they did not 1nitigate negative
impacts in all cases, and s01neti1nes interacted with external factors and
additional policy changes to contribute to significant short and long tenn
negative impacts.

Keywords: Social i1npact assess1nent; Mitigation; Structural adjustment;
Evaluation; Monitoring; Resource policy

6.2 Introduction
Social i1npact 1nitigation strategies assist and encourage individuals, industries and
communities to adjust to changes and social impacts resulting from the implementation of
interventions such as policies, projects and programs. They are often implemented as part of
social impact assessment processes, but 1nay also be used in response to 'exceptional ' econo1nic
or climatic scenarios such as drought (Botterill 2003). Mitigation strategies focus pri1narily on
three goals: reducing negative social impacts; increasing positive social impacts (Vanclay 2003;
Glasson 2005; Rowan and Streather 2011 ); and assisting the achievement of the proponent's
goals (Baines et al. 2003b; Minnegal and Dwyer 2008). Depending on the context and goals,
mitigation strategies may involve providing c01npensation to people negatively affected by a
change, programs to assist the development of new opportunities for businesses or communities,

11

Loxton , E.A. , Schim1er, J. , and Kanowski , P. (Avai lable online 8 Dec 2012c) Designing, implementing
and monitoring social impact mitigation strategies: Lessons from Forest Industry Structural Adjustment
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and 1neasures such as counselling and skills training to assist individuals to adjust to livelihood
changes that may lead to negative or positive i1npacts.

Evaluating the effectiveness of 1nitigation strategies and com1nunicating the findings is
crucial to improving the assess1nent and 1nitigation of social ilnpacts resulting fr01n future
interventions (Gagnon 2003; Lavallee and Andre 2005). Monitoring and evaluation over the
short and long term increases understanding of the interactions between recipients ' use of
mitigation strategies and the direct and indirect consequences of their responses. This is
particularly important given the inherent difficulty of predicting social impacts, a result of the
multitude of factors that influence how people perceive, experience and respond to change
(Vanclay 2002; Williams and Schir1ner 2012). Despite this, follow-up assessments are often
limited (Baines et al. 2003a; Glasson 2005) and overly reliant on easily-quantified variables,
thus ignoring much of the complexity that characterises social issues (Lavallee and Andre
2005).

We begin this paper by reviewing the purpose of mitigation strategies. We then describe
the two case studies and the study methods. The results are presented in four sections that
analyse the design process, i1nplementation, structure (i.e. the specific programs) and
monitoring of two mitigation strategies implemented in Australia as part of policy changes that
reduced access to ti1nber from publicly owned native forests-. The results section combines
review of the literature with interpretation of the research data, reflecting our use of the adaptive
theory approach (Layder 1998). The discussion reflects on lessons for future mitigation
strategies.

6.2.1 Mitigation strategy goals
Understanding the purpose of mitigation strategies provides a base from which to evaluate
their success. Three goals are generally observed in the literature, although not to the same
extent in all cases. The first goal is to reduce, mitigate, or compensate for negative social
impacts resulting fron1 the inequitable distribution of benefits and costs associated with an
intervention (Macintosh et al. 2010: 5 83; Walker 2010). This contributes to the second goal, that
of increasing an intervention' s positive social impacts (Brown et al. 2003; ICPGSIA 2003 ;
Esteves and Barclay 2011 ;- Rowan and Streather 2011 ). For example, Rowan and Streather
(2011) encourage the incorporation of ' enhancement' measures that go beyond minimising
negative ilnpacts and aim to create and increase positive impacts and benefits, and distribute
them more equitably. Following Vanclay 's (2002) separation of social change processes from
Asses~fng and rnanagmg sociai impacts resulting from forest policy changes
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social impacts, we note that mitigation strategies do not necessarily prevent change but instead
aim to ease the transition process, and often encourage change.

The third goal of mitigation strategies is to assist the proponent of an intervention to
achieve their policy or project objectives. Proponents are often required by legislation to avoid
or mitigate negative environ111ental impacts caused by their activities, which generally extends
to include social impacts (Shera and Matsuoka 1992; ICPGSIA 1995; 2003; Egre and Senecal
2003; Brooks 2010). However the use of 1nitigation strategies can go beyond this to contribute
to broader policy/project objectives, for exan1ple, by:

•

Creating a positive envirorunent for invest1nent, thus increasing peoples '
confidence to participate in the transition process required for structural change in
an industry or financial 1narket (McColl and Young 2005).

•

Reducing com1nunity conflict and encouraging the public to comply with new
policies (Marshall and Marshall 2007; Brooks 2010; Macintosh et al. 2010).

•

Reducing future costs and thus acting as a form of risk manage1nent by identifying
and 1nanaging potential issues early (Vanclay and Esteves 2011 ).

The provision of mitigation strategies is controversial in so1ne circmnstances. For example,
Australian drought assistance has been viewed as allowing the continuation of unsustainable
businesses rather than genuinely assisting structural adjustment (see McColl and Young 2005).
In other circumstances, concerns may be raised regarding their implementation due to
significant cost increases or 'blow-outs ', or accusations of 'rent seeking and political
manipulation ' (Macintosh et al. 2010: 5 81-5 82; see also Walker 2010) that lead to inadve1ient
negative social impacts. Mitigation strategies must therefore be designed and implemented
carefully, guided by clear, appropriate goals and sufficient assess1nent to ensure these goals are
met effectively and cost-efficiently (McColl and Young 2005; Minnegal and Dwyer 2008).

6.3 The Regional Forest Agreement process and Forest
Industry Structural Adjustment Packages
The mitigation strategies examined in this paper - FISAPs - were implemented by federal
and state governments from late 1995 to the mid-2000s as part of Regional Forest Agreement
(RF A) processes carried out in 1nost commercially-impor tant forested regions in Australia. 12
RF As were negotiated between the Australian and state governments and other key
12

RF As were completed in ten regions throughout the states of SW (3 regions, with orth East SW
di ided into two smaller regions U pper and Lower), Tasmania (1 region ), WA (1 region) and Victoria (5
regions) . The RF A for south-east Queensland was not completed see Brown (20 02).
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stakeholders, and informed by extensive social, environmental and other assess1nents. The
process ai1ned to resolve long tenn conflict over the manage1nent of Australia' s forest
ecosyste1ns (Lane 1999) and 1neet conservation goals, while providing certainty to industry to
encourage innovation and develop1nent (Commonwealth of Australia and State of Western
Australia 1999; Lane 1999; C01n1nonwealth of Australia and State of New South Wales 2000 ;
Musselwhite and Herath 2005). RF As introduced changes to the regulation of the harv esting
and processing of publicly owned native forest resources, and reduced the availability of these
resources to the timber industry.

13
We evaluated the FISAPs imple1nented in the Western Australia (WA) and Upper North

East New South Wales (NSW) RFA regions. The RFA process and associated changes differed
in the two regions although their FISAP strategies were si1nilar. The WA RF A, signed in May
1999, added 150,000 ha of native forest to the fonnal reservation estate. The Agreement was
rapidly followed by two further policy decisions. The first, popularly referred to by those in the
industry as ' the backflip ' (NAFI 1999) added an additional 9,500 ha of old-growth native forest
to the conservation estate (Barker and Bennett 2000). The second involved the i1nple1nentation
of the Protecting our old growth forests policy, which prohibited harv esting of 99% of
re1naining 'old-growth' forests (Australian Labor Party 2001 ; Cons-ervation Commission of
Western Australia 2004 ). Together these policy changes led to an increase in the public forest
conservation estate by approxilnately 70% (data derived fro1n Com1nonwealth of Australi a and
State of Western Australia 1998; Conservation Commission of Western Australia 2004 ; see also
Houghton 2012).

The Upper North East NSW RF A was signed in March 2000. It placed approxi1nately
460,000 ha of public native forest into reserves, an increase of 190% fr01n pre-RF A conditions
(ABS 2003). These changes were preceded by the 1992 NSW Rainforest Decision that ended
harvesting of rainforest species (Gibbs 1992; Turvey 2006). After the RF A, a further 65 ,000 ha
of forest were added to the National Park estate through the NSW National Parks Estate

(Reservations) Bill 2003 , and additional regulations initially flagged in the RF A were
introduced to the manage1nent of native forest on private land (DECCW 2008).

The i1nplementation of the policy changes altered the manage1nent of, and access to, public
3
native forests in both states. Ti1nber yields were reduced in WA from 704,000 m (karri first

grade and jarrah first and second grade) in 1994 (Conservation and Land Management 1994 :
3
35) to 185,000 1n (first and second grade karri and jarrah) in 2005 (Conservation Commission

13

The name of the WA FIS AP was later changed to the 'Protection of Old Growth Forests Policy
Funding Package ' . Funding arrangements were altered although the support measures remained similar.
The term FISAP is used throughout this paper.

of Western Australia 2004: 33). Harvesting of key types of sawlogs was also reduced in the
NSW; in the c01nbined Upper and Lower North East NSW RFA regions (of which this study
examined the Upper portion) harvest was reduced from 976, 1011n3 in 1994/5 (DAFF 1999: 18)
to 516,833 m 3 in 2004 (DPI NSW and Forests NSW 2005: 38). Timber prices, paid as a royalty
to the state, were increased while the reduced forest area available for harvesting led to changes
in the location of the resource in relation to the position of processing 1nills, often increasing
haulage distances. New harvesting regulations and tendering processes were introduced though
which the state forest agency gained responsibility for selecting and 1nanaging contractors; a
task previously carried out directly by saw1nills. Regulation of saw1nills and other processors
also changed; 1nills were required to tender for twenty year wood supply agreements, replacing
earlier syste1ns of annual licences. These changes are outlined further in each region's tenyearly forest management plan (Conservation Co1n1nission of Western Australia 2004; DPI
NSW and Forests NSW 2005).

FISAPs were provided fr01n Dece1nber 1995 to respond to initial changes 1nade to native
forest ti1nber access through interim agree1nents signed prior to RF As. The Upper N01ih East
NSW RF A refers to the FISAP as a 1neans to help 'achieve the required level of restructuring
and to assist in the creation of an ecological sustainable, efficient and internationally
competitive timber industry with a focus on value-adding, investment growth, and job creation'
(Co1nmonwealth of Australia and State of New South Wales 2000: Paragraph 11). Si1nilarly, the
WA FISAP ai1ned to help 'secure a high e1nploy1nent, high value adding, sustainable ti1nber
industry ' while 'protecting the interests of those who 1nay be negatively affected by the

Protecting our old growth for ests policy ' (Auditor General for Western Australia 2005: 7).

FISAPs involved a range of programs coordinated by govermnent-led committees that
worked closely with applicants and union and industry representatives. FISAP 1neasures
i1nplemented in both case study regions included:

•

Business Exit Assistance to provide financial support to business owners who
ceased operating in the public native forest ti1nber industry.

•

Industry Development Assistance to assist investment m equipment and
technology required to increase business ' s processing capacity or meet new
harvesting guidelines and encourage new employment opp01iunities.

•

The Worker Assistance Package, including training, relocation and other support
to ass ist ex-workers to find new employment, with redundancy payments provided
in special circum stances.
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•

Community Assistance to assist com1nunities to develop new opportunities.

•

Counselling services
Ecfwina A.M. Loxton

Other measures were specific to the state. In NSW, temporary subsidies were provided to
contractors required to travel further distances due to changes in the location of available timber
resources and closure of nearby sawmills. In addition, the Displaced Timber Worker progra1n
provided traineeship employ1nent in the National Parks and Wildlife Service for approximately
two years, after which paiiicipants were required to apply for a pennanent position. In WA,
mitigation funds were allocated for the appointment of a project director and communication
plan to assist the implementation of the prograin (Auditor General for Western Australia 2005).

FISAPs were initially provided 'until 3 0 June 2000 or up to 18 months after a RF A ' was
completed (DAFF 2007) but were extended in both regions. The NSW FISAP ended in June
2007 (Macdonald 2007), while the WA FISAP was 'substantially completed by 30 June 2005 '
(Auditor General for Western Australia 2005: 14 ). Funding was also increased during the life of
each FISAP, from $120 million to $140 million in NSW (Governor ofNSW 1999), and $120
million to $161 million in WA following the introduction of the Protecting our old growth

for ests policy (Auditor General for Western Australia 2005).

6.4 Methods
We evaluated the FISAPs as part of a qualitative, socic:l impact assessment follow-up
study, analysing the social impacts of the RF A process and associated policy changes. An
adaptive theory approach was used that encourages an iterative process of data collection,
analysis, and literature review (Layder 1998). Key literature included fmdings from social
assessments and monitoring conducted for the two RF As, parliamentary records, and other
relevant case studies and literature. These documents are discussed throughout the results,
consistent with the adaptive theory approach used.

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with the owners and employees of processing
and contracting businesses, members of their families , and government, community and
industry representatives (n.=80). The majority of participants had received FISAP support or
were involved in its implementation. Others had observed, but not participated in, the FISAP
(see Table 6.1). Seventy four of the 80 interview participants agree for their interview to be
audio-recorded and transcribed.
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Table 6.1 Participants and their experiences of the Forest Industry Structural
Adjustment Package

Involvement in the industry and FISAP

NSW interviewees
(n=39)

WA interviewees
(n=41)3

Received Business Exit Assistance

3 Contractors (2t

2 Contractors ( 1)
3 Processors (2)

Received Industry Develop1nent
Assistance

1 Contractor ( 1)
7 Processors ( 5)

1 Contractor ( 1)
6 Processors ( 5)

Received assistance fr01n Worker
Assistance Prograin

3 Contractors (2)
4 Workers (4)

2 Contractors (1)
3 Workers (3)

Involvement in the FISAP process as a
c01nmunity, industry or com1nunity
representative

2 Govermnent
1 Industry

3 C01n1nunity
1 Govermnent
2 Industry

No direct involve1nent in FISAP, but
affected by the RF A and related policy
changes

5 Contractors ( 4)
4 Goverrunent
2 Industry
2 Processors (2)
4 Workers (2)

5 C01n1nunity
1 Contractor ( 1)
4 Goverrunent
4 Industry
2 Processors (2)
5 Workers (5)

Some patiicipants were included in more than one group.
b The number in brackets provides the number of businesses represented.
a

Analysis of the interview responses began during the interviews as reflections and new
questions were recorded. A second, 1nore fonnal analysis process was undertaken to 'code'
interview transcripts and research notes. Coding involved labelling seg1nents of text based on
the the1nes discussed by paiiicipants. As the number of codes and interviews increased, the
ideas and themes within each code and interview were c01npared. Interview data was also
c0111pared to existing literature, leading to new interview questions and further data collection
and analysis. The analysis process is outlined by Layder ( 1998), and Attride-Stirlin g (2001 ).

FISAPs were largely directed at the owners and e111ployees of processing and contracting
businesses, and so this study focused on the effectiveness of FISAPs for, and negative and
positive impacts experienced by, this group. The methods did not allow for evaluation of the
success of the FISAPs at the community level beyond recording pa1iicipants' perceptions of the
impacts they had observed at the community scale.
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6.5 Results
111e results evaluate the design process, implementation, structure and monitoring of the
S"\

orth East

Upper

and WA FISAPs . \1/e identify the characteristics identified in the

literature as being important to the success of mitigation strategies, and evaluate the FISAPs
against these characteristics.

6.5 .1 Desig1n phase
It is critical that the design of mitigation strategies is informed by adequate knovlledge of
the in1pacts being mitigated . In the literature this is often considered to depend on the
thoroughness and transparency of predictive soda] assessments (SA) and the participatory
processes conducted during the design phase. These assist the design of mitigation strategies by
aUov, ing shared ]earning and reflection drm;,;,dng on both '·expert' knovd edge and stakeholders '
priorities and goals (Baines et al.. -003b), and influence stakeholders ' acceptance of the ensuing
inte ention (Gross _007). SA and participatory processes require up-front costs which may
appear burdensome, but are justifiable as they reduce the need for subsequent amendment and
lacmtosh et al. 20 ] 0), and help to impro e the effectiveness of mitigation

additional costs

strategies (Gross :..'.00 ), reduce conflict, and increase compliance with nev.r regulations
arsban ,.,,:Q:07· Davis 2010) .

(Kuperan and Sutinen ] 998·

The majori , of inter ie\, participants discussed their perceptions of both the RF A and
FISAP dle .ign pba es wru ch indudedl SA andl public p articipation processes .
1

1 S'ocial ass essment
6m 5~ 1m
is crucial t o designing effective m itigation strat egies that minimise negative social
and budd on recipients

impact

tmateria] and

existing capacity. These asse sments should explore the

· mbolic dimensions of soda] nnpacts by assessing both the tangible changes

th at people experience or predict

ucb as reduced access to a resource, and the subj ecti · e

m eaning they attribute to the~e change and the proces es used to negotiate and introduce them
o kie et al. 1999: ~3 ) . A ~ses ing both the material and symbolic dimensions of social
impa ts i

important because perceptions., 1.vhether

erifiable or not., influence people ' s

a eptan e and experience of an intervention., the responses they make to it.11 and the support

they require. The · are thus inherent1 - interlinked_, and material dimensions cannot be fully
under

1

00d

in:fluen e

without re eren e to . · mbolic dimensions and ice v ersa. Symbolic meanings are

tural ontex1: in wbi h an intervention is proposed., the ideology of the

b the

per on onstructino- m eanin° from an e · en
C,

C,

eg Lane 1999) and by a person

per cepti on.s of

the transparency of the negotiation process used to develop an intervention, and the fairness of
the changes introduced through that intervention. These symbolic dimensions will all influence
how a person experiences the 1naterial changes resulting fro1n a process such as the RF As: for
example, they may be willing to accept a change if they feel it was the outcome of a fairly
conducted process and is consistent with their ideology, but unwilling to accept the same change
if they feel it was the product of an unfair process.

SAs should also explore people's resilience to change (Marshall and Marshall 2007) and
recognise the social and historical context including any past, current, or potential future
interventions (Ehrlich 201 O; Franks et al. 201 Ob). The importance of understanding the context
in which 1nitigation strategies are to be i1nple1nented is crucial to designing appropriate
incentives and support 1nechanis1ns. For example, Bjornland (2002) found, in an evaluation of
an agricultural-b ased 1nitigation strategy, that the lifestyle values inherent in farmers'
attachlnent to fanning discouraged the1n fr01n exiting the industry despite being offered
financial incentives to do so, thus reducing the success of the strategy.

The RF As and FISAPs were informed by 1nulti-1nethod assess1nents of the envirorunental ,
social, econ01nic, historical and cultural values of forests. Those working in the industry often
criticised the assessment processes, suggesting they were inco1nplete or that the results had not
been drawn on adequately in subsequent decision 1naking. This was linked to a common
perception that decision-1nak ing had occurred in an e1notional environment based on competing
stakeholders' values and priorities, rather than drawing on scientific, social and other
assessment results. For exa1nple, a business owner reflected that the decision to enact the

Protecting our old growth forests policy in WA following the RF A "was purely politics, it
wasn't based on any science whatsoever" (Mill owner 1, WA).

Few participants discussed the specific influence of the assessment findings on the design
of the FI SAP. A NSW participant suggested that the social assessment process " was good, but it
wasn't completed at the time the RF A decision was made", which meant the completed
assessment "wasn't put into consideration on the table" (Industry representative 1, NSW) when
the RF A and FISAP were being designed. A si1nilar issue arose in WA where, while the RF A
assessment process had been completed, assessment of the social implications of the Protecting

our old growth forests policy was not conducted until August 2002, after the policy decision
was made (A uditor General for Western Australia 2005: 13).
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6.5.1.2 Public participation
Public participation comple1nents technocratic 1nethods of decision making (McDonald
1999; Becker et al. 2003; Buchan 2003). If conducted well, it allows community members to
make informed decisions, contribute their knowledge and experience, assist the prediction and
monitoring of negative i1npacts, identify social needs, and help design solutions (Buchan, 2003 ).
Doing so can increase co1nmunity support (Buchan 2003), trust (Douglas et al. 2011), feelings
of ownership (Van clay 2003 ), and perceptions of fairness and procedural justice (Maguire and
Lind 2003 ; Gross 2007). Public involve1nent in designing and testing administrative procedures
also helps ensure they are implementable and effective (Com1nonwealth Auditor General 2004) .

Public participation was encouraged throughout the RF A process. Brueckner (2006: 9)
refers to the following consultation 1nechanisms used in the WA process, although the value of
each as a paiiicipatory mechanis1n differs (Arnstein 1969):

RF A-related research rep01is and information kits , an information line, a
video and newsletters, fortnightly RF A updates published in the state ' s daily
newspaper as well as local papers and RF A internet website. In addition,
three consultative reference groups were formed, community heritage
workshops were convened, and surveys and interviews were conducted.

Few participants discussed the role of public participation in designing the FISAP although

-

the 1najority discussed their involvement in the broader RF A process. The extent to which
paiiicipants had taken part in the RF A design phase differed, ranging from those who had little
direct involvement other than receiving information through public meetings, colleagues and the
media, to those who were directly involved in stakeholder negotiations. Many industry
participants felt their views were undervalued in the participatory process and that it had not
been carried out sincerely. A NSW mill owner felt the process of negotiation w as of little
benefit because "we all go home and then the departments negotiate and the politicians make a
decision" (Mill owner 2, NSW). In the case of the Pro tecting our old growth forests policy, a
furniture maker explained, that because it "actually come up very quick before that election .. . I
don 't think people had time to think about getting involved in public discussion" (Mill owner 3,
WA). Several small business owners also suggested there was some conflict within the industry .
A NSW ex-contractor suggested that "the little guys did the fights , the fighting for the big guys"
(Contractor 1, NSW), explaining his perception that the strong participation of small businesses
in protests and rallies was not rewarded as large businesses had a greater capacity to negotiate
their continued involvement in the industry.
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While 1ne1nbers of the industry were rarely involved in the design of the FI SAP, they
indicated ways it could have been improved. Some of these suggestions were linked to the role
of public participation and its potential to improve the design and imple1nentation of funding:

Leave it to the c01nmunity that are focusing on getting people down here for
their businesses. Get that c01nmunity to get together. Not have s01nebody
that is 300 kilometres away trying to operate it (Worker 1, WA).

6.5.2 Implementation process
The processes used to

i1nple1nent 1nitigation strategies strongly

influence their

effectiveness (McGuffog and Western 1995; Minnegal and Dwyer 2008). Interviewees
highlighted the i1nportance of good c01n1nunication, a clear application process, adequate
personal and financial support, and sufficient resources; these issues are also com1nonly raised
in the literature. All industry participants discussed the i1nple1nentation of the FISAPs and its
effect on their and others' access to support. Industry and govenunent representatives also
discussed their involve1nent in i1nple1nenting the FISAPs.

6.5.2.1 Good communication
Effective com1nunication of 1nitigation strategies, including their individual measures,
eligibility criteria and application processes, increases the transparency of mitigation strategies
by

ensuring

potential

applicants

understand

their

rights

and

obligations.

Multiple

com1nunication methods are required because people access information in a variety of ways
depending on factors such as convenience, literacy, access to the internet, and personal
preference (Dare et al. 2011 ). For example, in their evaluation of drought mitigation strategies,
Dare et al. (2011) found that farmers were initially unwilling to attend public forums due to
issues such as social stigma but became 1nore willing to attend over time, while many learnt
about available drought initiatives through the 1nedia but were hindered fro1n following up the
infonnation due to a lack of personal contact. Effective com1nunication strategies require that
those employed in a c01n1nunications role are well trained to answer questions that may arise
from applicants due to a lack of, or ambiguity in published docmnents (Minnegal and Dwyer
2008).

Participants learned about the FISAP through fonnal and informal c01n1nunication
methods. Some are outlined in the section above on public paiiicipation (Section 6.4.1.2), while
· other strategies were specific to the FISAPs' implementation processes. In NSW, Forestry
Structural Adjust1nent Units were created that worked closely with representatives from
132

industry and community organisations and unions to coordinate c01nmunication with the public.
The 1nedia was also used, for example in WA the FISAP included funding for a C01n1nunication
Plan " [t]o prepare infonnation kits, briefing prograins and newspaper inserts to ensure a positive
consistent message is delivered promptly and accurately" (Auditor General for Western
Australia 2005: 8). Participants also indicated a nmnber of infonnal ways in which they had
received infonnation, often referring to conversations they had with their e1nployer and
colleagues, other business owners or managers, and industry and com1nunity representatives.

The usefulness of each infonnation source differed. Many participants from NSW
indicated the i1nportance of the Forestry Structural Adjust1nent Unit as a source of information.
For example an ex-worker explained the ilnportance of on-ground, personal support, reflecting
"we had meetings, people fr01n FISAP come out and sat down with us" (Worker 2, NSW)
which 1neant that he felt fully infonned about his options. Others, particularly those who felt
badly affected by the policy changes, were less positive about the amount of information they
received fr01n the Unit. An ex-contractor suggested "I don't think they really wanted you to
know how to do it [apply for FISAP] too good, so you would get too 1nuch 1noney" (Contractor
1, NSW). A minority of participants learned they were eligible for FISAP through word-of-

1nouth fr01n others in the industry. In 1nany cases this was a useful infonnation source, although
less so in other cases, as seen in the example of an ex-worker who felt "as if I was left in the
dark" (Worker 3, WA) because it took two years for his employer to infonn him about the
support he was entitled to. Others had misunderstood the FISAP-guidelines, suggesting they had
not been c01nmunicated adequately to these recipients.

Paiiicipants' responses indicated that a variety of factors hindered some individual ' s
abilities to access information, including:
•

Low literacy, including c01nputer literacy, which 1nade it difficult to learn about
the various mitigation measures and their restrictions and opportunities.

•

Working in or for a small business; these businesses received less individualised
support and often had li1nited capacity to access information.

•

Unfamiliarity with bureaucratic processes .

•

Restricted social or professional networks, generally associated with being isolated
from 1nain service centres where the majority of support staff and support facilities
were based.

•

Passivity, with some paiiicipants expecting to be contacted directly rather than
seeking out information independently.
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6.5.2.2 Transparent application process
A transparent, accessible application process is crucial to the implementatio n of mitigation
strategies. Co1nplex application procedures hinder applicants' ability to correctly apply for
supp01i. For exainple, evaluation of the Dairy Industry Adjust1nent Package delivered in
Australia fr01n 2000-2001 found that 86% of applications required follow-up to confinn or
correct the provided information, thus increasing ad1ninistration costs and the time taken for
eligible applicants to receive financial suppo1i (Co1nmonwealth Auditor General 2004).
Accessibility 1nay be increased by assisting applicants with a poor understanding of
bureaucratic processes or low literacy (Dare et al. 2011) or who are required to 1nake a co1nplex
application. It is also i1nportant that a clear, consistently applied grievance process is provided
to allow applicants to appeal decisions (Auditor General for Western Australia 2005; Macintosh
et al. 2010).

The FISAP application process generally required applicants to submit an application fonn
de1nonstrating they 1net the eligibility criteria. Business owners applying for Industry
Develop1nent Assistance also sub1nitted a business plan. Govermnent representatives were
available to assist applicants, who could also apply to have the costs involved in the
develop1nent of their business plan, e.g. use of a consultant, subsidised. Applications were
evaluated by a c01nmittee of govermnent, industry, com1nunity and union representatives. A
govermnent representative explained that considerable attention had been paid to the eligibility
guidelines and diversity of representatives included on the c01n1nittee. Decisions regarding each
applicant's eligibility, and the level of funding they received, were made separately "so that it
wouldn't have the potential to be 1nanipulated through the political process" (Govermnent
representative 1, NSW). Grievance processes were also available. The majority of pa1iicipants
were generally satisfied with the application process. However, a number of issues were raised
regarding the fairness of the eligibility criteria and the distribution of FISAP funding based on
these criteria.

Business owners raised several issues regarding the FISAP application process. The
majority who applied for Industry Development or Business Exit Assistance commented on the
time and cost required. While it had not stopped them from applying, it influenced their
perspectives on the value of the financial assistance. A business owner who received Industry
Develop1nent Assistance felt "the process that you go through is probably not worth it, the
hoops you got to jump"(Mill owner 4, NSW). In other cases the applicants' li1nited literacy,
financial or business skills hindered the1n from c01npleting the process. These li1nitations .were
_ reduced by support provided by government support staff, consultants, friends , and industry and
community representatives. Often this assistance was provided for free or paid for through an
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in-kind payment such as a load of firewood. The use of consultants was 1nore expensive,
however no participants indicated they had applied for assistance to subsidise business plan
develop1nent costs.

The 1najority of ex-workers interviewed received assistance to complete the application
process from goverrunent support staff who visited the businesses where they worked. This
support was highly valued and reduced smne of the i1n1nediate negative impacts of
unemploy1nent such as anxiety about their future livelihood. However as highlighted above,
smne ex-workers received limited cmnmunicatio n about their eligibility for FISAP (Worker 3,
WA).

Several issues were raised regarding the processing of applications. So1ne payments were
delayed due to decisions 1nade by the Australian goverrunent to amend or halt its contribution to
FISAP funds in response to WA and NSW state goverrunent decisions it considered to be
contrary to the RFA process (Smith 1999; Brown 2004). In the case of NSW the issue was
solved and Australian goverrunent funding was reinstated.

A second issue regarding the processing of applications was a c01n1non belief, particularly
by WA participants, that the FISAP funds had been distributed unfairly. Some FISAP recipients
were believed to have received funding undeservedly; for exainple, one industry representative
felt that 1nany recipients had seen "a big glob of goverrunent money", and tried "to 1nake a case
for themselves to get some goverrunent funding for free" (Industry representative 2, WA).
These perceptions of greed and dishonesty led to negative i1npacts at the individual and broader
co1n1nunity level. A c01n1nunity representative explained that "it was a really sad thing to be
around [the c01n1nunity] because people, they got a welfare type of attitude" (Industry
representative 3, WA) that reduced cmnmunity 1norale and the collective sense of selfsufficiency and detennination.

In several cases further investigation suggested that actions considered unfair or dishonest
by smne participants had been encouraged by the guidelines. For exainple, businesses were
allowed to continue working with privately owned native timber or plantation resources, but not
publicly owned native forest resources, for three years after receiving Business Exit Assistance.
This was considered unfair by some participants:

it was a whole ridiculous, mismanaged sche1ne and companies got money.
Some of them have got money, then had to shut their sawmill. Smne of them
cranked the saw1nill up again and got smne wood from private property
(Industry representative 4, WA, previously employed in the industry).

.
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In other cases participant s felt that a subset of applicants who deserved funding were assessed as
being ineligible or received less financial support than they deserved. An ex-contrac tor
suggested this was because "they were going to get rid of everyone and they wanted to do it as
cheap as what they could" (Contracto r 1, NSW). Despite this, no participant s had appealed a
decision although a 1ninority indicated they were aware a process was available for doing so.
One paiiicipant explained that he had initially been satisfied with the level of Business Exit
Assistance he had received, but that a consultant had later suggested he should have appealed it.
This indicates that some applicants had little knowledge or experience with which to judge what
was reasonable .

6.5.2.3 Persona l suppor t
Depending on their scope, 1nitigation strategies can assist people to receive personal
suppmi fro1n both fonnal and infonnal sources including the proponent (in this case, the
goverrunen t); c01n1nunity and industry representa tive bodies; and colleagues , friends and
fainily , depending on which fonns of suppo1i address their needs 1nost effectively (Dare et al.
2011 ). While the proponent has a responsibi lity to provide direct support, in many
circun1stances it is also appropriat e to recognise and encourage others in the c01n1nunity or
industry who play a support role. For example, mitigation strategies that provide opportunit ies,
resources and training to industry and cmnmunity representa tives who play a key role in
supporting people through change can 1nini1nise issues such as burnout (Bryon et al. 2001 ).
Dare et al. (2011) highlight the i1npo1iance of including 1neasures that maintain and build social
capital, i.e. the relationshi ps and networks through which 1ne1nbers of the cmnmunity and
representa tive groups support each other and adapt as a cmnmunity to change.

The FISAP provided direct opportunit ies for personal support by providing counsellin g
and funding the Forest Industry Support Unit. The presence of representa tives from the Unit and
unions at the announcem ent of large saw1nill closures was described by ex-workers as an
impo1iant factor that allowed the1n to received im1nediate advice and reassuranc e. Most were
satisfi ed w ith the support they had received fro1n 1nembers of the Forest Industry Structural
A djustm ent Unit, as indicated by an ex-worker who relocated for his new job with the National
Parks and Wildlife Service:

she just backed us all the w ay, she came up there and she followed us
through w ith everything, and made sure that everything was right - that the
money w as ri ght, everything , our moving, the whole lot (Worker 4, NSW).
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However, as described in the above section on communicatio n (section 6.4.2.1), others felt they
had not received adequate support or infonnation, particularly if they were owners or e1nployees
of s1nall businesses.

Indirect fonns of personal support were also considered i1nportant. For example, the
Worker Assistance Package provided group training to increase ex-workers' skills, while also
enabling the1n to receive peer support from their colleagues, and opportunities to discuss their
future employment options and concerns with friends.

6.5.2.4 Sufficient resources and timing
Mitigation strategies require sufficient funding and time to provide effective financial ,
social and psychological assistance. Support is required as early as possible because people are
affected by and respond to change as soon as it is predicted or proposed (McGuffog and
Western 1995; Slootweg et al. 2001; Egre and Senecal 2003; Walker 2010). Mitigation
strategies must also be provided for a long enough time to ensure they address the variety of
cumulative social impacts that arise gradually as people respond to change or are affected by
others' responses.

The FISAPs were made available before the RF As were finalised to address early social
impacts that arose as business owners responded to the interim agreements that preceded the
RF As. Several interviewees responded early, based on the anticipated impacts of the RF A
process. For example, a business owner exited the industry prior to the RF A because he "could
see the writing on the wall" (Mill owner 5, NSW) and felt he would not be able to continue his
business once the RF A changes were introduced.

The NSW and WA FISAPs were both funded until the mid 2000s, well beyond their
original timeframes. The extended timeframe reflected the observation made by a government
representative that "if you want industry to take up [the resource access changes and FISAP] , it
needs to be done in a way that, [and] in the time that suits industry as well" and "it can take a
very long time, for a small business to work out what it means to them as an individual"
(Government representative 1, NSW).

The FISAP budgets were also increased over time. Participants held mixed views as to
whether the FISAP was adequately resourced. A separation was made between the total FISAP
expenditure and the amount of money individual recipients received. Most acknowledged the
Assessing and managmg sociai Impacts resulting from forest policy changes
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extensive scope of the program, but some felt that applicants had not received sufficient funds,
and that too n1uch of the funding was dedicated to ad1ninistration costs or the manage1nent of
national parks. Several paiiicipants felt they or their c01n1nunity had not received enough
financial support:

the govermnent wasn't really serious ... they kind of dangled this s1nall
ainount because they knew that the co1nmunity wouldn't take it because it
wasn't enough for what they needed (C01n1nunity representative 1, WA).

In general however, 1nany appreciated the financial assistance they received, even if
they acknowledged that it did not negate all their financial concerns. For example, a business
owner who received Industry Development Assistance appreciated the funding even though it
only covered a prop01iion of the total investn1ent so "it was more debt that we were going into"
(Mill owner 6, WA). The Worker Assistance Package was accepted by 1nost workers who
participated in the study. Training and e1nploy1nent progra1ns had assisted 1nost participants,
while redundancy pay1nents were considered "quite attractive" as workers had generally been
"on a relatively low wage" and therefore appreciated the "lrnnp srnn" (Industry representative 2,
WA). However the owners of one contracting business who received a special redundancy
pay1nent rather than Business Exit Assistance felt the pay1nents had not adequately reflected the
value of their business.

6.5.3 Structure of mitigation strategies
Mitigation strategies involve a suite of 1nechanis1ns delivered at the individual, family,
business and community scales (Loxton et al. 2011 ). A co1nbination of mechanisms are required
because interventions, or other stressors such as drought, in combination with external factors,
lead to a range of economic, social and psychological impacts (McGuffog and Western 1993;
Sa1iore et al. 2008; Dare et al. 2011). The diversity of these impacts, and the people who
experience them, encourages the use of 1nultiple support mechanisms. The support measures
and programs implemented as part of a mitigation strategy requires evaluation to assess its
effectiveness.

FISAP provided a range of support measures to businesses, employees and their families
and communities. Interview pa1iicipants discussed the pros and cons of the main programs,
outlined in Table 6.2, although additional programs were also provided (See RSRA 1998a;
Auditor General for Western Australia 2005: 8). The range of measures ensured that most
· participants who required support, received it although the earlier results sections indicates
issues associated with the implementatio n process (Section 6.4.2) that reduced the accessibility

of s01ne measures. Overall, the FISAP measures were integral to 1nany responses 1nade by
businesses and individuals, although participants also highlighted the importance of independent
responses (not supported by FISAP), particularly at the c01nmunity level.

Tabl e 6.2 Benefits and costs of Forest Industry Structural Adjustment measures
identified by interview participants

Business Exit
Assistance

Industry
Development
Assistance

Benefits

Costs

• Reduced the financial impacts
of business exit and encouraged
new opportunities.

• Perception by s01ne recipients
that their business was undervalued.

• The closure of businesses
(facilitated by exit assistance)
provided re1naining businesses
with new opportunities. Some
businesses expanded through
taking on resource or activities
fr01n businesses who exited.
Remaining businesses also
benefits by hiring skilled
workers fr01n businesses that
exited.

• Loss of e1nploy1nent
opportunities in rural areas
where e1nploy1nent opportunities
were already li1nited.

• Encouraged production of
value-added products that
provide greater profit.

• Led to increased debt because
assistance aid not cover full
costs of the business
develop1nent.

• Increased diversity within the
business~thus increasing its
resilience.
• Some business owners already
wanted to develop their business
and the FISAP supported the1n
to do so.

• Reduced the size, and hence
inc01ne and influence of industry
representative bodies.

• Expanded production of
products already on the market,
thus increasing c01npetition and
financial stress.
• Encouraged some business
owners to undertake a
proportion of their processing
overseas to reduce labour costs
(required to ensure the product
was profitable), thus increasing
product c01npetition and
reducing local e1nploy1nent.
• Contributed to "cost adding",
i.e. increased production costs
not met by the price of the
product when sold and true
' value adding' not achieved.

Worker
Assistance
Package

• Redundancy funds provided
recipient with flexibility e.g. to
repay debts, take a holiday or
start a new business.

• Assistance did not address the
psychological impact of losing a
job in an industry workers were
highly attached to.

• Training increased participants
skills or helped them recognise
the value of existing skills
(increased confidence).

• A minority of participants felt
the training they received was
not helpful.
• S01ne ex-workers experienced
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• Training programs provided
opportunities for peer-support
and advice.
• Relocation assistance reduced
the cost of shifting to find new
e1nploy1nent, although it did not
address all non-financial issues.
• Worker Assistance Package was
available to business owners,
thus ensuring business owners
had suppo1i even if they were
ineligible for BEA.

difficulties finding or settling
into new e1nploy1nent due to
factors such as difficulties
relocating, age or insufficient
e1nployment opportunities in
their c01nm unity .
• A 1ninority of participants felt
they had not received sufficient
redundancy funds.
• Some skills are specific to the
industry, therefore while exworkers' skills were recognised,
it did not always help the1n find
new employ1nent.
• Redundancy and other exit
pay1nents encouraged recipients
to shift away to find new jobs,
which had negative impacts on
small rural c01n1nunities.

Displaced Timber
Worker program
with the National
Parks and
Wildlife Service
(NPWS)

Community
Development
Assistance

• Displaced Ti1nber Workers
enjoyed their work at the
NPWS.

• S01ne workers found it difficult
initially to gain acceptance fr01n
colleagues at NPWS.

• Paiiicipating in the official
application process at the end of
the 2-3 year training period gave
displaced ti1nber workers a
greater sense of legiti1nacy.

• Some workers and their fainilies
found the relocation process
difficult, placing stress on
relationships.

• Provided s01ne new c01n1nunity
and touris1n ventures which in
trnn provided jobs and
opportunities in com1nunities
affected by change in the forest
industry.

• The official application process
was stressful as participants
were worried they would lose
their job.
• Did not provide sufficient funds
to provide an incentive for 1nany
co1nmunity develop1nent
projects, limiting benefits.
• The funds were not used to
develop lasting opportunities.
• Co1nmunities were not given
sufficient freedom to decide
how to use the development
funds.
• Touri s1n opportunities were not
acted upon sufficientl y and did
not full y replace the econ01nic
benefits of the timber industry.

Participants di scussed the influence of past, current and potential future external factors
and add itional intervention s on their experi ences of working in the forest industry and responses
to the RF A and oth er policy changes including their use of FISAP measures. Key external
factors included increased market competition that reduced the benefits of their business
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invest1nents, and the availability of alternate e1nploy1nent in natural resource sectors such as
plantations or mining that provided new opportunities. Additional policy changes were also
considered important because they influenced participants' confidence to respond to policy
changes. For example, the responses 1nade to successfully adjust to the earlier NSW Rainforest
Decision increased smne participants' 1notivation and confidence to respond to the RF A.

6.5.4 Monitoring
Monitoring and evaluation processes are critical learning opportunities as they provide
infonnation to i1nprove both current and future 1nitigation strategies and understanding of social
impacts (Burdge 2002; Glasson 2005; Lavallee and Andre 2005). A key aspect of this stage is
the c01n1nunication of the results to all stakeholders (Morrison-Saunders et al. 2003; Lavallee
and Andre 2005). Monitoring and evaluation 1nay take an administrative perspective (e.g. see
Auditor General for Western Australia 2005) and provide i1nportant lessons for the
ad1ninistration of mitigation strategies, or focus on the social and econmnic i1nplications of the
1nitigation strategies, as our study did.

While they share si1nilar characteristics, this section refers to 1nonitoring as that which
takes place during the imple1nentation of a 1nitigation strategy, while evaluation occurs at or
near its cmnpletion. Few interview participants referred to 1nonitoring or evaluation. Those who
did were generally involved in the RF A process and/or FISAP iri a support capacity, rather than
as an e1nployee or business owner.

6.5.4.1 Monitoring
Monitoring identifies whether_1nitigation strategies are proceeding successfully or require
1nodification. It is 1nost effective when the 1nitigation strategy ' s programs and imple1nentation
processes encourage flexibility to allow 1nodifications based on 1nonitoring results (Glasson
2005). Caution is required however, as frequent adjustments may result in significant cost
increases (Macintosh et al. 2010).

The results of 1nonitoring are evident in several docu1nents produced during the RF A
process (RSRA 1998a) and in parliamentary records. While these reports rarely recom1nended
a1nend1nents, the potential for amend1nents was identified. For example, at the time that the WA
govermnent announced the Business Exit Assistance program budget:
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there was uncertainty about the number of businesses that would be affected
by the policy and the magnitude of the assistance to be provided (Auditor
General for Western Australia, 2005: 13).

Few pariicipants discussed the FISAPs' rnonitoring processes. The exceptions to this were
several govenunent, industry and c01n1nunity representative s. One reflected on the range of
audits and rnonitoring conducted, while others suggested that rnonitoring was not as detailed as
they would have liked.

6.5.4.2 Evaluation
This paper was written to present an evaluation of two FISAPs based on findings fr01n a
social i1npact assess1nent follow-up of the broader policy change processes. Evaluation is
required to examine stakeholders' diverse experiences of mitigation strategies and assess
whether their design and i1nple1nentation processes, and the structure of _their individual
progran1s, successfully reduced negative social impacts, increased positive impacts, and assisted
the proponent to 1neet their goals in the short and long term. While govermnent-le d evaluations
of the FISAPs were unde1iaken, these were not always published in full, although some findings
are available ( e.g., see Macdonald 2007) and 1nonitoring that occurred quite late in the FI SAP
process provides significant evaluation ( e.g., see Auditor General for Western Australia 2005).
Paiiicipants did not discuss these evaluation processes in detail.

6.6 Discussion
The availability and accessibility of the WA and Upper North East NSW FISAPs strongly
influenced participants' experiences of, and responses to, the RF A and associated policy change
processes. The results highlight that the availability and accessibility of the FISAPs were as
1nuch a product of the intangible elements of the design, imple1nentation and 1nonitoring stages,
such as the transparency of the application process, as they were the tangible elernents of the
FISAPs ' structure. These ele1nents interacted, contributing to the three goals discussed at the
beginning of this paper, as interview participants experienced positive impacts as a result of
their use of FISAP and indicated that potential negative impacts were reduced in many
situations. FISAPs were also perceived to have assisted some policy goals such as increased
industry innovation. However, a number of factors associated with the structure, and design,
implementatio n and monitoring phases of the FISAPs, in addition to other external and personal
factors , hindered the achievement of these goals.
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FISAPs influenced the material and symbolic social i1npacts (Lockie et al. 1999)
experienced by participants in positive and negative ways. Good personal support, including the
adequate provision of infonnation and advice, increased participants' confidence and ensured
they were provided with the physical tools to respond to change. Poorly imple1nented personal
support was associated with insufficient financial assistance that contributed to participants'
financial stress and perceptions that they had not been fairly treated. These results de1nonstrate
the i1nportance of treating the 1nitigation strategy (including its design, i1nple1nentation and
1nonitoring phases, and structure of the individual support measures) as a whole, ensuring that
all the ele1nents work together. Careful consideration is therefore required when distributing
available funds between each ele1nent of a 1nitigation strategy, remembering that up-front costs
associated with the design phase can reduce subsequent costs during the imple1nentation phase
(Minnegal and Dwyer 2008).

The structure and i1nple1nentation of 1nitigation strategies also requ1res ca eful
consideration because their use can enhance the negative material and sy1nbolic social i1npacts
experienced directly and indire.ctly by recipients and others. Direct negative ilnpacts were
experienced by recipients as a result of their use of FISAP funding. For exainple, redundant
workers' use of relocation assistance provided new opportunities, but did not prevent symbolic
impacts associated with the loss of their original c01nmunity and fa1nily support. Indirect
negative ilnpacts were also highlighted, for example, the large nmnber of business owners who
received Industry Develop1nent Assistance was perceived as increasing competition,
contributing to the financial stress felt by other business owners producing identical or alternate
products. In s01ne cases, 1nitigation strategies that enhance negative i1npacts 1nay indicate
li1nitations, however negative impacts 1nay also occur as a 'natural' consequence of change and
be necessary for the fulfilment of broader policy goals.

The effectiveness of the FISAPs was also influenced by external factors and the presence
of additional policy changes such as 1narket c01npetition, alternate employment opportunities,
and previous policy changes. These influences highlight the importance of acknowledging the
presence of past, current and potential future interventions and other factors when designing
mitigation 1neasures to ensure they encourage appropriate, long term opportunities.

Personal factors also influenced the extent to which individuals benefitted from usmg
FISAP measures. The provision of fonnal personal support and clear c01n1nunication were
integral factors in ensuring the availability and accessibility of the FISAPs. These factors were
particularly i1nportant in cases where participants had s1nall social and industry networks or did
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not have the skills, past expenence or financial resources to proactively seek support and
information. The i1nportance of formal supp01i was illustrated in the opinions outlined by
workers at large 1nills who received direct access to suppo1i staff, in c01nparison to those at
s1nall mills or contracting businesses who did not receive these services as directly. Individuals'
1notivations to engage in the adjust1nent process and access FISAP funding were also in1portant
to their experience of the RF A and associated policy changes. S01ne recipients felt the funding
they received had been critical to their responses, while others suggested they would have made
si1nilar responses regardless due to their past experiences, skills and goals. These results raise
questions about the type of support and level of funds recipients require to ensure 1nitigation
strategies are accessible and effective.

The inability of 1nitigation strategies to reduce all negative i1npacts, and potential for the1n
to enhance some types of negative i1npacts, together with the difficulty of predicting social
i1npacts (Vanclay 2002; Williams and Schirmer 2012), de1nonstrates two things. The first is the
i1np01iance of approaching mitigation strategies as part of the broader policy process. While this
paper focuses on the i1nple1nentation of 1nitigation strategies, the 1nanage1nent of social i1npacts
also requires that negative i1npacts be avoided tlu·ough careful design and imple1nentation of the
associated intervention (ICPGSIA 2003). The second is the need for monitoring and adaptive
1nanage1nent.

Adaptive

manage1nent

encourages

an

iterative

process

of assessment,

1nanagement and review, ensuring the c01n1nunication of infonnation over ti1ne and providing
the infonnation needed to refine social impact 1nitigation strategies as necessary (Franks 2012).
It is particularly crucial that changes are designed carefully to 1nini1nise risks of significant cost

increases (Macintosh et al. 2010), and that they are properly communicated to ensure potential
applicants are notified of any additional restrictions or oppo1iunities, and the transparency of the
strategy is maintained or i1nproved.

It is difficult to assess with certainty the extent to which the FISAP strategy influenced

participant's experiences and responses due to the influence of other variables. These include
external facto rs, additional interventions, and people 's individual motivations and other
personal factors . Thi s is a common issue in follo w-up studies and encourages assess1nent of the
broader context in whi ch an intervention is introduced - an issue particularly addressed in the
cumulative effects literature (e.g. see Canter and Ross 2010 ; Franks et al. 2010b). The
complexity of these interacti ons encourages critical reflection and evaluation to address the
challenge of preparing fo r social impacts that result from complex interactions between
1nitigation strategies an d thei r associated interventions, particularly within the broader context
of extern al factors and additional interventions. Recognising these interactions encourages the
use of adaptive 1nanagement principl es in the design and implementatio n of mitigation
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strategies, to the extent that budget and other constraints allow, whether the mitigation strategy
is privately or publicly funded. In particular it raises three key questions:
•

Where are 1nitigation funds best placed? Considerations are required regarding the
delivery of both tangible (e.g. financial) and intangible (e.g. employ1nent of
personal support staff) ele1nents of the mitigation strategy.

•

How can people be best supported to help the1nselves and others? In other words,
what is the best way of i1nproving adaptive capacity and resilience to change?
Considerations are required as to how to distribute support between individuals,
businesses and c01n1nunities to ensure long tenn successful adjustment to change
and 1notivate and inform potential applicants adequately while encouraging
proactive responses.

•

How can negative social i1npacts best be 1nini1nised or avoided? This raises issues
regarding the design and imple1nentation of the intervention and its associated
1nitigation strategy, highlighting the i1nportance of good c01n1nunication and clear
guidelines.

Answering these questions requires a variety of research approaches to bring together
people ' s subjective experiences and perceptions, with economic and other quantitative
assess1nents, although the latter is not a focus of this paper. A combination of approaches are
needed to allow the collection of data that concerns both_ the 'material and symbolic
di1nensions' of social i1npacts (Lockie et al. 1999: 537). The i1nportance of perception also
illustrates why transparency is so i1nportant; it calls for appropriate grievance processes,
dedicated support staff, well designed eligibility criteria and good c01n1nunication.

6. 7 Conclusion
Mitigation strategies aun to achieve multiple goals and require significant financial
resources, however despite the eff01i and expense dedicated to their design and i1nplementation,
1nonitoring and evaluation (and the publication) of their effectiveness is rare. Evaluation is a key
learning tool, critical to increasing our understanding of the processes that lead to negative and
positive social i1npacts, and how these i1npacts may be 1nini1nised or enhanced through the
delivery of 1nitigation 1neasures. Our evaluation of the Upper North East NSW and WA FISAPs
highlighted factors that helped and hindered the delivery of the FI SAP pro grains and influenced
people's experience of both these prograins, and in turn, the RF A and other forest policy
changes. The supp01i provided through the multiple 1nitigation measures contributed to the
FISAPs' success by encouraging policy ai1ns such as increased industry innovation, minimising
negative social i1npacts and encouraging new opportunities. The results also illustrate the
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important influence that design and irnple1nentation processes have on the effectiveness of
mitigation strategies. Overall, FISAPs in both case studies were found to be effective in tenns of
reducing negative i1npacts, encouraging positive impacts and contributing towards policy goals,
although they did not 1nitigate negative impacts in all cases, and sorneti1nes interacted with
external factors and additional policy changes to contribute to significant short and long tenn
negative impacts.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
7. 1 Introduction
The research presented in this thesis was guided by two objectives. The first objective was
to assess the social i1npacts experienced by 1ne1nbers of the native forest tiinber industry as a
consequen ce of the RF As and associated policy changes in two RF A regions. I confined my
inquiry to members of the native forest industry, predmnina ntly those involved in timber
harvesting and haulage as e1nployees or business owners, and those who work in, 1nanage, or
own wood processing businesses. A s1nall subset of participants represented the industry in their
capacity as a govermnen t employee, were engaged in other forest-based activities such as
tourism, or represented other stakeholde r interests. I focused the study on 1ne1nbers of the native
forest ti1nber industry, rather than the broader group of stakeholders affected by the RF As, for
the reasons described in Sections 1.6 and 4.2.2.

The second research objective was to contribute to the theory fll1d practice of SIA by
identifying lessons from the research for the future assessment, manage1nent and monitoring of
social i1npacts. As described in Section 1.2, practice refers to the 1nethods used to conduct SIA,
while theory refers to the explanatory frameworks used to organis_e evidence or data about social
i1npacts and ask 'questions concerning how and why particular patterns of evidence occur'
(Layder 1998: 10). I achieved the research objectives through conducting an ex-post facto SIA
using an adaptive theory approach (Layder 1998). Ex-post facto SIA is an important learning
tool required for the continued developme nt of SIA theory and practice (Lane et al. 2001 ;
Burdge 2003; Ross and McGee 2006). Findings from the two case studies thus contribute to
i1nproved understand ing of the complexity of social i1npacts associated with forest policy
changes and the developme nt of SIA theory and practice. These contributions begin to address
the lack of ex-post facto SIA, both specifically in the context of the RF As (Howitt, 201 2) and
1nore generally (Burdge 2002; Lavallee and Andre 2005; Noble and Storey 2005).

I addressed the two research objectives by exploring five research questions, the answers
to which fonn the basis for the papers presented in Chapters 3 - 6. This chapter synthesises
those answers and, in doing so, de1nonstrates how I addressed the research objectives. In
particular, the chapter focuses on the implications of the research findings for the two objectives
of 1ny research:
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1.

To assess the social impacts experience d by business managers and employees
dependent on the native forest ti1nber industry as a result of the RF As and associated
policy changes.

2.

To contribute to the theory and practice of SIA by identifying lessons from the research
for the assess1nent, manage1nent and monitoring of future social impacts.

7.2 Objective one: Social impac ts experi enced by
forest indust ry memb ers
I addressed three research questions to assess the social impacts experience d by business
managers and employees dependent on the native forest timber industry as a result of the RF As
and associated policy changes :

1.

What were the social impacts experience d by business managers and employees
dependent on the native forest ti1nber industry as a result of forest policy changes?

2.

How did members of the native forest timber industry respond to the policy changes?

3.

Ho

did mitigation strategies introduced in conjunctio n with the policy changes

influence the social impacts experience d by 1ne1nbers of the native forest timber
industry?

The answers to these three questions were inter-relate d, reflecting the multiple interactions
between social impacts, responses, and the use of mitigation strategies. Social impacts were
strongly dependent on the responses participant s made to the RF A and associated forest policy
changes· these responses were frequentl

influenced by the available mitigation measures, and;

the experience of appl ing for and using mitigation measures further influenced participant s'
experience s of positi e and negati e social i1npacts . I explored the multiple interactions between
social impacts, responses and mitigation strategies in Chapters 3 - 6, demonstra ting the complex
nature of social impacts and the implications of this complexity for the assessmen t, manageme nt
and monitoring of social impacts.

7.2.1 Soc ial impacts experie nced by native forest industr y
bus iness manage rs and employ ees
The fir t re earch question I asked was: What were the social impacts experience d by

bu iness managers and employees dependent on the nati e fores t timber industry as a result of
orest policy chanoes?
impact
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encouragin g each participant to discuss the issues most pertinent to
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The results highlight the diversity of social i1npacts experienced by 1ne1nbers of the native
forest industry and the i1nportance of understanding how these i1npacts developed and interacted
over time. Chapter 3 presented results of the UNSW case study, emphasising that social i1npacts
began during the process of negotiating the RF A - the anticipatory stage - and evolved as
participants responded to changes introduced through the RF A. These social i1npacts involved
both '1naterial and sy1nbolic di1nensions' (Lockie et al. 1999: 537). For example, negative
i1npacts included the anxiety experienced during the anticipatory stage, and financial stress
resulting fr01n the debt business owners assumed when they invested in new technology as a
way of responding to reduced wood supply and other changes affecting resource access.
Positive impacts included the pride experienced by ex-workers who learned new skills and
becaine aware of their existing skills, and the financial stability associated with long-term Wood
Supply Agreements, which provided greater certainty than had previously been experienced by
many business operators. Chapter 4 explored the complexity of the cumulative nature of the
three principal negative social impacts experienced by participants in the SW A RF A region uncertainty, a sense of injustice, and financial stress - by identifying how they e1nerged,
interacted and aggregated, influenced by 1nultiple policy changes introduced in quick succession

While many of the social i1npacts identified in the two case study regions were si1nilar, the
narratives expressed by participants from SW A suggested that their long-tenn experiences had
been 1nore negative than those in UNSW. While participants fr01n UNSW often identified a
sense of injustice associated with both the process of decision making and outcomes of the
RF A, the interviews conducted with participants from SWA suggested that they had felt this
sense 1nore strongly. This was predominantly due to:

•

Their perceptions that both the RF A process, and the two policy changes that
followed in rapid succession (the ' backflip' and OGP), had been unfair - citing
insufficient industry participation, limited use of scientific evidence, overe1nphasis
on the perspectives voiced by enviromnenta l groups and the general public, and an
overall lack of transparency.

•

The substantial changes introduced through these three policy changes .

Perceptions of injustice accentuated experiences of other negative social impacts, such as
uncertainty and financial stress, because these i1npacts were felt to be undeserved. The findings
thus demonstrate the i1nportance of the policy process as a key detenninant of social impacts,
and highlight how the perceived (un)fairness of a process shapes people 's experience of its
outcomes and their ability and willingness to cope with these outc01nes.
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The nature of these social impacts, and the manner in which they developed and interacted,
has three key implication s for understand ing and managing social i1npacts. The first is the
importance of recognisin g, mini1nising and 1nanaging ' anticipator y ' stage impacts - those
experience d before a fonnal decision to i1nple1nent a change is confirmed , in this case before
signing of the RF As - through 1neasures such as ensuring the transparen cy and adequacy of
public participato ry processes, and the early provision of 1nitigation strategies. The second
i1nplication is the need to recognise the 1nultiple factors that influence the developme nt of social
impacts, which are experience d cumulative ly. These factors include:

•

people 's responses to change, whether 1nade with or without assistance from
mitigation strategies;

•

the presence of past, current or anticipated future changes; and

•

exogenous factors associated with the broader social, financial , political and
cultural contexts.

These multiple interacting factors are acknowled ged and conceptual ised . in the CEAM
framework evaluated and modified in Chapter 5, and highlight the importance of understand ing
mitigation strategies as one of the multiple factors that contribute to both negative and positive
social impacts, as explored in Chapter 6. The third i1nplication is the importance of
distinguish ing where possible between social impacts and social change processes (S lootweg et
al. 2001 ; Vanclay 2002), thus reinforcing the argument made in SIA theory that people
experience and respond to changes differently, depending on personal characteris tics and the
presence of external factors . Explicit separation of social change processes and social impacts
avoids assum ptions about what constitutes a negative or positive change or impact, or a
successful or unsuccessf ul response to policy interv entions such as the RF A and associated
policy changes.

7.2.2 Respon ding to policy change
The second question I asked was : Ho w did members of the native forest timb er industry

respond to th e p olicy changes ? The results demonstra te that members of the industry responded
to change in a wide range of ways. Participant s began to respond to the RF A process during the
anticipator y stage by participatin g in protest rallies and formal consultatio n processes, and
continued to respond over time, predomina ntly by changing their employme nt or business as
necessary . The nature of these responses depended on their role in the industry and personal
goals and capacity. Chapter 3 discussed common responses in the
benveen three ke

SW region, distinguish ing

groups with differing roles in the industry each of whom characteris tically

responded to change in a specific wa : (i) business owners who invested in their business in an
effort to maintain or enhance its

iability, both despite changes in resource access and in

response to polic requiremen ts to enhance ' value adding' activities; (ii) business owners who
1 o4
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closed or downsized their business, at least temporaril y, often continuing at a s1naller scale or
increasing their involveme nt in the plantation and/or private-pro perty native forest sectors; and
(iii) business 1nanagers and e1nployees , whose responses predo1ninately depended on those
1nade by their employers , and included undertakin g training, finding new employme nt in a wide
range of sectors, or adjusting to the changes made to their original business. These responses
were si1nilar to those made by participants frmn the SWA region (see Section 5.4.6). Despite the
si1nilarities between the two case studies in tenns of participant s' responses, those from UNSW
generally perceived that responses such as business investmen t had assisted their long-term
success, while those in SW A were less positive about the success of their responses. This
com1non perspective in SW A was largely due to continued uncertainty about future access to
timber fro1n native forests, a consequen ce of ongoing change in the policy environme nt despite
the goal emphasise d in the SWA RF A of providing greater certainty of wood supply
(Commonw ealth of Australia & State of Western Australia 1999).

The influence of participant s' responses on their experience s of social i1npacts is explored
in the thesis in four ways. First, the results presented in Chapter 3 were structured to emphasise
participant s' responses to the RF A process, rather than focusing solely on the social change
processes that triggered these responses. Second, the CEAM frainework presented in Chapter 5
was modified to better incorporate the influence of responses, emphasisin g the importance of
people ' s individual and collective decisions and actions on their experience s of cu1nulative
social impacts. Third, the evaluation of the Forest Industry Structural Adjust1nent Packages
(FISAPs) in Chapter 6 de1nonstrated that, while mitigation strategies assisted people to respond
to change, the recipients of 1nitigation strategies were not passive agents in this process. Instead,
in order to be most effective, 1nitigation strategies needed to be acco1n panied by actions taken
by individuals through their own initiative. These actions ranged from actively seeking
informat1on about mitigation strategies, through to 1naking financial and/or personal sacrifices
to foster the success of their response to social change processes. These sacrifices included
com1nitting their personal funds to new business investment s in addition to, and beyond that,
required to receive funding as part of the FIS AP. Modifying the CEAM framework to more
explicitly include individuals ' responses highlighted the importance of acknowled ging people 's
capacity to respond, and the potential negative and positive influences of their responses, when
assessing and 1nanaging social impacts. Finally, the results presented in Chapter 3 demonstra te
that, analogous to the difference between social change processes and i1npacts, a response to
change cannot be evaluated. as ' positive ' or ' negative ' without reference to the individual
circumstances of the person making that response. Some responses often associated with
negative social impacts, such as closing or downsizing a business, were considered successful
by a participant because the response allowed the1n to meet their personal goals.
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7.2.3 The influen ce of mitigat ion strateg ies
The third research question I asked was: How did mitigation strategies introduced in

conjunction with the policy changes influence the social impacts experienced by members of the
native forest timber industry? The findings show that the availability and accessibility of FISAP
1neasures influenced both the sho1i and long-tenn social i1npacts experience d by participants, in
both negative and positive ways . Mitigation strategies: (i) reduced s01ne types of negative
impacts, either directly (for example, through financial support to reduce the impacts of income
loss) or indirectly (for exainple, by providing training opportunities that allowed colleagues to
provide each other with peer support); (ii) provided opportunities for positive i1npacts (for
exa1nple, by supporting business im1ovation and helping ex-workers to find new e1nployment),
and (iii) contributed to negative i1npacts associated with the FISAP i1nple1nentation process and
with s01ne of the actions required of those who accessed 1nitigation funds (for exa1nple,
perceived inequalities in the distributio n of 1nitigation funds contributed to a sense of injustice,
while financial stress associated with increased debt taken on in order to be eligible to receive
FI SAP funding increased stress). These issues were discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, before their
i1nplications were explored further in Chapter 5, where the provision of 1nitigation strategies
was interpreted as one of the 1nultiple actions involved in an activity ( or intervention such as a
policy change) that interacted with other actions and i1npacts to contribute to cmnulative social
i1npacts. The i1nplications of these issues were also discussed in Chapter 6, which explored the
influences of the design, i1nple1nentation and 1nonitoring stages, in addition to the structure of
1nitigation strategies, on their accessibility and availability and hence their influence on social
i1npacts. These i1nplications are fmiher discussed in Section 7 .3 .2, where I discuss the fifth
research question.

7.3 Objective two: Contributing to SIA theory and
practic e
My second research objective was to contribute to the theory and practice of SIA by
identifying lessons from the research for the assess1nent, manageme nt and monitoring of future
social impacts. This objective was guided by two questions:
1.

What factors contribute to the way a person experiences policy or other changes?

2.

What factors assist the effective design and i1nplementation of mitigation strategies?

Responses to these two research questions built on the answers to the three research
questions associated with Objective 1 by drawing on the case study findings to explore the
implications of the results for the assessmen t, manageme nt and monitoring of social impacts.
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7.3.1 Factors contributing to experiences of policy change
The fourth research question I asked was: What factors contribute to the way a person

experiences policy or other changes? The results highlighted the diversity of interacting factors
that contributed to these experiences. I initially outlined these results in Chapter 3, which
de1nonstrated -the develop1nent of social i1npacts over time as people anticipated and responded
to change, and in Chapter 4, which de1nonstrated the multiple factors that led to the cumulative
negative social impacts of uncertainty, a sense of injustice and financial stress. Key factors that
contributed to the way a person experienced policy changes were:
•

The process through which policy changes were negotiated;

•

The outco1nes of these processes, including the restrictions and opportunities
introduced by the changes;

•

The availability and accessibility of 1nitigation strategies and other fonnal and
infonnal support 1nechanis1ns;

•

Personal characteristics such as individuals' motivations, skills and financial
capacity;

•

The experience or anticipation of past, current and future policy changes;

•

The presence of exogenous social, financial, political and c_ultural factors; and

•

The interaction and aggregation of social impacts and responses, including the
influence of responses made by others.

I evaluated the interaction between these diverse factors, and the outco1nes of these interactions,
through the process of evaluating and 1nodifying the CEAM framework (Franks et al. 201 Oa;
201 Ob; 2011) reported in Chapter 5. This framework, originally developed for interventions
such as 1nining projects, conceptualises the 1nultiple actions involved in an activity, the
significance of exogenous factors, and the interaction and aggregation of disparate social
impacts that result in cmnulative social i1npacts (Franks et al. 2009a; 201 Ob; 2011 ). Exploring
the c01nplexity of these interactions provided new perspectives, going beyond a 'checklist
approach' to SIA (Vanclay 2002: 184) that e1nphasises cataloguing individual social impacts, to
an analysis that instead focuses on the interactions and aggregations of these i1npacts. The
1nodifications I proposed to the CEAM frainework enable it . to be better applied to
understanding the c01nplexity of social i1npacts, particularly by redefining actions in terms of
individuals' perceptions of restrictions and opportunities, and recognising the influence of
people's responses on their experiences. This research thus contributes to SIA theory by
1nodifying the CEAM frainework to include key concepts such as the role of individual ' s
responses on the cumulative social impacts they experience, and the feedback that occurs as
changes to the receiving envirorunent influence future activities. The research also contributes
to SIA practice by de1nonstrating the CEAM framework's effectiveness as a guide to assessing,
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managmg and monitoring social impacts within the context of policy change, and thus
encouragin g its continued use, evaluation and develop111ent.

The results of the research reported in this thesis are applicable to the future practice of
SIA. In particular, they demonstra te the importance of using ex-post facto SIA as an ongoing
monitoring , evaluation and learning tool that, if begun early enough, can support an adaptive
manage111ent approach to the 111itigation of negative, and enhance111ent of positive, social
impacts. While the provision of 111itigation strategies was an important contributo r to
participant s' experience s, the findings also highlight the influence of responses 111ade by
businesses , individuals , and other c0111111unity and industry representat ives, thus e111phasising the
responsibil ity of 111ultiple actors, including those affected by policy changes, to work together to
reduce negative and enhance positive social i111pacts. The results also e111phasise the need for exante and ex-post facto SIAs to take into account all ele111ents involved in the processes of
designing and imple111enting policy changes, as well as their outc0111es, recognisin g that
people's experience s of policy changes and other interventio ns are influenced by 111ultiple
factors. Failure to acknowled ge the c0111plexity of these factors and influence of individual s'
responses when designing and introducin g interventio ns is likely to lead to unintended negative
social i111pacts. These i111pacts may be difficult to 111itigate, and can reduce the realisation of
intended policy goals, as described in Chapters 4 and 6. Acknowle dging these issues is
i111portant in order to ensure the effectivene ss of SIA practice.

7.3.2 Designing and implementing effective mitigation
strategies
The fifth research question I asked was: What factors assist the effective design and

implem entation of mitigation strategies? I responded to this question in Chapter 6, identifying
that mitigation strategies must be both available (i.e. the measures must exist) and accessible
(i.e. potential applicants need to be aware of the mitigation measures and know how to access
and use them) to ensure their effectivene ss. These findings indicate that the success of a
mitigation strategy is detennined by both the less tangible ele111ents of the design,
implement ation and monitoring stages, such as the transparen cy of the application process, and
the tangible elements of the individual mitigation 111easures through which support is provided ,
such as the provision of training or financial grants.

These results demonstra te the importance of treating 111itigation strategies - including their
design, implement ation and monitoring , and the structure of individual support measures - as a
-whole, ensuring that all elements function together in an integrated way. This is imp01iant in the
context of Question 3, where I noted the capacity of mitigation strategies to, variously, amplify
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or di1ninish the positive and negative social i1npacts of policy changes. In addition to identifying
factors required for effective 1nitigation strategies, the results discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 also
de1nonstrate several factors that limit the effectiveness of 1nitigation strategies. These include
the difficulty of mitigating 1nany negative psychologi cal impacts, such as perception s of
injustice, and thus the i1nportance of avoiding these negative i1npacts where possible; and the
possibility that 1nitigation strategies 1nay directly or indirectly contribute to negative social
i1npacts through the process used to distribute 1nitigation measures and the personal invest1nent
(in tenns of both ti1ne and 1noney) required to access and make best use of these 1neasures.
These results can assist the future 1nanagement of social i1npacts, a crucial ele1nent of SIA
practice, by providing infonnatio n as to how to best mitigate negative, and enhance positive
social impacts.

7.4 Limitations of this study and opportunities for
further research
The approach I used to conduct 1ny research determined the types of issues I explored and
the i1nplications I drew fr01n the results. The decision to conduct an ex-post facto SIA in two
RF A regions, focusing on a qualitative exaininatio n of the experience s of me1nbers of the native
forest industry, was appropriat e given 1ny aim of developing an in-depth understand ing of the
social i1npacts experience d by 1nembers of the industry. However, doing so 1neant that several
potential questions could not be addressed in the study.

An inevitable consequen ce of 1ny decision to use a qualitative approach was that this
research could not answer questions such as how many people lost their jobs as a result of the

RFA? and how many people are still unemployed? In the case of the RF As, these questions are
in any case difficult to answer due to a lack of consistent data collection over ti1ne (Houghton
2012). I was often asked these questions as I conducted and presented my research; however,
rather than answering the1n, this research has provided important contextual infonnatio n to
assist the interpretat ion of future research that does exainine these types of quantitativ e
questions. By highlightin g the diversity of ways that people experience social change processes,
such as the loss or significant change of employme nt, this research provides critical informatio n
for understand ing the diversity of i1npacts likely to be associated with these processes. For
exainple, by de1nonstrating both the long-term positive impacts experience d by s01ne
pa1iicipants who found secure and enjoyable e1nploy1nent following initial redundanc y, and the
ongoing financial stress and uncertainty experience d by others who re1nained in the industry,
the results e1nphasise the i1nportance of the quality and security of employme nt, the definition
of which depends on the individual goals and circumstan ces of the employee. This draws
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attention away fro1n quantifiable indicators, such as job loss, towards other ways of consider ing
social impacts and the success of responses to change.

My decision to focus on 1ne1nbers of the native forest industry in two RF A regions li1nited
the breadth of stakeholders included the study, and thus the research does not represen t the
views or experiences of the full breadth of stakeholders who were interested in or affected by
the RF As. The deliberately li1nited scope of this study and the co1nplexity of the RF A processes
in other regions suggest consider able opportunities for further ex-post facto SIA, which could
encompass a wider range of stakehol ders and/or other RF A regions . In particula r, fmiher studies
could take a co1nmunity-level approach to assess the social impacts felt, and responses made, by
resource -depende nt c01n1nunities in RF A regions. There is also scope to explore the long-ten n
social i1npacts experien ced by other stakehol der groups, such as me1nbers of Indigeno us
cornmunities and those involved in envirom nental nongove rmnent organisations, as a
conseque nce of RF As and other forest policy decisions; recognis ing that these i1npacts are
experienced within a broader historical and conte1nporary context.

Research findings were also li1nited by difficulties I encounte red in contactin g s01ne
categories of people involved in the native forest ti1nber industry at the ti1ne of the RF A process.
In particula r, it proved difficult to locate participants who had experien ced long-ten n
une1nploy1nent, despite interview participants often raising concerns that 1nany people had
experien ced extended une1nploy1nent or under-e1nploy1nent. While I interview ed some
participants who had relied on insecure , short-ten n employ1nent after losing their original job,
almost all had since found more pennane nt employment. It is therefore not possible to ascertain
whether the sainple included the full diversity of impacts experien ced by forest industry
members , as the extent to which long-term unemploy1nent and underem ploymen t still exists is
unknown. My inability to contact individuals in these circmnst ances reflected , at least in part,
the difficulty of contactin g those who were no longer part of the forest industry and its
ass ociated professional and social networks. Howeve r, it may also reflect a lack of people
experien cing long-ten n unemplo y1nent despite the perceptions reported by so1ne interview ees. I
was not able to determine the extent to which each of these possibilities applied.

The use of qu alitative methods to explore participants' perspectives al so rai sed a number
of issues regard ing the connecti on between their narratives (includin g their perceptions of the
significance of the changes th ey experien ced and how thi s influenced their responses), and their
past and future behaviour (their responses) . I occasionally observed inconsistencies between
participants ' perceptions and behaviour, suggestin g a complex relationship between contextual
facto rs such as uncertain ty, and parti cipants' response s to the changing pressures and
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opportunities presented to them. The apparent inconsistency between stated perception s and
apparent behaviour was 1nost evident in the SW A case study region, where in a small nmnber of
cases significant business innovation and invest1nent has continued despite participants '
state1nents that they had been discourage d fro1n investing in their business due to the uncertain
future and perceived instability of the industry. The disparity between participant s ' perception s
and actions suggests potential for future ex-post facto SIA to explore these issues further.

Another issue that requ1res further exploration relates to the practical i1nplications of
adopting an adaptive manage1nent approach when imple1nenting mitigation strategies. The use
of adaptive 1nanagement is c01n1nonly reco1n1nended in the impact assess1nent literature
(Vanclay & Esteves 2011; Franks 2012); however, 1ny results suggest several challenges to the
i1nple1nentation of adaptive 1nanagement principles. The evident limitations of com1nunication
regarding the FISAPs, even when little change was made to their structure and i1nple1nentation
over time, suggests that any changes 1nade to mitigation 1neasures as part of an adaptive
approach 1night be difficult to clearly com1nunicate and could result in confusion on the part of
people accessing these 1neasures. Furthermo re, adopting an adaptive manage1nent approach
requires ongoing monitoring , and for the results of this monitoring to be c01n1nunicated and
actively used to modify the existing 1nitigation strategy. This approach thus requires significant
com1nit1nent, resources (both ti1ne and funding) and collaborati on between researchers ,
stakeholders and the proponents of the intervention. There is also a need to explore how
adaptive 1nanage1nent principles 1night be applied to the ·-imple1nentation of mitigation
strategies, particularly given the potential for the implement ation process to contribute to
negative and positive social impacts. For exainple, adaptive manage1nent principles may be
used to highlight ele1nents of the imple1nentation process that require improve1nent, such as the
use of different c01n1nunication methods or the revision of application forms to increase their
clarity.

One way of exploring s01ne of these issues would be the integration of the research
findings with those fr01n survey-bas ed or other quantitative research. Such an approach could
explore the the1nes that e1nerged in this research 1nore quantitatively, to assess the relative
influence and significance of the 1nultiple social i1npacts and influencing factors demonstra ted
in this thesis.

7.5 Conclusion
Ex-post facto SIA is an i1nportant learning tool for policy 1nakers and others involved in
the assess1nent and 1nanage1nent of social impacts that result fr01n interventions such as policy
changes. It provides an important opp01iunity to explore how social impacts e1nerge over ti1ne

and are experience d by different individuals and groups . The results of ex-post facto SIA case
studies such as those reported here also assist the continued developme nt of SIA theory and
practice. This thesis examined the social i1npacts experience d by 1nembers of the native forest
timber industry in two case study regions as a result of RF As and associated policy changes .
These case studies were significant given that the RF A process represents one of the most
comprehen sive forest policy changes implement ed in Australian history . The findings
demonstra te that social impacts occurred as a result of the negotiation processes used to develop
RF As and associated policy changes, as well as being a consequen ce of the changes introduced
by the RF As and associated policies . Social impacts were experience d within broader historical,
social and financial contexts, and were significant ly influenced by individual s' responses to the
changes and impacts they predicted or experience d . These responses were often mediated by the
availability and accessibili ty of mitigation strategies, although the research also de1nonstrated
the importance of individual s' initiatives as a key factor in their ability to adjust successful ly to
change.

The process of analysing social impacts and the multiple factors that influenced them
contributed lessons for the assessmen t, manageme nt and monitoring of future social impacts.
The first lesson is the importanc e of acknowled ging and managing the social impacts
experience d during the anticipator y stage. The second lesson is the need to carefully design,
implement and monitor mitigation strategies to maximise the extent to which they 1ninimise
negative, and enhance positive, social impacts, particularl y given the potential for mitigation
strategies to contribute in unintended ways to negative social impacts. The third lesson is that
individual s' responses to the changes and impacts they predict or experience are critical to their
overall experience of social impacts . Mitigation strategies should therefore be implement ed so
as to compleme nt individuals ' initiatives and capacity. Conceptua lising the complex nature of
social impacts and the multiple factors that influenced their interaction and aggregatio n was
facilitated by critical re iew and modificati on of the CEAM framework . The process of
modifying the CEAM framework illustrated its applicabili ty to sectors and circumstan ces
beyond those for which it was originally developed , and strengthen ed the extent to which the
frame\vork acknowled ged indi iduals' ability to respond to changes. These refinement s
enhanced the utility of the CEAM framework for the subsequen t application to, and continued
theoretical and practical de elopment of SIA. This application and de elopment are v. orthy of
further study.
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Appendix 1: Negotiation and consultation
processes conducted during the RFA process
RF As were negotiated between C01n1nonwealth and State goverrunents, with each RF A region
drawing on varying levels of input fr01n non-govern1nent stakeholders. In s01ne regions, such as
UNSW, key stakeholders were involved in the early negotiation stages of RF As. In other
regions, including SWA, RF As were negotiated solely by goverrunents.
Consultation with non-goverrunent stakeholders, also referred to in this thesis as public
participation, was an i1nportant part of the RF A process although the extent to which
consultation 1nechanisms were conducted by governments in each region differed. The table
below outlines the 1nain types of consultation 1nechanisms discussed by interview participants.
For further information see Dargavel et al. (2000) and Mobbs (2003).

Information dissemination
Most participants relied on receiving infonnatio n and/or were involved in collating, analysing
and disseminating infonnatio n. Participants referred to two types of information: (i) technical
infonnatio n used to infonn the negotiation processes and (ii) information about the status of
the negotiation process, the RF A and other policy outc01nes, and the contents of and
application process for the Forestry Industry Structural Adjust1nent Package.
Participants received infonnatio n through public 1neetings and stakeholde r workshops ,
1nedia sources, and direct ( e.g. via phone) and indirect (e.g. via newsletters) contact with
industry and c01n1nunity representative organisations.
S01ne paiiicipants contributed infonnatio n and ideas to the RF A process. For example,
Brueckner et al. (2006) acknowledges that the SWA RF A process included consultative
reference groups, c01n1nunity heritage workshops and participation in surveys and interviews
as part of social assessment process, but found that the level and quality of access to these
processes was frequently considered poor.
Many experts and scientists provided technical infonnatio n to the RF A process. State
forestry representatives in both case study regions were involved in forecasting future wood
supply figures given hypothetical wood supply options. Independent experts also provided
considerable information through the preparation of technical reports, although there is s01ne
debate as to how 1nuch these reports were used in the final decision process (e.g. Brueckner et
al. 2006), and participants frequently expressed si1nilar concerns.
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Public consultation through submissio n processes
In s01ne regions, the RF A process included opportunities for individuals and organisations to
prepare submissions as part of the consultation process. Smne interview paiiicipant s indicated
that c01n1nunity or industry representatives assisted their 1ne1nbers to write sub1nissions. In
general, interview participants doubted these sub1nissions influenced the final outcomes of the
RF A and associated policy decisions.

Participa tion in rallies and protests
Many paiiicipant s paiiicipate d in public rallies to show their support for the native forest
timber industry and their concerns regarding potential negative impacts of resource access
and other changes. Smne participants also described their involve1nent in protests 1nade in
response to those organised by envirorunental nongoverr unent organisations.
Many interview participants felt that their actions did little to influence the final RF A
and associated policy change outcmnes, however they indicated that rallies and protests
provided indirect benefits by providing opportunities to receive peer support and 1neet with
others in the industry. Some participants discussed the negative i1npacts associated with the
ti1ne and cost required to travel to, and paiiicipate in, these events.

Consulta tion through stakehold er represent ative meetings
Industry and c01n1nunity representatives, including the owners of some larger businesses
within the ti1nber industry, were involved in 1nore direct consultatio n with those responsible
for preparing their region's RF A. In 1nost cases, their participation occurred on behalf of
members of the industry or c01n1nunity. Some in UNSW were also involved in the initial
negotiation stages of the RF A.
Like rallies, stakeholde r representative 1neetings were often conducted in regional
centres or capital cities, which meant that some interview participants were required to travel
frequently over the course of the RF A negotiations. Participants felt their involveme nt in
these 1neetings had more influence than less direct fonns of participation, but that the political
nature of the policy process often li1nited their ability to influence decision making.
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Appe ndix 2: Examples of probing questions
The list below provides a selection of probing questions I asked interview paiiicipants . It is
provided to indicate the breadth of topics covered in the interviews .

What is your experience of working in the forest industry?
Please tell 1ne about the history of your business/y our employ1nent/involvem ent in
the industry and how it has changed over ti1ne?
What does your current job involve?
You mentioned you used to( ... e.g. work for a different 1nill, do a different job),
what did that involve?
How have you developed your skills and knowledge ?

•
•
•
•
•

Are any 1nembers of your fainily involved in the forest industry?

What changes have you seen in the industry?
•

•
•

•

•

What changes have you seen during the time you have been involved in the native
forest industry?
What changes have you seen that have influenced other forest sectors such as
_
plantations ?
You mentioned that ( ... e.g. regulation/policy, availability of resources) has
changed. How did that lead to changes in ( ... e.g. the native forest industry/yo ur
business)?
o Other potential changes to follow up: the quality/ava ilability of
public/priv ate native or plantation forest resourc'e s, processing and
technology , tendering processes, 1narket competitio n.
I ain paiiicularl y interested in the Regional Forest Agree1nent process as one factor
leading to change, can you tell me 1nore about this?
o Follow up: log merchandi sing, access to resources, Wood Supply
Agree1nents, value adding, longer harvest/ha ulage contracts, business
closures.
Did you have any involve1nent in the Regional Forest Agreemen t process, e. g .
involveme nt in consultatio n or decision making?
o Can you tell 1ne about it - e.g. what types of activities were you involved
in, where were they held, who organised them, how did you hear about
the1n?

How did changes related to the RF A affect your personal and working life,
and how did you respond to these changes? (NSW) Or How have you been
affected by, and responded, to those changes? (WA)
Impacts:
• What ilnpacts, either positive or negative, have you/your business/fa1nily
experience d due to changes in the forest industry?
o For each type of impact: Can you explain your experience of ( . . . e.g.
unce1iainty , job loss etc) further? What factors led to the i1npact? When did
you first experience the impact? Did it have an impact on your fainily?
• What were your main concerns when the RF A process began/the RF A was
announced ?
o How did these concerns alter over ti1ne?
• What was your personal experience of the RF A negotiation process?

•

•
•

You said that changes in the industry have also affected your ( ... e.g. family, level
of stress, financial stability, ti1ne to spend with family) can you expand on this
further?
How have other people you know/th e com1nunity (e.g. other
businesses/families/individuals) been affected by changes in the forest industry?
You've talked a lot about negative/positive impacts, were there any
positive/ negative impacts you would like to discuss?

Responses:
• What did( ... e.g. you/you r fainily/y our business) do to respond to the RF A
process/ changes?
• What was your initial reaction to the announce1nent of the changes?
• Why did you respond in the way that you did?
• How did you feel during the process when you were respondi ng to the changes?
o How do you feel about the changes now?
• How did the business respond to ( ... e.g. the increased focus on value adding/log
merchan dising/the longer contract)?
• What factors helped/hindered you frmn being able to respond to the changes in the
way you wanted to?
• The RF A included funding for the Forest Industry Structural Adjust1nent Package .
Did you apply for this? Were you successful? What did you use the funds for? How
successful did you find the process?
• Where else have you received help/sup port other than through the Forest Industry
Structural Adjustm ent Package ?
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